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ABSTRACT

The use of strength formulations' characteristic of marine structural components 
in reliability assessment is investigated throughout a series of systematic studies.

The marine structural components used were the stiffened plate and the ring and 
stringer stiffened cylinder and the design scenario is their resistance to compressive 
loads (buckling) which is the most common failure modes in marine structures.

The systematic studies provided a good understanding of the behaviour of the 
several strength formulations when they are used in reliability calculations. Also, the 
importance of all uncertainties involved was analysed and commented.

The formulations considered for the stiffened plates buckling strength were the 
proposals of Faulkner, Guedes Soares, Ivanov and Rousev, Carlsen, Ueda and Yao, 
Soreide and Czujko, Valsgard, ABS, Dier and Dowling and Stonor et al. The 
formulations are fully described in the text along with the discussion of their 
reliability assessment results.

The formulations considered for the ring-stringer stiffened cylinders buckling 
strength were the proposals of several codes of practice API Bui 2U, RCC, DnV 
CN-30.1 and ECCS-29. They are fully described in the text along with the 
discussion of their uncertainties and reliability assessment.

The strength modelling parameters are the most important variables in the 
reliability assessment and they were investigated for the case of the ring-stringer 
stiffened cylinders. All formulations were compared with two large test results 
databases and the uncertainties were derived for all cases.

Finally the last chapter aggregates the conclusions of the systematic studies for 
the stiffened plates and cylinders with the demonstration of the importance of good 
strength modelling for the reliability based design of structures. The methodology 
for good strength modelling is described and used in improving the strength 
formulations for the ring-stringer stiffened cylinders.
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N O TA TIO N

Stiffened Plates (Chapter 2)

a = Plate length.

Ae = Plate-stiffener effective cross sectional area.

As = Stiffener cross sectional area.

At = Plate-stiffener full cross sectional area.

b = Plate breadth (width).
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b’e = Tangent or reduced width of plate.

E = Young modulus of Elasticity.

Et = Tangent modulus of Elasto-Plasticity. 

fx(x) = Joint probability density function of X.

G(x) = Limit state function.

I’e = Moment of inertia of stiffener and reduced width of plate, 

k = Buckling coefficient.

Ms = Stillwater bending moment.

Mw = Wave induced bending moment.

Pf = Probability of failure.

pr = (cĵ /cto) , Proportional limit.

PSF = Partial Safety Factor. 

q0 = Nominal lateral pressure.

r = [yj l /A) , Plate-stiffener radius of gyration.

Rr = Residual stress reduction factor.

Rt = Biaxial compression reduction factor.



Rx = Longitudinal strength ratio of a plate in biaxial compression.

Ry = Transverse strength ratio of a plate in biaxial compression.

Rj. = Shear stress reduction factor, 

t = Plate thickness.

w0 = Maximum amplitude of initial distortions.

W = Section modulus of plate-stiffener.

Xm = Test strength/ Predicted strength.

zp =  Distance from mid-plane of plate to the neutral axis.

Z0 = Midship section modulus, 

a  = (a/b), Plate aspect ratio, 

a  = Sensitivity vector.

P = (b/t ^/a0/e ) ,  Plate slenderness.

Pf = Generalised reliability index.

50 = Nondimensional initial distortions.

A<|>r = Reduction factor due to residual stresses.

<l>Ay = Nondimensional plate transverse strength predicted ABS.

<|>c = Nondimensional plate strength predicted Carlsen.

<|>Cs = Nondimensional stiffened plate strength predicted Carlsen.

<|>F = Nondimensional plate strength predicted Faulkner.

<|)Fs = Nondimensional stiffened plate strength predicted Faulkner.

^Fy = Nondimensional plate transverse strength predicted Faulkner. 

^GS = Nondimensional plate strength predicted by Guedes Soares.

((>2 = Nondimensional plate strength predicted by Ivanov and Roussev.

<|>s = Nondimensional plate strength predicted by Soreide and Czujko.

<j>u = Nondimensional plate strength predicted by Ueda et al.

<t>vy = Nondimensional plate transverse strength predicted by Valsgard.
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<j)x = Nondimensional plate strength in x  direction.

<j>y = Nondimensional plate strength m y  direction.

<X> = Normal standardised distribution,

y = Magnification factor in Perry-Robertson formula.

T| = Width of the weld tension block normalised by plate thickness.

Xc = (a/n r ylo0/ e )  , Column slenderness.

o cr = Buckling stress.

o e = Elastic buckling stress.

o ed = Mean edge stress.

o E = (7c2 E r 2/a), Euler stress.

ctjo  = Johnson-Ostenfeld stress.

o p = Proportional limit stress.

o DS = —----- - = ——— ,Structural proportional limit.
< * 0 ° 0

o r = Mean compression residual welding stress in the plate. 

gs = Mean applied stress in the plate.

Gu = Ultimate compression stress.

o x = Mean axial compression stress in x direction.

Gy = Mean axial compression stress in y  direction.

GyU = Ultimate axial compression stress in y  direction. 

o 0 = Yield stress, 

x = Mean shear stress. 

xu = Ultimate shear stress.

£ = Imperfection factor in Perry-Robertson formula.
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Ring-stringer stiffened cylinders (Chapter 3)

Ac = Cross sectional area of one ring stiffener.

As = Area of stringer stiffener.

B = Bias for knockdown factor, 

c = Interaction equation coefficient.

C = Reduced buckling coefficient.

Cx = Parameter affecting stiffener position. 

df = Breadth of flange. 

dw = Height of web.

es = Distance from centre line of shell to centroid of stringer stiffener. 

E = Modulus of elasticity.

I = Moment of inertia of stringer and shell.

Ie = Moment of inertia of stringer including effective width of shell.

I’e = Moment of inertia of stringer and reduced effective width of shell.

Is = Moment of inertia of stringer about its centroidal axis.

Js = Torsional stiffness constant of stringer stiffener.

kp = Effective pressure correction factor.

k0L = Factor accounting for boundary conditions under radial pressure.

L = Ring frame spacing.

Le = Effective width of shell in the longitudinal direction.

g

G = (l + v) , Shear modulus



m = Number of half waves into which the shell will buckle in the longitudinal

n = Number of half waves into which the shell will buckle in the circunferential

direction.

Ne = Elastic buckling load.

Ns = Number of stringers, 

p = Applied radial pressure. 

pc = Inelastic failure pressure. 

peL = Theoretical failure pressure. 

ps = Structural proportional limit. 

pss = Shell and stiffener pressure. 

p„ = Ultimate radial failure load.

R = Radius to centre line of shell.

Ra = Ratio of applied axial stress to ultimate axial compression stress.

Rc = Radius to centroid of ring stiffener.

Rh = Ratio of applied hoop stress to ultimate hoop stress.

Rr = Residual stress reduction factor.

s = Stringer spacing.

se = Shell effective width.

s'e = Shell reduced effective width.

direction.

API shell length parameter.

API shell width parameter
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t = Thickness of shell.

tf = Thickness of flange.

tw -  Thickness of web.

Xm = Model uncertainty factor or modelling parameter

ZL = 0.954 L2/R  t , Batdorf shell length parameter.

Zp = Plastic modulus.

Zs = 0.954 s2/ R  t , Batdorf shell width parameter. 

a 0 = Factor to account for imperfections. 

a xB = Reduction factor. 

a xL = Reduction factor.

<*XL = Reduction factor. 

ot0L= Reduction factor.

5P = Out of straightness of stringer shell.

5S = Maximum deflection of shell from the true circular arc between stringers.

A = Allowable stress when compact section requirements are not met.

^  = Plasticity reduction factor, welding residual stress tension block parameter.

X = Shell reduced slenderness parameter.

v = Poisson's ratio.

p = Mean shell knockdown factor.

ps = Shell knockdown factor.

a c = Inelastic buckling stress.

a ci = Elastic buckling stress as a column.

a cr = Theoretical elastic instability stress.
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a e = Elastic buckling stress.

a eq = Equivalent applied stress.

a icr = Imperfect elastic shell buckling stress.

Gsh = Elastic critical stress for unstiffened shell including imperfections.

<t„ = Bay average collapse stress.

Gueq = Equivalent ultimate stress.

a ux = Ultimate axial buckling stress.

Guq = Ultimate radial buckling stress.

gx = Applied axial compression stress.

a xc = Allowable stress when compact section requirements are not met.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

1.1 - General

Safety is nowadays one of the major concerns of the maritime industries, since the 
loss of human lives and the ecological disasters put an enormous pressure on all marine 
activities, especially in shipping and offshore installations. These activities depend on 
highly complex structures that must resist external and internal actions.

Traditionally these structures were designed using the working stress concept that 
consists of a deterministic approach to the structural design in which calculations are 
carried out using fixed values of the variables. In this concept the loading is usually 
considered as the maximum probable load that occurs during the specified life of the 
structure. The resulting stresses arising from this load are then limited to a fraction of 
the yield stress, defined as the allowable stress or working stress. However, it is 
commonly recognised that this approach does not provide a balanced safety 
distribution within the structure.

A more sound design method has been gaining importance in recent years. This 
method, named probability based limit state design, enables the description of all 
uncertainties in resistance, loading and modelling in a more rational way1. This 
probability approach is justified by the observation that many of the design variables 
exhibit statistical irregularity2 and is aimed at providing a quantitative measure of safety 
or serviceability. This quantitative measure is the probability of failure3 and has an 
relative meaning according to Ditlevsen4. Reliability of a structure is then defined as 
the probability of its normal functioning (non-failure) under the expected 
environmental actions during is service life.

The first efforts to apply the reliability analysis concept to a structure was developed 
in the field of aircraft by Pugsley5 and in civil engineering by Freudenthal6, and is now 
widely applied in the marine, civil, electronic, electrical, mechanical, aeronautical and 
nuclear fields.

Structural reliability theory is concerned with the rational treatment of uncertainties 
in structural engineering and with the corresponding methods for assessing the safety 
or serviceability of structures. This theory has grown rapidly during the last two 
decades and has evolved from academic research to practical applications. It has 
become a design tool based in scientific methods rather than being a scientific theory4.
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The main objective of its application to design is to achieve a uniform and consistent 
reliability within a structural system.

The structural reliability theory is nowadays being used as the framework to the new 
limit state oriented design codes in several engineering areas and particularly for marine 
structures7'10. These codes have also been developed under important considerations 
that arise from research to past experience11:

- recognition that a more uniform reliability throughout a structure leads to an 
increase in overall safety.

- cost and weight benefits exist if lower notional safety levels can be adopted as a 
result from improved knowledge of the phenomena.

- recognition that the limit state approach to failure is more correct than the 
working stress approach in which a single admissible stress is use in the design of the 
different components leading to various levels of safety in different structures designed 
for the same working stress.

- recognition of the statistical nature (randomness) of design variables associated 
with the loading and strength.

The reliability approach for design proved to be successful for new types of 
structures or applications. One example, was the work by the Rule Case Committee7 
(RCC) for the design of Tension Leg Platforms (TLP's). For the more common marine 
structures, ships and jacket platforms the existing proposals are based on several years 
of research and are only now starting to be used in current design9. The American 
Petroleum Institute8 (API) proposal for jacket structures undergoes many years of 
study and calibration in order to produce uniform reliability throughout the platform. 
The SHIPREL project10 aims at the development of the foundations for 
probabilistically based ship design rules.

Depending on the problem to be solved one can address component or system 
reliability. In the case of statically determinant structures, the failure of a single 
component leads to the failure of the whole structure and thus a component reliability 
analysis can easily tackle the problem. However, in the case of statically indeterminate 
structures the systems approach should be used because the structure is able to 
withstand a failure of one or several components by redistributing the load to the 
remaining operational components1213. This is particularly true in complex structures 
such as ships or offshore platforms that are considerably statically indeterminate thus 
redundant14*16.

For the marine structures the two fundamental structural components are the 
stiffened plates and the stiffened cylinders (see fig. 2.1 and 3.1). These components
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present similar orthogonal framing systems with the spacing between small stiffeners 
much smaller than between the large stiffeners. However, they have a fundamental 
difference; the curvature of the shell element. The stiffened plate applies to a large 
variety of structures, such as, ships, semi-submersibles, TLP's and others. They are 
found in flat bottom structures, side shells, decks and other structures. The stiffened 
cylinders are normally divided in two categories, the ring stiffened cylinders and the 
ring-stringer stiffened cylinders. For this study the second type was consider due to its 
greater similarity to the stiffened plate. This type of cylinder is usually found as main 
structural elements in the legs of buoyant offshore platforms such as semi-submersibles 
and tension leg platforms.

From all applications of stiffened plates its application in ships is by far the most 
important. The ships in service are subjected to several load types. The most important 
are the Stillwater and the wave induced bending moments. These bending moments are 
resisted by the longitudinal tension/compression of the plating system mainly of deck 
and bottom. Thus the individual stiffened plate element is usually designed to withstand 
buckling under longitudinal compression.

Transverse loading effects that can significantly reduce the plate strength is taken 
into account by models of biaxial compression1718. Lateral pressure effects are also 
being studied19 20 and considered to be utilised in design of side and bottom structures.

In spite of the recognised system behaviour of this kind of structure, it has been 
traditionally treated as a problem of component failure instead of a system. This is due 
to the highly complex redistribution mechanism that occurs after the strains for a single 
element passed the value corresponding to its maximum load which will, in many cases, 
lead to overload of other elements and to their successive collapse. Thus for practical 
purposes the maximum load carrying capacity for a plate element will in many 
situations also indicate the collapse of the whole panel.

A recent work21 presents the results of different approaches to this problem, 
comparing the case of a single plate with systems of several plates in parallel. From this 
study one can conclude that an high correlation between the plates implies the collapse 
of the whole panel. The high correlation exists because all plate elements are subjected 
to the same load and they all have the same geometry and material. Nevertheless, 
further work is necessary in order to proper model the redistribution mechanisms to 
prevent the use of a too conservative model in design. Also from this study was clear 
that the large differences between predictions from the different formulations indicate 
the need of studying their model uncertainties
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The design of the ring-stringer stiffened cylinder is a problem of a single component 
failure. Its large dimension and role played in the structure justified this kind of 
assumption. However offshore structures are in general treated as highly complex 
structural systems composed of many interconnected single components. Jacket 
platforms are handle in such a way that only a finite number of failures are prone to 
occur22 and a system reliability analysis is carried out assuming these failure modes 
associated in a certain way (series, parallel, etc.). However in practical cases the 
combination of all possible failure modes leads to unsolvable problems. Thus some 
simplifications and assumptions are necessary and only the most important failure 
modes are considered in the analysis.

The identification of these most important failure modes is a very time consuming 
task and the available algorithms in use are far from optimum12’23 24. During the past 
decade extensive research has been performed in order to optimise these algorithms 
and several approximate methods were developed25. But in spite of this development 
the full application of structural system reliability theory to practical design is still in his 
infancy, it is already understood and used as an important qualitative design tool in 
offshore engineering26.

1.2 - Review of the reliability methods.

Structural reliability has justification in the random nature of the variables involved 
in structural analyses. In a report27 produced for the ASCE Task Committee on 
Structural Safety a general idea of the probability-based design is presented. The first 
measure of structural safety was proposed by Cornell1 in 1969 under the name of Mean 
Value First-Order Second Moment Reliability Method (MVFOSM) and consists of an 
index (reliability index) obtained as the ratio of mean safety margin to its standard 
deviation.

In a paper presented by Mansour28 at the Annual Meeting of SNAME in 72, he 
gives the first serious contribution to the probabilistic analysis of ships. In the paper a 
probabilistic model for ship structural design is developed.

In this same year the ASCE Task Committee on Structural Safety (ASCE-TCSS) 
produced a review paper29 presenting the state-of-art up to the early 70's. In 74 the 
ASCE-TCSS presented a group of six very important papers3’30*34 addressing several 
topics ranging from structural safety and design to reliability of structural systems.
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The Cornell index soon proved to be limited because it is not invariant to different 
equivalent formulations of a same problem and is not robust with non-linear safety 
margins and requires normal distributed variables. To avoid the invariance and robust 
problems Hasofer and Lind35 proposed another reliability index (geometric reliability 
index) which is defined as the shortest distance of the failure surface from its origin in 
standardardised normal space. The last constraint has been removed by Rackwitz and 
Fiessler36 who proposed an equivalent normal tail approximation for non-normal 
distributions and an iterative algorithm (Rackwitz-Fiessler Algorithm) which is known 
as the Advanced First-Order Second Moment Reliability Method (AFOSM).

To calculate the Hasofer and Lind geometric reliability index (pf), Rackwitz and 
Fiessler in their iterative algorithm use a limit state function defined as follows:

in which the terms a s represents the load and the resistance where a 0is the yield 
stress of the material. Both terms can depend on several random variables as 
appropriate for the case studied and G(x) < 0 denotes the failure condition.

The probability of failure defined as the n-fold integral in the failure domain:

where fxfeO is the joint probability density function of the design variables in the vector 
x=(xj, x2,...., xn) and <t> is the normal standardised distribution.

The partial safety factors (PSFs) and the sensitivities are other two values provided 
by the reliability analysis and are associated with the importance of the different 
random variables in the reliability problem. The partial safety factors are given by the 
ratio of the specified values of the design variables and their values at the design point

G(x) = a 0<t>*-'T, ( 1.1)

(12)

is simply obtained by.

(1.3)

(1.4)

The sensitivities are given by the unit vector a = (a 1,a2,....,an):



Alternative reliability indices were proposed by Veneziano37 and Ditlevsen38. They 
are both more general and more difficult to apply. Ditlevsen38 also discusses several 
versions of reliability indices and refers the problem of invariance.

In the beginning of the 80's another work39 from ASCE integrates all elements 
relevant to the reliability analyses and its application to fixed jacket platforms.

Based on the Rosenblatt transformation Gollwitzer and Rackwitz40 developed a 
general procedure that allows the treatment of problems involving non-normal and 
correlated random variables and in a later work41 they proposed a procedure of 
searching for the reliability index by using first order reliability concepts with quadratic 
optimisation with multiple non linear constraints.

From all algorithms available for reliability analysis the Rackwitz-Fiessler one is the 
most popular mainly due to its efficiency and simplicity. However other proposals42*44 
claim to be more accurate and efficient.

The methods mentioned above prove to behave correctly in the presence of linear 
limit state surfaces however significant error occurs in the presence of curved surfaces. 
To handle this problem correctly several approaches41’45*47 were developed. Madsen45 
proposed to extend the first order reliability method to a second order approach to 
obtain a better approximation of the failure probability. Gollwitzer and Rackwitz41 
proposed a joint procedure with first order concepts and quadratic optimisation with 
multiple non-linear constraints.

Recently more enhanced and robust methods for evaluating reliability are being 
developed. They are based in Monte Carlo (MC) simulation methods and can be 
divided in two different classes: i) the zero-one indicator-based methods which use the 
random variable's space (x-space) and ii) the semi-analytical, conditional expectation 
methods based in the transformed variable's space (u-space). Because MC methods are 
very time consuming variance reduction techniques (VRT) are usually applied to 
increase their efficiency. Stratified sampling and, in particular Latin hypercube sampling 
are one type of VRT. Another type is the importance sampling technique48. A general 
VRT are the conditional expectation methods, namely the i) directional simulation 
methods and the ii) axis-orthogonal simulation methods. A good description of these 
methods can be find in a recent review49.



The development of system reliability methods has progressed in parallel with the 
work for single components. The development of practical methods for structural 
system reliability analysis was initiated by Moses50 who proposed the incremental load 
method in the formulation of the system safety margin equation. The basic idea behind 
this method is that a structure is progressively "unzipped" as successive members or 
components reach their strength capacity until overall failure occurs50*51. Later Moses 
extended the incremental load method to identify the most important or significant 
failure modes using the deterministic truncating criteria23. This method is attractive in 
that it can allow for the post-ultimate behaviour of a failed component.

After Moses presented the incremental load method several other useful methods 
have been proposed52-61. The most relevant are briefly described here:

-Murotsu et al.53 proposed a heuristic procedure of automatically 
identifying the stochastically dominant failure modes with probabilistic 
truncating criteria. Their proposal are used to system reliability analysis of 
two dimensional framework structures under combined axial force, bending 
moment and shear force based on plastic failure criteria.

-Thoft-Christensen and Sorensen59 presented two formulations of the so 
called "P-unzipping" method for frame structures in which yielding failure 
was consider. Later Thoft-Christensen26 extended the method to take into 
account the various failure elements, such as failure due to yielding, buckling, 
fatigue, punching, shear etc, by which the system safety index at different 
failure levels was evaluated.

-Melchers and Tang60, extended the incremental load method to truss 
structures with a more general member behaviour to derive the limit state 
expression and proposed an iterative approach, the so called "Truncated 
Enumeration Method (TEM)", to systematically determine the probabilistic 
most dominant failure modes through an exhaustive searching procedure.

-Lee and Faulkner61 have presented the "extended incremental load 
method". This extends the conventional incremental load method by Moses50 
to include structures under multiple loading conditions which has been a 
major limitation of the incremental load method. Moreover it can more 
realistically allow for the post-ultimate behaviour of a failed component that 
can now be characterised by the post-ultimate slope and the residual 
strength. Also, strength formulae can be used in the limit state equation 
based on the utilised strengths of components failed at each incremental
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stage. This method has been successfully used in the reliability analysis of 
TLP's 62

All of the above mentioned methods look at the problem in terms of failure events. 
The complementary approach, or so called the "stable configuration or survival set 
approach", was suggest by Bennett63. This was proposed as an alternative for system 
reliability analysis and it was claimed that it could predict upper bounds of system 
failure probabilities. However, computational work is much more expensive than the 
methods mentioned earlier.

The application of reliability methods to marine structures is reviewed in several 
works25 26’64'67. The study of the application of reliability to the design of stiffened 
plates and cylinders has been done over the years and several significant contributions 
exists21-68'73.

Due to the growing importance of structural reliability several text books had been 
published 12.13/74-7X an(j a serjes Gf software packages had been developed79'82. They 

constitute the fundamental contribution to the establishment and dissemination of this 
theory.

1.3 - Review of the design methods for plates and cylinders

The prediction of the structural behaviour of these components is essential for the 
correct design of marine structures, particularly their behaviour under compressive 
loads83. The emphasis with the compressive strength of the components is due to the 
fact that the primary modes of collapse of the main structures are closely linked to their 
compressive failure. In general most structures are designed for this type of collapse 
and thus this will be the failure mode considered in the study.

These components generally fail in an elasto-plastic manner which requires good 
modelling of inelastic collapse. In Ref. [84] the authors present the two basic methods 
used for practical design: the plasticity r|-method and the interaction <|)-method.

( 1-6)=<|>a„

where gc represents the collapse stress, a e is the elastic buckling stress and a 0 is the 
material yield stress. The qs in this case represents the plasticity reduction factor but it
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should be noted that it is also used in this thesis as the welding residual stress tension 
block parameter.

The r|-method has most frequently been used for slender structures that are slightly 
affected by plasticity, that is, air and space-craft structures85'86. However, this method 
has been successfully used in incorporating the effects of residual stresses by the 
structural plasticity reduction factor (r|s).

The (|)-method has most frequently been used for more stocky structures and is 
widely used in civil engineering and in marine structures. The (|) function is an empirical 
function related to the structural slenderness. Several slenderness parameters may be 
used, but the most general one is the reduced slenderness (>. = yja0/ a e). In this study

all formulations used for the strength of the reinforced plates and cylinders are based in 
the <j)-method.

1.3.1 - Stiffened plates.

The approach generally adopted to study the compressive strength of the reinforced 
plates is to isolate the behaviour of the unstiffened plate element and afterwards to 
predict the interactive collapse of the combination of the stiffener with the associated 
plate.

Several closed form expressions exist for predicting the behaviour of the unstiffened 
plate component. For their longitudinal strength under compressive loads the most 
relevant expressions are the proposals of Faulkner87, of Ivanov and Rousev88, of 
Carlsen89, of Guedes Soares9091, of Ueda and Yao92 and of Soreide and Czujko93. For 
the transverse strength under compressive loads the two relevant expressions result 
from the proposals of Faulkner19, of Valsgard94 and ABS95.

The biaxial strength under compressive loads is assessed by considering an 
interaction equation that accounts for the simultaneous action of longitudinal and 
transverse stresses. The most relevant interaction equations are the following: the 
interaction equation proposed by Faulkner et al.19, the ones proposed by Valsgard17, by 
Dier and Dowling96, by Stonor et al97 and the interaction equation adopted by the 
BS540098 and the Rules of both the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS)95 and Det 
norske Veritas (DnV)99.

For the longitudinal strength of stiffened plates under compressive loads several 
closed form expressions have been proposed. These closed form expressions are based
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on the beam-column concept (stiffener plus associated width of plating). The most 
relevant formulations for marine structures are the ones of Faulkner100 and Carlsen89. 
The proposal of Faulkner is based on a Johnson-Ostenfeld type of column formulation 
together with the effective width approach for the plate behaviour while Carlsen uses 
the Perry-Robertson “first-yield” concept in his formulation.

1.3.2 - Ring and stringer stiffened cylinders.

The buckling strength of these components depends upon the loading conditions to 
which they are subject. There are models for describing the behaviour of the ring- 
stringer cylinders under axial compression, radial pressure and for the combination of 
these two loads. The stiffening system composed by the rings and stringers create the 
possibility of several types of failure modes under the applied loads. However, the 
normal design situation makes the combined stringer and shell buckling (bay instability) 
as the weakest failure mode. For bay instability, the stress is mainly a function of the 
moment of inertia of both the stringers and the attached shell. The reason behind the 
preference given to the bay instability as the design failure mode, is related to the fact 
that it produces less dramatic effects. This failure mode can be obtained by designing 
the stringers in such a way that the collapse can only be precipitated by the shell 
between stringers.

For the ultimate strength of ring-stringer cylinders several closed form expressions 
exist. In the study, the expressions presented in four different codes of practice6 98'100 
were compared and discussed. For the axial compression load case the RCC6 
formulation and the two proposals of API101 (orthotropic and discrete formulations) 
were used. Also the Det norske Veritas and the ECCS formulations102'103 were 
considered. For the radial pressure load case the RCC formulation, the two proposals 
of API (orthotropic and discrete formulations) along with DnV were used. For the 
combined load case three different interaction formulations were use (RCC, API and 
DnV).

1.4 - Aims and scope of the thesis

The major aim of the thesis is to demonstrate the use of reliability based methods 
for the development of design rules for marine structural components. The emphasis is 
put in demonstrating the importance of good strength modelling for the reliability 
assessment and the design of structures. Through sensitivity analysis it is evaluated
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how the importance and uncertainty of the different variables is reflected in the partial 
safety factors and in the reliability analysis.

The study is based on the buckling strength formulations for the reinforced plates 
and cylinders. However many of the conclusions are general and can be easily applied 
to other components. The study also provides a useful insight into the problems facing 
the designer when using probabilistic based methods in the design of such components.

Very useful information about the behaviour of the formulations to the different 
design parameters is provided by systematic studies. This information constitutes an 
important aid to decision making in reliability design.

In this work only the component reliability is addressed. However, the results in 
terms of the adequacy of the strength formulations can be extended to system reliability 
because the component formulations are also used in system reliability analysis.

In Chapter 2 the relevant stiffened and unstiffened plate strength formulations are 
described and used in the systematic studies. For each load case the reliability index 
and the importance measures are evaluated for the different formulations and 
slendernesses. Also an economical comparison based in the structural weight is done 
for several safety levels in all load cases.

In Chapter 3 the ring-stringer stiffened cylinder's strength formulations are described 
and their model uncertainty evaluated using a new updated test specimens database. 
For each load case the reliability index and the variables importance are evaluated for 
the different formulations. Using these results an optimisation study was performed for 
fixed safety levels using the mean thickness concept.

In Chapter 4 the importance of good strength modelling for reliability based design 
is discussed. A strength modelling criteria is presented and used in the improvement of 
the strength formulations for ring and stringer stiffened cylinders. At closure some 
considerations are made about the importance of the random variables in the reliability 
assessment.

The full presentation of the results of the study is included in the four appendices. In 
Appendix 1 the graphical output of the plates reliability analysis is presented. Appendix 
2 presents the tables of the cylinders uncertainty modelling results. Appendix 3 
presents the graphical output of the cylinders uncertainty modelling and Appendix 4 
presents the graphical output of the cylinder's reliability analysis.
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CHAPTER 2 - RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF STIFFENED 
PLATES

2.1 - Introduction.

Stiffened plates are the main structural component in marine structures. They are 
composed of plates reinforced by stiffeners closely spaced in the longitudinal direction 
and by transverse girders sparsely spaced (Figure 2.1). These components can be found 
in ships, semi-submersibles, TLP's and other marine structures. They exist in flat 
bottom structures, side shells, decks and other structures.

The prediction of their behaviour is essential for the correct design of marine 
structures, particularly their behaviour under compressive loads. The emphasis with the 
compressive strength of the stiffened plates, is due to the fact that the primary mode of 
collapse of the main structures is closely linked with the compressive failure of the 
stiffened plate. Overall collapse results from the simultaneous buckling of both 
longitudinal and transverse stiffeners. In practice, most structures are designed to avoid 
such type of collapse by using heavy transverse stiffeners. This leads to inter-frame

Fig. 2.1 - Stiffened plates in compression[104].
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buckling of stiffened plate as the design mode.

The approach generally adopted to study this problem is to isolate the behaviour of 
the unstiffened plate element and afterwards to predict the interactive collapse of the 
combination of the stiffener with the associated plate. The study of these two sub
problems is, from a reliability point of view, fundamental to the correct understanding 
of the effect of the various parameters on the stiffened plate behaviour.

In this chapter the behaviour of the stiffened plate is studied under uniaxial and 
biaxial loading. The relative importance of each of the load types will change with the 
type of structure and for each one from location to location. In the present case a 
structural component (stiffened plate) located amidships and in the deck will be 
considered and a first order reliability method (FORM) will be used79 to calculate the 
generalised reliability index (pf). For describing of the plate strength various 
formulations are considered and comparison of their results is done. The study is 
divided in two parts. In the first, the reliability assessment of the unstiffened plate is 
conducted for all compressive load cases (longitudinal, transverse and biaxial) and in 
the second the reliability of stiffened plates is assessed for longitudinal compression.

Previous works21,73 have already focused on this problem. In Ref. [73] Guedes 
Soares considered a plate element under uniaxial loading and has conducted an 
uncertainty analysis based on second moment methods. In that study he predicted the 
uncertainty in the strength assessments and identified the most important variables. The 
study considered only strength variables and was further developed in21 by the 
extensive reliability assessment of unstiffened plates.

2.2 - Strength formulations for unstiffened plates.

In the case of a ship, the strength and stiffness of its primary deck structure depends 
critically on the behaviour of individual rectangular plate elements contained between 
stiffeners105, which comprise typically 65% to 85% of the hull cross-sectional area 
(range equivalent to Ag/bt between [0.2, 0.5] in fig. 2.2)106. This relatively large 
proportion of plating justified the extensive analytical, numerical and experimental 
studies undertaken for unstiffened plates over the past decades. This research led to a 
solid understanding of the behaviour of this component. In Ref. [104] an interesting 
insight is given to the influence of several parameters in the strength of unstiffened 
plates, such as the aspect ratio, residual stresses, initial distortions, boundary 
conditions and loading types.
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Fig. 2.2 - Histogram of the ratio of the stiftener by the plate area (As/bt)[106].
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Strength is defined here as the maximum load carrying capacity that, for a given 
configuration, will be reached at different strains depending on the level of initial 
distortions and residual stresses.

In elasto-plastic collapse and particularly when the plates have initial defects, their 
load carrying capacity may still be significant after the maximum load is achieved, as 
shown for example in figure (2.3). However, the load shedding that occurs after the 
strains have passed the value corresponding to the maximum load will in many cases 
lead to overload of other elements and to their successive collapse.

Although for analysis purposes one can use any of the numerical codes available107, 
it is more convenient for design to use closed form expressions. They are more 
appropriate to study the influence of various relevant parameters and are fundamental 
to the use of available reliability codes.
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Fig. 2.3 - Load-end shortening curves for plates in compression with initial 
deformations [108],
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2.2.1 - Formulations for longitudinal strength under compressive loads.

Different closed form expressions for longitudinal strength under compressive loads 
have been proposed in the past. Due to their importance in design some of them were 
considered in this work and their predictions compared from a reliability point of view. 
The methods of Faulkner87, of Ivanov and Rousev88, of Carlsen89, of Guedes 
Soares90’91, of Ueda and Yao92 and of Soreide and Czujko93 were chosen and are 
briefly described in this section.

2.2.1.1 - Faulkner's formulation.

It is probably fair to say that Faulkner's formulation is the most widely used 
formulation for predicting the compressive strength of plate elements. The basis of the 
method was proposed in 1965109 and their full description with its incorporation in 
stiffened plate design can be found in Ref. [87], The general form of the expression is:
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for 0 < p < 1.0
(2 .1)

where p is the plate slenderness:

p = - J -H t V E
(2.2)

with b and t being the plate width and thickness, a 0 is the yield stress and E  is the 
material's modulus of elasticity (Young’s modulus). The constants a 7 and a2 account 
for boundary conditions:

a7=2.0 and a2= 1.0 for simple support. (2.3a)

aj=2.5 and a2= \ .56 for clamped support. (2.3b)

Residual stresses, a r , are accounted explicitly by decreasing the plate strength by:

(24)“■-til
where the magnitude of the compressive stresses is given by: 

ar 2r|
°0 {b/t) -  2r\

(2.5)

and the width r\ of the weld tension block zone is suggest to be typically between 3 to
4.5.

The tangent modulus of elasticity Et is given by:

r . v
IL
E

a , P 2

U 4 + P r  ( l - P r ) P 1 

=  1.0 ,

for 0 < ^ < \ . 9 / ^  

for P> 1.9/^/pT .

(2 .6)

The ratio of the structural proportional limit to yield stress is given by 
p r = - o r) /a 0. The values for p r normally lie between 0.5 and 0.75 and for design

Faulkner87 advises the use of 0.5. The constants a3 and a4 depend on the boundary 
conditions and are:

a3=3.62 and ^=13.1 for simple support. (2.7a)
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a3=6.31 and 39.8 for clamped support. (2.7b)

An alternative formulation to equation (2.6) consists in approximating them with 
segments of straight lines, as proposed by Guedes Soares and Faulkner110:

e l = M
E 1.5 

=  1.0 ,

for 1 < P < 2.5 

for P > 2.5
(2 .8)

2.2.1.2 - Ivanov and Rousev formulation.

The method proposed by Ivanov and Rousev88 uses another philosophy in that no 
account is given to residual stresses but initial deflections are considered explicitly. 
This method is of little use for perfect plates but proved reasonable for average levels

73of imperfection :

4>i = — 1-------------- \----- (2-9)l + (0.3(S + 0.08) w0

where w 0 = 5 0/t  and w0 is the non-dimensional amplitude of maximum distortions. 

The average values of w0 can be predicted by the expression due to Faulkner 
5Q/t  = 0.1 lp2 where the coefficient 0.11 adopted in Ref. [73] is the average between 

the results of Faulkner87 (0.12) and Antoniou111 (0.10).

2.2.1.3 - Carlsen formulation.

The method proposed by Carlsen89 accounts explicitly for both types of initial 
defects (initial deflections and residual stresses):

1
U + a r / c J

0.75 wr
(2 .10)

The coefficients for <|>F in this case are aj= 2.1 and a2= 0.9 for simple supports.

2.2.1.4 - Guedes Soares formulation.

The method proposed by Faulkner has been extended by Guedes Soares90 so as to 
take into account explicitly both initial deflections and residual stresses:
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(2 .11)

where this expression is valid for P > 1.0.

In this expression the first term indicates the strength of a perfect plate. The first 
and second term will give the strength of a plate with residual stresses while the first 
and third term predict the effect of initial deflections. Whenever there are both effects 
the four terms must be used since the last one models the interaction between initial 
deflections and residual stresses.

This expression, which was derived for simply supported plates, can also be used 
for clamped plates if the adequate expression for <pF is use, i.e. choosing the 
appropriate values for the coefficient in equations (2.3b, 2.7b).

Another equation was proposed by Guedes Soares91 which depends only on plate 
slenderness and has inbuilt the influence of the average levels of initial deflections and 
residual stresses existing in merchant ships:

I-6 08  .  • ,
<t>0sm =  I f j p " '  f ° r S im p le  s u p p o r t s .

2.0
P

1.25
for clamped supports.

(2 .12)

or in warships:

^  GS„

T5 0.75

P "  P2 ’
1.85 1.15

P "  P2 ’

for simple supports, 

for clamped supports
(2.13)

2.2.1.5 - Ueda and Yao formulation.

Ueda and Yao92 have made a least square fit to results of finite element calculations 
and proposed for simply supported plates with initial deflections the following 
expression:

1.338 w 02 + 4.3 80 w0 +2.647
(j>u = ------ ° ----- -0.271 w0 -0.088 (2.14)yu p + 6.130w0 +0.720 0 v '
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2.2.1.6 - Soreide and Czujko formulation.

Soreide and Czujko93 studied plates under biaxial loading but proposed also an 
equation for almost perfect plates uniaxially loaded:

ŝo
2.74 2.56 0.921

P P:
+ ■ (2.15)

To account for initial deflections and residual stresses, the previous equation <|>so 
should be modified to become:

<|>s = 1.52 1-2.528
/  \ 0.113

W ,

\ b / t j
1.207 1.467 0.59+

P P2 P3
(2.16)

However, this formulation is inconsistent for very small imperfections and thus 
should be restricted to the range of 80 tjb between 0.01 and 0.10.

2.2.2 - Formulations for transverse strength under compressive loads.

When the plates are loaded on the edge of their larger dimension, it is considered 
that they have a transverse loading. Their mode of failure is significantly different from 
that under longitudinal load. While in the later case they fail with multiple waves, 
depending on their length, in the first one they always collapse in a half wave mode.

The expressions for transverse plate strength are less common than the previous 
ones for longitudinal strength and the three most relevant were considered for the 
study.

2.2.2.1 - Faulkner formulation.

The ultimate strength of plates under transverse load can be calculated by the 
following equation proposed by Faulkner et al.19:

0.9 1.9 (  0.9̂ 1
<t>Fy =Tr + ̂  for P> l and fia >19 (2 .1 7 )

where a= a/b is the plate aspect ratio, a is the plate length and b its width. This 
formulation is based in Blanc’s method112 and according to Valsgard94 their results
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present a significant skewness with slenderness, overestimating the plate strength for 
stocky plates and underestimating for slender ones.

2.2.2.2 - Valsgard formulation.

In the same report94 Valsgard proposed a different formulation fitted to his 
numerical calculations:

<(, = —  + 0.08^1 - —
y a  V a

1 +
P2J

(2.18)

2.2.2.3 - ABS formulation.

95ABS formulation is based on the Bryan elastic buckling stress combined with 
Johnson approach to account for the effects of plastic deformation. Thus, the buckling 
stress a cr of a plate transversely loaded is given by:

a
=  — =  1

or o„ < 0.5 a,

i lG o (219>‘ - 4 —  a« > 0.5a0

where a e is the elastic buckling stress given by:

f  ^  0a-=a»Y(F7)Fj (2-20)

and the buckling coefficient k accounts for the type of loading and of boundary
113conditions. For a wide plate with linearly varying transverse load k is given by

1 Y 2.1
*=  1 + —  -----77 for  0< vj/< 1 (2.21)

v c r y  M/+1.1

where the vjy factor is such that when the stresses on one transverse edge of the plate 
are a  on the other they are \j/a (thus, for uniform compressive stress \|/=1).

2.2.3 - Formulations for biaxial strength under compressive loads.

The strength of plates under biaxial load is assessed by considering an interaction 
equation that accounts for the simultaneous action of longitudinal and transverse
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stresses. In this interaction equation the longitudinal and transverse strength is 
predicted by the different expressions given in the previous sections. Several 
interaction equations have been proposed17,19’95'99 and from them five were considered 
in the study.

2.2.3.1 - Faulkner formulation.

Faulkner et al.19 proposed in an early work the following parabolic interaction: 

Rx +Ry2 = 1 (2.22)

where Rx = a x/a 0 <\>x and Ry = ay/a 0^ y are the ratios of the applied stresses by the

respective plate strength in that direction, which are given by <|)X=<|>F and <t>y=<|)Fy 
respectively.

2.2.3.2 - ABS formulation.

The quadratic interaction seems to have gained acceptance in design codes: 

R * + R y2 =\  (2.23)

It has been adopted in the rules of the American Bureau of Shipping (ABS) , in the
98 • 99BS 5400 and in the Det norske Veritas (DnV) . This quadratic interaction is refered 

in the text as the ABS formulation. This interaction requires normalising strengths 
based on a combination of Bryan and Johnson models. For longitudinal and transverse 
strength eqs.((2.19)-(2.21)) must be used with k=4 for the longitudinal case.

2.2.3.3 - Other formulations.

Valsgard17 generalised Faulkner proposal by including cross terms and by making 
the exponent of Rx a variable y:

R yx - Q R x Ry +Ry2 =l  (2.24)

On the basis of his numerical results for a plate with aspect ratio of 3, he proposed 
the following values for y=l and £=0.25. The normalising equations are (2.1) and 
(2.18), respectively for the longitudinal and transverse directions.
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Dier and Dowling96 have considered the interaction curve not only in the first 
quadrant (biaxial compression) but also in the others (compression combined with 
tension and biaxial tension):

R; +04SRr Ry +Ry2 = 1 (2.25)

In view of all the uncertainty of the results Stonor et al97 proposed the following 
lower bound interaction:

R 15+ R v' 5 = 1 (2.26)

For Dier and Dowling (eq.(2.25)) and Stonor (eq.(2.26)) interactions Faulkner’s 
expressions were used.

2.2.4 - Model uncertainty for unstiffened plates.

In this section the results of several uncertainty analysis90,114,115 are presented along 
with a short comments extracted from original references. The results are summarised 
in Table 2.1.

Formulation Sample x m v Xm%

Longitudinal Faulkner 100 0.98 11%

compression G. Soares 233 1.00 7%

Transverse Faulkner 20 0.70 33%

compression Valsgard 20 0.89 30%

ABS 20 1.17 44%

Biaxial Faulkner 385 0.94 24%

compression ABS 385 1.21 31%

Table 2.1- Model uncertainty for unstiffened plates.

For the longitudinal strength Guedes Soares90 based his proposal (eq.(2.11)) on the 
analysis of 233 results. In that work Guedes Soares refers the uncertainty associated
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with Faulkner’s formulation (X m=0.98 and Vxm=ll%) and quantifies the uncertainty 
of his proposal (X m=1.0 and Vxm=7%).

In two recent studies114,115 conducted at 1ST the model uncertainty for the 
transverse and biaxial strength is evaluated for several formulations. For the transverse 
case it was used the experimental work of Becker116,117 and Bradfield118. However, the 
results from Becker experiments on small tubes of square section has some drawbacks, 
especially for not allowing a good definition of the boundary conditions at the plate 
edges. The presence of weld induced stresses and initial deflections not accounted by 
the formulations can explain the characteristic overprediction of strength in Faulkner 
and Valsgard formulations (X m=0.7 and Xm=0.89). ABS is clearly a conservative 
formulation (X m=1.17).

For the biaxial strength case published results of experimental work97,116,117 and of 
numerical calculations96,119 were used to assess the model uncertainty. The database 
used has 385 results from which 343 are numerical predictions by Dowling et al.96,119 
and the remaining 42 are from the two experimental series of Becker et al.116,117 with 
18 and 8 test models respectively, and from the 16 test models of Stonor et al.97. The 
results indicate that Faulkner formulation is clear a mean value formulation but has 
significant scatter in the results.

2.3 - Strength formulations for stiffened plates.

The behaviour of stiffened plates under compression is relatively complicated due to 
the large number of possible combinations of plate and stiffener geometry, boundary 
conditions and loading. However, Smith et al.120 systematised all this complexity in 
three main types of collapse, namely plate collapse, interframe flexural buckling and 
overall grillage collapse.

Plate collapse is the typical response of short stiffened panel, with a length 
equivalent to the width of the plate between stiffeners. In orthogonally stiffened panels 
the corresponding failure mode is the overall grillage collapse, which involves the 
failure of both longitudinal and transverse stiffeners. Optimum resistance can be 
attained by designing a stiffened panel in which the overall grillage and plate collapse 
modes occur for the same level of loading. However, such panels are very sensitive to 
imperfections and collapses violently121. From a safety point of view these 
characteristics are undesirable and therefore stiffened plates are generally designed with 
interframe flexural buckling as the weakest failure mode.
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Interframe flexural buckling 
is a typical case of interactive 
collapse, triggered by the local 
buckling of either the plate or 
the stiffener. It is possible to 
have a failure towards the 
stiffener outstands (plate 
induced - PIF) or towards the 
plate (stiffener induced 
SIF)122. The local failure of the 
stiffener (Fig. 2.4) may be due 
to flexural buckling123 or to 
torsional buckling124.

2.3.1 - Formulations for longitudinal strength under compressive loads.

The closed form expressions used in design are base on a beam-column concept, 
mainly due to Ostapenko125. In this concept one isolated stiffener with an associated 
width of plating is considered as representative of the whole panel behaviour.

Several closed form expressions for longitudinal strength under compressive loads 
have been proposed89,100’126'129. The methods of Faulkner100 and Carlsen89 were chosen 
and their predictions compared from a reliability point of view. These two methods are 
orientated to marine structures and are briefly described in this section.

2.3.1.1 - Faulkner’s formulation.

In Ref. [100] Faulkner proposed a method based on a Johnson-Ostenfeld type of 
column formulation together with the effective width approach for plate behaviour. 
When a plate or a strut has a vety high elastic buckling stress it happens that the 
unstable failure does not occur before the development of a certain degree of plastic 
deformation. This phenomenon obviously changes the collapse stress and, an empirical 
way of accounting for that effect is due to Johnson and Ostenfeld. According to them,

Fig. 2.4 - Interframe collapse mode in stiffened plates[104].

o . P la te  induced co llapse

b S tiffener induced co llapse

Tripping failure of stiffenerc .
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whenever the Euler buckling stress a E is higher than half the yield stress cr0, the critical 
buckling stress is given by:

(2.27)

The effective width formulation is a way of expressing the diminishing of strength 
that a plate exhibits in the post-buckling regime. This weakening effect is expressed by 
a reduction of the width that effectively resists the compressive loads87. According to 
Faulkner's method100, the ultimate strength of a stiffened plate, modelled as a stiffener 
with an associated width of plate, is given by:

1 _ Ou. _ êd
TFs _ _

A + b ts______e

A. +bt

7 /  1 a . CTn
A  = l ~ 4t> T '  fur  ° E - 0 5 a°

(2.28)

(2.29)

with r  2 = and EI'e is the buckling flexural rigidity of the stiffener with the
A + b ts e

reduced effective width of the plate b f  given by :

p a l
b P V ° e d

= R. 0 < p < l
(2.30)

The effective width of the plate be, is related to the slenderness as follows:

r \

32U , J .
Rr , f o r $ >  1 and —̂ ->0.7 (2 31)

which implicitly account for initial deflection. The effects of residual stresses, biaxial 
loading and shear stresses can be reflected in the effective widths which should be 
reduced by the factors Rp Ry and RT, respectively:

Rr -  1.0 - 

= 10,

2r|
^ / / - 2 tiA 2 P - U

P:
E

for  p > 1.0

for  p < 1.0

^  = i-
f  \  a .

Vu vu J
a.. <0.25 a n

(2.32a)

(2.32b)
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M2
1-

<̂ 0 y
(2.32c)

The tangent modulus of elasticity Et is given by equations (2.6)-(2.8) and q the 
width of the weld tension zone. The method requires an iterative procedure to 
calculate the correct value of a ed/a 0 but usually two to four iterations are sufficient.

2.3.1.2 - Carlsen formulation.

The method proposed by Carlsen89 is based on a Perry-Robertson "first yield” 
formulation together with an effective width approach for the plate strength. The 
average stress in a plate-stiffener combination is given by:

I u_______ c

“  a  ■ A.
( l  +  Y 2 + $ ~ y j (  1 +  Y2 + £ ) 2 ~ 4 y : 

2 y2
(2.33)

where y
o A §

2 = —  and £ = ' ° are respectively the Perry-Robertson magnification and 
CTr W

imperfection factors.

Due to its small influence on strength of the assembly, the plate is considered to be 
fully effective when calculating ge and the section plate-stiffener modulus W. The 
stiffener deflection amplitude is always assumed to be 50 = 0.0015 a. For plate induced 

failure, account is take for the shift of neutral axis due to loss of effectiveness of plate 
r A ^

by 50 =0.0015 a + zp 

midplane of the plate

where Zp is the distance from the neutral axis to the

The effective width of plate used to calculate the effective cross sectional area 
Ae = As + bet is given by:

be 1.8 0.8

- r y - F ’ m ax=1°

—  =1.1-0 .ip  , max = 1.0 
b

(2.34a)

(2.34b)

for the cases of plate induced and stiffener induced failures, respectively. These 
formulations are based on initial deflections equal to 0.01b and residual stresses of
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0.2 c 0. To account for residual stresses in the stiffener the predicted strength is 

reduced by 5%.

2.3.2 - Model uncertainty for longitudinal strength of stiffened plates.

In Ref. [104] it can be found the results of a uncertainty analysis carried by Guedes
Soares and Soreide for several strength formulations for longitudinally loaded stiffened

18plates. This study has been updated in a recent report where 119 test models used for 
the analysis are compiled in a database and were collected from the experimental work 
done by Faulkner130, Horne and Narayan131,132, Mathewson and Vinner133, Smith134 
and Dowling135. The results of the uncertainty analysis are summarised in Table 2.2.

Sample x m Vxm%

Faulkner 119 0.951 12.6%

Carl sen PIF 119 1.192 16.9%

Carlsen SIF 119 1.022 16.3%

Table 2.2 - Model uncertainty for stiffened plates.

In Ref. [18] the results are organised by source of experiments in order to detect 
possible error sources and thus a compilation of results by type of welding procedure 
and boundary conditions is available. Two important conclusions were drawn in that 
work, first Faulkner formulation is the most reliable method for all cases studied, i.e. 
type of welding and boundary conditions, with the best bias and lowest CO Vs. Second 
the results for the plate induced failure are always more conservative than the ones for 
the stiffener induced failure and this is due to the fact that the effective width of plate 
recommended to calculate the effective area is always greater in SIF than in PIF.

2.4 - Reliability assessment of ship plates.

In this study two types of load effects in the ship hull were considered: global 
bending moments and local hydrostatic pressures. The still-water and the wave induced

136-138loads, which are the two main load ‘ ' components, will induce vertical bending
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moments in the hull girder, leading to in-plane loads in deck and bottom plates. The 
wave induced load will be alternating between tension and compression as a function 
of the wave position along the ship. The strength of the plates under the different 
loading will be assess from the existing formulations, as described in the previous 
sections.

Reference was made to past experience to choose for this study the most serious 
situation of the plate in compression. The values for the still-water bending moment 
were derived from the work of Guedes Soares and Moan136 and the ones for the wave- 
induced moments were taken from the Rules of Classification Societies". Furthermore, 
the bottom plates will be subject to lateral pressure, which does not occur with deck 
plates, and which is taken with the nominal values prescribed by the Rules.

The hydrostatic pressure on the ship sides is resisted by the transverse frames and 
the associated plating, leading therefore to transverse stresses on deck and bottom 
plates. The relative magnitude of these stresses were estimated on the basis of 
calculations on a sample ship. In the study the transverse stresses will be given as a 
percentage of the stresses induced by the vertical bending moment in the hull (the 
transverse loading considered is 1/3 of the longitudinal load).

The transformation from load to load effect, i.e. from the bending moments to the 
stresses applied to the plates is made through the section modulus of the ship. It was 
assumed that typical ships has a section modulus given by the Rules of Classification 
Societies, in which case the normal in-plane stresses in the deck or bottom will be a 
function of the nominal Stillwater and wave induced bending moments and of the ship 
section modulus Z0:

ML + M W
q . = g ^ . , M . , Z 0) =  ‘ (2.35)

0

where Z0 is referred to the deck or bottom depending on the case considered. The 
ultimate capacity of a plate element will depend on the material as given by the yield 
stress a 0 and of the collapse mode as given by <|)x as described before.

Finally the limit state function is given by eq.(l .l) subtracting the load o s from the 
resistance <|)x c 0 .
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2.4.1 - Reliability of unstiffened plates under compressive loading.

In Ref. [73] the uncertainty of the predictions has been compared on the basis of a 
Mean Value second moment Reliability Method (MVRM), accounting only for the 
strength variables. Thus, the first step of the work was to compare the results of this 
previous approach with the ones obtained with the methodology now used (FORM).

The reliability method (FORM) requires the definition of the set of random variables 
to be used along with the failure surface (eq. (1.1)). Table 2.3 summarises the set of 
variables used in this study, namely the dimensions of a typical ship deck plate, its 
material properties and the ship section modulus with the corresponding loads.

Variables Distribution Mean COV

Yield stress o0 (MPa) Log - normal 306.3 0.1

Young modulus E (MPa) Log - normal 2.0 E5 0.04

Length a (m) Normal 2.0 0.01

Width b(m) Normal 0.75 0.01

Thickness t (m) Normal Variable 0.04

Width of weld r| (adim.) Normal 5.25 0.07

Still-water bending moment. Ms (MN) Normal 2174.0 0.55

Wave bending moment. MW(MN) Gumbel 8631.3 0.07

Section modulus z0 (rn3) Deterministic 78.14

Table 2.3 - Description of the basic variables used in the unstifened plates reliability 
assessment.

The reliability index (Pf) plot (fig.(2.5)) compares the values obtained by the two 
different methodologies using the strength equation of Faulkner (eq.(2.1)) for different 
values of plate thickness (plate slenderness p = b/t yjc0 /E  ). It is apparent that both

methodologies give almost the same results. The figure also shows the prediction of 
the strength equation, being apparent that the reliability indexes decrease quicker than 
the prediction method itself, as the plate slenderness (P) increases.
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Fig. 2.5-Reliability index (Pf) for longitudinally loaded plate element as predicted by MVRM and FORM 
methods, as a function of plate slenderness (P). Also indicated is the plate strength (<|>f) as predicted by 
equation (2 .1).__________________________________________________________________________

The sensitivity plots (fig. (A1.1)-(A1.2)) shows the relative importance of the 
different variables. It must be noticed that for both formulations the sensitivities for the 
load variables (Ms, Mw) have negative signs but are shown with positive values. The 
corresponding variables show for both methods similar behaviour except for the 
sensitivity with respect to the wave induced load. This is the result of using different 
types of probability density functions to describe this variable. In the MVRM one 
implicitly assumes that all variables are normally distributed while in the FORM 
analysis Mw has been model as a Gumbel distribution. The behaviour of the variables 
associated with plate slenderness (o0, E, t, b) reflects the behaviour of Faulkner 
formulation for intermediate plates (d^p/dp = maximum for this range).

In this preliminary study the model uncertainty was not considered to allow
73comparison with the previous results . However, the importance of incorporating the 

model uncertainty related with the strength formulation is fundamental to the reliability 
assessment. In Fig.(2.6) the results for Faulkner formulation (eqs.(2.1)-(2.7)) are 
presented for three different model uncertainties (No bias), (Xm=0.98, COVxm=ll%) 
and (Xm=0.98, COVxm=22%).
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The results are compared for the three levels of safety in current use139. The first 
refers to the Actual Design Safety (ADS) level for the Gulf of Mexico platforms, the 
second is the one proposed by ISO and the last is the recommendation of UK-National 
Petroleum Directorate (NPD). Comparing the results for the (ADS), one obtains 
differences in the weight of the structure of 45% between the extreme cases (FLK- 
unbiased and FLK-2bias). Also it can be seen that for the same difference in COV’s (A 
COV=l 1%) corresponds two different gains in weight, i.e. for FLK-unbiased to FLK- 
biased the difference in weight is 13% and for FLK-biased to FLK-2bias is 29%. Other 
important aspect is again related to the growing differences in weight that occurs for 
higher safety levels (the differences between FLK-unbiased to FLK-biased are 13% for 
ADS, 21% for ISO and 36% for NPD).

R e l i a b i l i t y  I n d e x
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Fig. 2.6- Effects of the strength model uncertainty in the reliability assessment. Faulkner formulation for 
longitudinally loaded simply supported plates with initial deflections and residual stresses (eqs. (2.1)-(2.7)).

From the corresponding sensitivity plots (figs. (2.9), (A1.3)-(A1.4)) the importance 
of the strength modelling parameter is clear which increases in importance for high 
model uncertainties. From the other random variables the two reasonably important 
ones are the material yield strength (particularly for stocky plates) and the plate 
thickness. The width of weld tension zone grows in importance for slender plates but 
the two bending moments are the most important load variables.

Reliability results for different strength formulations used for the design of 
unstiffened plates are shown in figure (2.7). These formulations account for an average 
level of initial distortions and residual stresses. The plot presents the variation of the
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reliability index (P f) with the plate slenderness parameter (p) and allows for direct 
comparison of the formulations with the three standard levels of reliability considered 
ADS, ISO and NPD. The variation of reliability was again achieved by varying the 
plate thickness (t) and consequently the plate slenderness (p). This type of approach 
allows the comparison of the economy of the different formulations and the evaluation 
of their efficiency for design (see Table 2.4).
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Fig. 2.7-Reliability index ( P f )  as function of plate slenderness ( P )  for longitudinally loaded simply 
supported plates with initial distortions and residual stresses with strength predicted by different methods.
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In this study all formulations were used, but only two can reasonably be compared 
(Faulkner(FLK) and Guedes Soares(GS)) because these two are the ones for which 
uncertainty values were derived90. The other formulations are just used to exemplify 
the large differences that can arises in reliability analysis if the designer does not 
carefully choose the proper strength formulation and shops around. The reliability 
index (Pf) plot shows large spread in the results as one could expect from the 
differences in the formulations. Ivanov/Roussev and Ueda/Yao proposals only 
incorporates the plate deflections while the others also considers the residual stresses. 
This fact explains why these two formulations predicts the highest values of reliability. 
The maximum difference in weight occurs for the actual safety level between the 
formulations of Soreide and Carlsen and is about 61%.
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Actual Design ISO UK-NPD

Safety levels P f 2.3 3.09 3.72-

GUEDES SOARES P 1.94 1.67 1.4

W/W0 85.8% 100% 119.1%

FAULKNER P 1.72 1.47 1.19

W/W0 96.9% 113.5% 140.1%

Table 2.4 - Comparison of the longitudinal strength formulations for different design 
conditions.

To adimensionalise the results it was selected the design point (W0) which 
corresponds to the weight of single component (unstiffened plate) calculated with the 
formulation that with the minimum use of material satisfies the ISO safety requirement. 
That value, W0=0.103 (ton/m) corresponds to the weight per unit length of one plate 
with a mean thickness of 17.6 mm designed with Guedes Soares formulation.

From Table 2.4 and figure (2.7) is clear that the methods of Guedes Soares 
(eq.(2.12)) and of Faulkner (eq.(2.10)) show the same type of dependence on plate 
slenderness (p) with GS formulation producing more economical design. The 
difference in weight for the structure is around 14% and is almost constant for the 
different safety levels AW/W0e(12.9%, 17.6%). Also, it can be seen that for both 
formulations the difference in weight for the two limit safety levels (ADS and NPD) is 
about 43% (with 39% for GS and 46% for FLK), which indicates that much caution 
should be put by the designer/ruling body in the selection/establishing of the proper 
safety level for design.

The sensitivity plots (fig. (2.8)-(2.9)) show the importance of the variables in the 
formulations of GS and FLK. They show the same general trend for the variables but in 
the case of GS the importance of the modelling parameter is almost equivalent to the 
yield stress. This last aspect is a direct consequence of the low uncertainty of this 
formulation (COV=7%). The sensitivities obtained for the other methods (fig. (A1.5)- 
(A1.8)) have similar behaviour to these ones and are presented in Appendix 1. 
Inspection of the figures shows that the variables that contribute most to the reliability

73are the modelling parameter, the material yield stress , the plate thickness and the two 
loading variables, the still-water and the wave induced moments.
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Fig. 2.8-Sensitivity of (Pf) in relation to different variables as a function of plate slenderness (P) for the 
method of Guedes Soares (eq.(2.12))._____________________________________________________________
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One additional conclusion of the present work is the importance that the correlation 
between variables has on the reliability of the plate elements. This importance was
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studied through a series of calculations that have been conducted for a plate element 
considering different levels of correlation between the material properties (a0, E), the 
geometrical characteristics (b, t) and the loading variables (Mg, Mw).

p ( ° 0>£) p(£> ') p ( K , M W) P

0.0 0.0 0.0 4.71

0.5 0.0 0.0 4.62

1.0 0.0 0.0 4.54

0.0 0.5 0.0 4.72

0.0 -0.5 0.0 4.70

0.0 0.0 -1.0 6.01

0.0 0.0 -0.5 4.85

0.0 0.0 0.5 4.08

0.0 0.0 1.0 3.66

0.5 -0.5 -1.0 5.82

1.0 0.5 1.0 3.57

Table 2.5 - Reliability index for a plate element under longitudinal load for 
different values of correlation between the variables.(eq.(2.1))

The results are show in Table 2.5 and apparently the correlation between the 
material properties or between the geometrical characteristics leads to very small 
changes in the value of the reliability index. However, the correlation between the 
loading variables induces significant changes, which range from 3.66 to 6.01, while the 
value of Pf for no correlation was 4.71. Furthermore, when there is additional 
correlation between material and geometrical variables the previous result maintains its 
scatter [3.57-5.82],

The reliability of unstiffened plates under transverse compression was also assessed 
in order to consolidate the results obtained for the longitudinal compression case. 
Thus, a similar procedure was used to assess the reliability of plates subjected to 
transverse compression. However, the intensity of the transverse load considered was 
only one third of the value used for the longitudinal load, which is a realistic loading 
situation for the deck of a ship.
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For this load case the three formulations presented in section 2.2.2 were assessed. 
The variation of Pf with the two relevant parameters, plate slenderness (fig. (2.10)) and 
aspect ratio (fig. (A1.12)), was achieved by varying respectively the plate thickness (t) 
and the plate length (a). The model uncertainty for these formulations is presented in 
Table 2.1 and is quite high. The sensitivity plots (figs.(A1.9)-(Al.l 1)) shows the 
reliability results controlled mainly by the modelling parameter with all the other 
variables playing a discrete role.
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Fig. 2.10- Reliability index (Jf as function of plate slenderness for simply supported plates subjected to 
transverse loading with strength predicted by Faulkner (eq.(2.17)) by Valsgard (eq.(2.18)) and 
ABS(eq.(2.19)).(Plate aspect ratios 3.3)___________________________________________________________

In figure (2.10) the results for pf are presented for a mean aspect ratio of 3.3. From 
the plot is clear that both Valsgard (VG) and ABS formulations are more conservative 
than Faulkner's (FLK). Only for very slender plates VG predicts higher values of 
reliability which is a reflect of his conclusions about FLK formulation, which according 
to him underpredicts the strength of the slender plates94.

From Table 2.6 and figures (2.10) and (A1.12) is clear that Faulkner formulation 
produces more economical designs. To adimensionalise the results it was used the 
weight per unit length of one plate with a mean thickness of 19.7 mm designed with 
Faulkner formulation. The difference in weight between Faulkner formulation and ABS 
is in average 6% with a minimum of 1.5% for p=1.4. For Valsgard the difference is 
higher and varies between AW/W0e(15%, 30%). Again it is important to refer the
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differences in weight for the two limit safety levels (ADS and NPD) with AABS= 54%, 
AFLK= 56% and AVG= 78%.

In Fig. (A1.12) given in Appendix 1 is presented the variation of pf with the aspect 
ratio (a). The results confirms Faulkner formulation as the most economic one for the 
design of unstiffened plates subjected to transverse loading. The sensitivity plots for 
the three formulations are presented in (figs.(A1.9)-(Al .l 1)). The relative importance 
of the variables is more or less the same of the longitudinal case, with the strength 
modelling parameter, the yield stress and the thickness being the relevant strength 
variables and the two bending moments confirming their importance as dominant load 
variables.

Actual Design ISO UK-NPD

Safety levels P f 2.3 3.09 3.72-

FAULKNER P 1.887 1.493 1.211

WAV0 79.1% 100% 123.3%

VALSGARD P 1.644 1.161 0.923

WAV0 90.8% 128.6% 161.7%

ABS P 1.74 1.46 1.124

WAV0 85.8% 102.3% 132.8%

Table 2 .6 - Comparison of the transverse strength formulations for different design 
conditions.

The reliability of unstiffened plates under biaxial compressive loads was formulated 
considering that the interaction equations were the limit state functions with the 
incorporation of the modelling parameters presented in Table 2.1. Calculations have 
been performed for the formulations of Faulkner (FLK), American Bureau of Shipping 
(ABS), Valsgard (VG), Dier and Dowling (DD) and Stonor et al. (ST).

The effects of plate slenderness and load combination in the reliability were studied 
and the results are given in figures (2.11) and (A l. 13). The comparison of the different 
designs is given in Table 2.7 and is only possible for Faulkner (eqs. (2.1), (2.17) and
(2.22)) and ABS (eqs. (2.19)-(2.21) and (2.22)) because they are the only ones which 
incorporate the modelling uncertainty.
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Fig. 2.11-Reliability index pf as function of plate slenderness for simply supported plates with initial 
distortions biaxially loaded with strength predicted by different methods._______________________________

The reliability index (pf) plot (fig. (2.11)) shows the variation of the reliability with 
plate slenderness for an aspect ratio of a=3.3 and a load ratio of Oy/ax =0.333. From 
the plot is clear that the biased formulations give more conservative predictions. That 
fact indicates the danger of underestimating the structural safety if the unbiased 
formulations are used for the design. The comparison of Faulkner's and ABS 
approaches shows significant differences for intermediate and slender plates with 
identical predictions for the stocky range.

Actual Design ISO UK-NPD

Safety levels P f 2.3 3.09 3.72

FAULKNER P 1.75 1.327 -

WAV0 75.8% 100% -

ABS P 1.554 1.224 -

WAV0 85.4% 108.4% -

Table 2 .7 - Comparison of the biaxial strength formulations for different design 
conditions. (W0 is the weight per unit length corresponding to a plate of 22 mm)
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In Fig. (A1.13) the results for the reliability index for several load ratios are 
presented. When this ratio is zero the curves indicate the results for the longitudinal 
load case with 0=1.5. Again, it can be seen that FLK formulation gives better results 
than ABS confirming in this way the results of the previous study. In Table 2.7 the 
results for FLK and ABS are summarised and for this load case the average difference 
between the formulations is 10% with AW/W0€(8%, 13%) which is similar to the 
transverse load case. Again, the differences in weight for the two limit safety levels 
(ADS and ISO) is high, 28% in average with AABS= 27% and AFLK= 32%.

From Faulkner's sensitivity plot (fig. (A1.14)) it is clear that the variables shows the 
same behaviour as for the uniaxial load cases i.e., the important variables are the 
modelling parameter, the yield strength, the thickness and the bending moments, both 
still-water and wave induced.

2.4.2 - Reliability of stiffened plates under compressive loading.

For the reliability analysis of stiffened plates it was considered the same ship plate 
dimensions and location as for the unstiffened plate case. Also, the loading considered 
was identical to the previous case and was based in the still-water and wave-induced 
bending moments. The stiffener considered was a T-bar with dimensions presented in 
Table 2.8. The stiffener dimensions were considered constant after a previous study 
that indicates their very low importance as random variables.

In the same table is also presented the three resistance modelling parameters for the 
plate and stiffener induced collapse of stiffened plates. These values were extracted 
from Ref. [18] and were derived with the use of 119 test models. The remaining 
random variables used in the study were the a 0, E, t, b, a, r|, M* and Mw and are 
presented in Table 2.3.

The reliability problem was formulated considering the strength models for the 
collapse of stiffened plates proposed by Faulkner and Carlsen to build the limit state 
functions. Calculations have been performed for Faulkner’s formulation as given by 
equations (2.25)-(2.28) and for the formulation by Carlsen, given by equations (2.30)- 
(2.31a) and (2.30)-(2.31b), for PIF and SIF respectively.
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Variables Distribution Mean c o v

Depth of the stringer web dw (mm) Deterministic 180 -

Thickness o f the stringer web tw (mm) Deterministic 18 -

Width of the stringer flange df (mm) Deterministic 60 -

Thickness o f the stringer flange tf (mm) Deterministic 18 -

Resistance modelling parameter - 

Faulkner formulation

X m F (ad .) Lognormal 0.951 0.126

Resistance modelling parameter - 

Carlsen - PIF formulation

X m C pfad .) Lognormal 1.192 0.169

Resistance modelling parameter - 

Carlsen - SIF formulation

XmCs(ad.) Lognormal 1.022 0.163

Table 2 .8 - Description of the stiffener dimensions and the resistance modelling 
parameter.
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Fig. 2.12-Reliability index P f as function o f  plate slenderness for stiffened plates with initial distortions 
longitudinally loaded with strength predicted by different methods._________________________________________
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The resulting reliability index plot is shown in figure (2.12). The plot presents the 
variation of the reliability index (Pf) with the plate slenderness parameter (p) and 
allows for direct comparison of the economic efficiency for design of both 
formulations. The results are summarised in Table 2.9.

From Fig. (2.12) it is clear that Faulkner and Carlsen-PIF have a similar behaviour 
with an almost constant difference between them, Carlsen-PIF gives structures 16% 
heavier than Faulkner’s (18.6% for actual design level, 16.2% for ISO level and 17.6% 
for NPD level). Also from the plot is clear that Carlsen-SIF is not sensitive to the 
variation of plate thickness and can produce unsafe design for slender and very slender 
plates.

The sensitivity plot (fig.(A1.15)) for Faulkner formulation shows similar results as 
the ones for the unstiffened plate case, pointing out the important role that the 
resistance modelling parameters, the yield stress and the thickness play in these 
formulations. The sensitivities obtained for the other method shown in Appendix 1 (fig. 
(A l. 16)-(A1.17)) present similar behaviour but different importance for the variables.

The design point chosen for comparison (W0) corresponds to the weight of single 
component (plate plus stiffener) designed with the formulation that with the minimum 
use of material satisfies the ISO safety requirement. That value, W0=0.336 (ton) 
corresponds to the weight of one stiffened plate with a mean thickness of 17.2 mm 
designed with Faulkner formulation.

Actual Design ISO UK-NPD

Safety levels P f 2.3 3.09 3.72-

FAULKNER P 2.205 1.702 1.334

WAV0 82.9% 100% 120.7%

CARLSEN - PIF P 1.741 1.4 1.091

W/W0 98.3% 116.2% 142%

Table 2 .9 - Comparison of the longitudinal strength formulations for stiffened plates 
for different safety conditions.

From Table 2.9 is clear that Faulkner formulation produces more economical 
design. Also in Table 2.9 it can be seen that for both formulations the difference in
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weight for the two limit safety levels is about 45%, which indicates that much caution 
should be put by the designer and ruling body in the selection or the establishing of the 
proper safety level for design.

Finally, it is also important to stress that a relatively small difference in the levels of 
uncertainty of the formulations (ACOV=4.3%) results in a significant difference in the 
final designs when a reliability based design method is used (AWAV0=16%).

2.5 - Conclusions.

The conclusions for this study can be subdivided in two groups. The first group 
summarises the particular conclusions for each load case and the second group 
contains the general considerations about the reliability assessment of plates.

The conclusion that among all resistance variables, the yield stress is one of the 
most important is in agreement with the findings in73, where it was also showed that 
the relative importance of the yield stress decreased with increasing plate slenderness.

For the unstiffened plates under longitudinal compression it is shown that MVRM 
and FORM give almost the same results for the strength equation of Faulkner 
(eq.(2.1)). It is also shown that for this particular formulation the reliability results are 
quite sensitive with respect to slenderness for intermediate plates. This happens 
because d<|)F/dp is maximum for this range (this fact can also explain the relative 
dependency of the variables with the plate slenderness). The study for this load case 
show that Guedes Soares, in his proposal had considerably improved the model of 
Faulkner, with gains in structural weight of about 14%. It is also important to refer that 
Ivanov/Rousev, Ueda/Yao and Soreide/Czujko formulations can only be used if an 
appropriated bias is derived, otherwise they can lead to unsafe designs. Carlsen 
formulation is quite conservative and also requires the evaluation of its uncertainty.

For the transverse compression case it is clear that the high model uncertainties 
(COV’s over 30%) dominate the reliability results. Thus, it seems important to make 
an effort to improve these formulations. For design, Faulkner formulation is 
recommended for stocky and intermediate plates and Valsgard proposal should be used 
for slender and very slender plates.

Also, for the combined loading case Faulkner interaction is recommended for 
design, especially for intermediate and slender plates. Again, is important to refer the
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dangers that may arise from the incorrect use of uncalibrated formulations (Valsgard, 
Dier and Dowling and Stonor).

Finally, for the stiffened plates under longitudinal compression the method of 
Faulkner is also recommended with structures 16% lighter than Carlsen-plate induced 
formulation. The other proposal of Carlsen, stiffener induced failure, shows no 
dependency upon plate slenderness (variation of plate thickness) and thus may produce 
unsafe design for intermediate and slender plates.

The first general conclusion is of course, the need to incorporate in the reliability 
assessment the uncertainty related with the strength model65,139,140. This is particularly 
important when the level of uncertainty is high because in that case the modelling 
parameter clearly dominates the reliability results. From the other resistance variables it 
can be said that the yield stress is the most important one. The loading variables are in 
general as important as the most relevant resistance variables. It is also necessary to 
recall the importance of the correct definition of the random variables, especially if they 
are correlated. An incorrect definition of the variables can lead to large differences in 
the final reliability results.

Other important conclusion deals with the economic efficiency for design of the 
different formulations.This study confirms previous work140 regarding this aspect of 
design and it can be said that the less uncertain a formulation is, the better it is from an 
economic point of view. In fact, in all cases studied were the less uncertain 
formulations who predicts the most economic structural design (GS for longitudinal 
strength and FLK for the others).

Finally, one important aspect that should be taken in consideration are the safety 
levels used for design with advanced level 2 reliability methods. These methods 
provide the direct derivation of the partial safety factor and contribute for the reducion 
of human errors65. But from the results is clear that large differences in weight arises 
from the adoption of one safety level or the other. Thus, in this particular aspect of 
design specific guidance should be established by the ruling authorities.
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CHAPTER 3 - RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF RING- 
STRINGER STIFFENED CYLINDERS

3.1 - Introduction.

The ring-stringer stiffened cylinder also known as orthogonally stiffened cylinder is 
a typical component of marine structures. It is widely used in offshore platforms as 
main structural elements especially in the legs of buoyant offshore platforms such as 
semi-submersibles and tension leg platforms.

This component consists of a fabricated cylinder with a stiffening system composed

Fig.-3.1 - Ring-Stringer stiffened cylinder [141].

w
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of longitudinal stringer stiffeners supported laterally by more widely spaced ring frames 
(fig. 3 .1). This type of component is particularly suited to resist high axial loads and 
bending moments in combination with external pressure.

These components have large dimensions (over 10 meters of diameter) due to their 
application in the legs of the semi-submersible and TLP's. Because of that they are 
produced by butt welding cold or hot formed plates. The stiffeners are also welded to 
the cylinder in such a way that the structural continuity of the stringers is guaranteed. 
This type of fabrication introduces geometrical imperfections as well as residual

Fig.-3 .2 - Loading types [141]. 
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4

stresses.

The geometrical parameters used to describe the ring-stringer stiffened cylinders 
and their typical range of variation are:

The radius upon thickness ratio - R/t [100 - 500],

The stringer spacing upon thickness ratio - s/t [25 - 130].

The Batdorf width parameter - Zs [4 - 60],

The Batdorf length parameter - Zj [10 - 700],

The ring spacing upon radius ratio - L/R [0.2 - 1.6].

The ratio between the stiffeners and shell areas [0.1 - 0.6],

These components are subjected to axial compression, external pressure and 
combined loads as shown in fig. 3.2 and they may fail by buckling in several modes101:

- local shell buckling, i.e., buckling of the shell between stiffeners. The stringers 
remain straight and the rings remain round (Fig. 3.3 a).

- bay instability, i.e., buckling of the stringers together with the attached shell plate 
between rings. The rings and the ends of the cylinders remain round (Fig 3.3 b).

Fig.-3.3b - Bay instability [141].Fig.-3.3a - Local shell buckling[141].

- general instability, i.e., buckling of one or more rings together with the attached 
shell plus stringers (Fig. 3 .3 c).
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local stiffener buckling, i.e., torsional buckling of stiffeners or local buckling of 
web and flange. The shell remains undeformed (Fig. 3.3 d).

Fig.-3.3c - General instability[ 141], Fig-3.3d - Local stiffener buckling [141].

At present several strength formulations are 
available which allow the prediction of the 
buckling loads for these different failure modes.

In this chapter they are presented and 
compared with the available experimental results 
in order to analyse their relative advantages and
disadvantages 141,142 A systematic study

quantified the modelling uncertainty of all these formulations. Finally, a reliability 
study allows the analysis of the behaviour of the formulas when the relevant variables 
are considered to be random. The effect of including the modelling uncertainty in the 
formulation is also considered.

Two types of formulations are considered - lower bound and mean value. The first 
category can be characterised by the underprediction of the strength for a specific 
percentile over all the test specimens representative of the modelled phenomena. The 
DnV formulations102, the ECCS formulations103 and the API orthotropic 
formulations101,143 fall in this category. The mean value formulation is characterised by 
an average prediction of the strength for all test specimens, in this category we can find 
the Rule Case Committee formulations7 and the API-discrete formulations101. The 
mean value formulations are used to predict the strength while the lower bound 
formulations are intended for the design of the cylinders. Behind these formulation 
several series of experiments were conducted all over, especially in UK under the 
Department of Energy sponsorship83,144'145 and in USA sponsored mainly by Conoco 
Inc. and ABS.
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Due to the uncertainties involved in the evaluation of the loads and in the strength 
of this type of structure it is now commonly accepted that its design should be 
reliability based. As pointed out by Frieze146 the uncertainty in the resistance of the 
structure plays a dominant role in is safety and cost. The model uncertainty represented 
by the modelling uncertainty or parameter is normally the larger share of the overall 
resistance uncertainty. However, it can always, within certain limits, be reduced or be 
assessed in order to choose the best formulation among others. This is in fact the leit 
motiv of the work presented in this chapter.

3.2 - Strength Formulations for Ring-stringer Stiffened Cylinders.

The buckling of these components is a function of the loading conditions to which 
they are subjected. There are models for describing the behaviour under axial 
compression, others for radial pressure and some for the combination of these two 
loads. Bending, torsion and other loads are normally decomposed into these two basic 
types101. The component (see Fig. 3 .1) is composed of three types of elements, the 
cylindrical shell, the longitudinal stiffeners (stringers) and the radial stiffeners (rings). 
The role played in the strength of the structure by the stringers is to stabilise the shell 
and provide better resistance to the axial compression loads by carrying part of the 
load as well as increasing the resistance of the associated shell. The stiffeners can also 
be effective to resist radial pressure if they are spaced less than one half buckling wave 
length as for the shell without stringers. The ring frames stabilise the stringers and 
ensure that the external pressure is resisted and that shell circularity is maintained.

Due to axial compression several waves can be formed in both the longitudinal and 
circumferential directions. For external pressure a single longitudinal half wave is 
formed while several waves are formed in the circunferential direction. The use of this 
stiffening system of the shell creates the possibility of several types of failure modes 
under the applied loads.

The stringers introduce two possible types of failure - local buckling of the stringers 
and combined stringer and shell buckling (bay instability). In practice they are designed 
to avoid local buckling and to ensure that bay instability is the most probable failure 
mode. In bay instability, the collapse stress is mainly a function of the moment of 
inertia of both the stringers and the attached shell and the effective width of the shell. 
The reason behind the preference given to the bay instability as failure mode, is due to 
the fact that the local instability of the stringers may precipitate collapse.
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The rings also introduce two types of failure - local buckling of the rings and 
combined buckling of ring and stiffened shell (general instability). The general 
instability induces very large distortions and is the most serious type of failure in these 
structures. In this mode, the failure stress is mainly a function of the moment of inertia 
of both the ring and the effective width of shell. The stringers and the rings are 
normally designed to avoid local buckling.

The spacing between stringers influence the type of buckling that may occur. For 
broad panelled cylinders, local shell buckling may arise and precipitate failure. For 
narrow panelled cylinders the bay buckling is dominant.

Initial imperfections and residual stresses introduced during the fabrication process,

Fig.-3.4-Fabrication defects[ 141]
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considerably affects the buckling strength of these components. The type of 
imperfections shown in figure (3.4) are the overall out of straightness, the out of 
circularity of ring frames and the local deviation from the straight generator.

Some example of code recommendations for the imperfection levels are as follows:
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\ - j -<  0.0015 
ECCS 1

—  < 0.008
L s

in which 5P is the out-of-straightness of stringer-shell combination and 5S is the 
maximum deflection of shell from the true circular arc between stringers.

The reduction of buckling strength due to weld induced residual stress may be quite 
large. An idealised residual stress distribution is shown in figure (3.5) and it can be 
seen later that it has been taken into account while formulating the ultimate strength 
model for axial compression both by the RCC and API formulations.

The formulations are presented and discussed by type of phenomena that they 
intend to model. In the following sub-chapters all the formulations used in the work 
will be described. For axial compression 5 different type of formulations were studied, 
the RCC, the API orthotropic and discrete, the DnV and ECCS expressions. For the 
radial pressure 4 formulations were studied, the RCC, the API orthotropic and discrete 
and the DnV expressions. Three different interaction formulations were used for load 
combination, the RCC, the API and the DnV.

Fig.-3.5 - Idealised residual stress distribution [141].
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3.2.1 - Formulations for ultimate strength under axial compression loads.

Three different codes of practice101'103 actually in use for offshore design present 
four different formulations for the design of ring and stringer stiffened cylinders. The 
API Bui 2U includes two different formulations; the orthotropic plate method which 
was derived from the ASME Code Case N-284, and the discrete stiffener approach 
which was derived from the RCC work. The main concern is the analysis of the failure 
modes considered by the rules, i.e., local shell buckling and bay instability. Those are 
the failure modes observed in the test specimens, thus the ones suited for direct 
comparison with the predictions.

3.2.1.1 - API Bulletin 2U

This code101 covers for the following failure modes of stringer and ring stringer 
stiffened cylinder:

- Local shell buckling.

- Bay instability.

- General instability.

In addition, failure modes due to buckling of stiffening elements and buckling of the 
cylinder as a column are also covered.

The bulletin recommends that the stiffeners be sized so that the first mode of failure 
will be local buckling of the shell between stiffeners. In order to avoid mode interaction 
between local buckling with bay instability and general instability, the code 
recommends that the elastic bay instability or general instability stress should be 1.2 
times the elastic local shell buckling stress.

The buckling design procedure is based on classical linear theory. The elastic critical 
buckling stress a CT is modified by the so-called capacity reduction factor 
(Knockdown factor) to take into account the effect of imperfections.

° * r = < * t i ° c r  (3 * )

Further, the imperfect elastic stress is modified by a plasticity reduction factor rj to 
cater for the inelastic effects.

a . = n ° to (3 2)

The plasticity reduction factor is given by:
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T1 = 1,
0.45

for  A < 0.55 

+ 0.18, for  0.55 < A < 1.6

1.31
1 +1.15 A 

A ’

for  1.6 < A < 6.25 

for  A > 6.25

where A =

(3.3)

3.2.1.1.1 - Local buckling.

The compact section requirement which precludes stiffener buckling prior to shell 
buckling are identical to those specified by AISI147 for fully effective sections.

The flat bar stiffeners, the flanges of a tee stiffeners and the outstanding legs of 
angle stiffener must comply with:

7 7  *  0 3 7 5  (3 4)

where hs is the full width of a flat bar stiffener or outstanding leg of angle stiffener 
and one half of the full width of the flange of a tee stiffener and ts is the thickness of 
the bar, leg of angle or flange of tee.

For the web of tee stiffeners or the leg of angle stiffener attached to shell the 
following relation must hold:

where hs is the full depth of a tee section or full width of an angle leg and ts is the 
thickness of the web or angle leg.

If the compact section requirement is not met, then the allowable stress should be 
used as a substitute for the yield stress in determining the local shell buckling stress for 
axial compression or bending. It should also substitute the yield stress when calculating 
bay instability and general instability stresses for all load conditions.

axc = (1.28 -  0 .7 5 ^ )^ ,  for  0.375 < Xs < 0.846 (3.6a)
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where axe is the allowable stress and the slenderness Xs is given by

(36b)
1 s

The shell elastic buckling stress is given by:

^cr — a XL̂ X (3.7)

where

3.254
a  xlC x -  , ^  + 0-0253 a , for  1.5 < M e < 3.46 

x M l  6 \ (3.8)
= 0.605 a 0, for

and

a 0 = 0.207, 

169 c

195 +
<0.9,

for

for

R;

Ry

>610

<610
(3.9)

c =2.64, 
= 3.13/

= 1.0,

M 0/ 2 ’

for M x < 1.5 

for  1.5 < M x < 15 

for M x >15

(3.10)

with the API shell length and width parameters given by:

_  LjM x =

M  = s;0 /  !Rt J

(3.11)

For values of Mq less than 1.5 use Mq=1.5. For Mq values between 3.46 and 15 the 
value of a XLCx is obtained by linear interpolation. The equation (3.8) for the reduction 
factor a ^ C x  with M0<15 is based in Timoshenko's equation148 while for M@>15 is 
based in Koiter's equation149. The inelastic buckling stress is then calculated using 
equation (3.2) and (3 .3) replacing a icr by a cr.
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3.2.1.1.2 - Bay instability.

Orthotropic theory.

The theoretical buckling load for bay instability is determined using orthotropic shell 
theory. The theory is based on the modified equation given in reference [143] and it 
takes into account effective membrane thickness in the longitudinal direction and 
bending rigidity. It was modified to include the geometry of stiffened shells in which 
the stringers are not necessarily closely spaced. This has been taken into account by 
taking the effective width of shell in the circunferential direction.

The limitations of the equations are as follows:

i) The number of stringers must be greater than 3 times the number of 
circunferential waves.

ii) The bay instability stress shall not exceed 1.5 times the local buckling stress.

The evaluation of the elastic buckling load is carried out by minimising (3 .12) where 
m>l and n>2.

A3 3 +
A A -  A A

12 23 13 22

V ^11̂ 22 “  A 2 J
A] 3 +

A^A js 1̂1̂ 23
v A}, A22 — A] 2 j

A23
X r 11  14 I I 44 14 1  / % \N = -------------------------------    (3.12)

where:



The rigidity parameters are given by:

r E A ‘ Z ■

x ~ I

' x  1 — V2 \  5

E  -  —
— 1 — v2

Ee = 

D v =

E t  
1 -v 2 

E t 3 
12( l-v* )

± ] + E L + E A L  1
s )  s s

v E t  Gt ( se
D" 6 = 6 ( i ^ y + “ r l 1+7 y

E t 1 
12(1- ^ )

G t (  Jeg- = t11+7

G J.
+ '

(3.15)

The imperfection factors are: 

®"xb = 0b5,
= a AX’

for As > 0.061 
for As < 0.06 j

(3.16)

  \  _
where As = —-  and a XBis given by equation (3 .9) with c = 1.0. 

st

The elastic buckling stress is given by 

N.
—&XB (3.17)

where t Y =_ As +set and se = 1.91 ̂ E/<5e < s . If the shell is not fully effective an

iterative procedure must be carried out. When convergence is achieved it is possible to 
calculate the bay average collapse stress by using the plasticity reduction factor given 
by equation (3.3).

10. (3.18)
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Discrete stiffener method.

An alternative method is also recommended by API Bui 2U for determining the bay 
instability buckling load for stringer stiffened cylinder without the limitations imposed 
by the orthotropic shell theory. This method is based on a procedure proposed by

68 VFaulkner for the RCC formulation . In this method, the elastic buckling stress is given 
by a two term equation accounting for the contributions of the unstiffened curved shell 
element plus the effective column.

(3.19)

where the unstiffened curved shell contribution (a^) is given by: 

a  ax Cx E t/R
<*sh = 1 + As /s t

(3.20)

and a AXCV coefficient is calculated using equation(3.8) to (3.11).

The effective column contribution (ad) is given by the following procedure:

(i) Evaluation of the shell elastic buckling stress using a Koiter’s149 type formulation:

r 3.62 N
=

A /2
+ 0.0253 Me2

\ IVIB
E t /= 0.605 fR

EI/ r ’ f o r  H < 346

for M e > 3.46

(3.21)

(ii) Introduction of a knockdown factor to account for the shell initial imperfections:

1.57 29.6
— 0.27 + 0.008

R
V 300/ j

M

for  3.46 < M q < 8.57
f

= 1 - 0.018 M e25 + 0.023 M f 1-
R \ (3.22)

3001j  

for  M e < 3.46

(iii) Calculation of the bias correction for the lower bound knockdown factor: 

B  = 1.15, for  X„ = Jo y/p saer > l.ol

= l + 0.15Xn, for Xn <0.06
(3.23)

(iv) Mean knockdown factor:
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p=£ps (3.24)

(v) Evaluation of the elastic buckling stress for the imperfect shell:

G =  DGicr r  cr (3 25)

(vi) Consider the welding residual stress tension block parameter r\ = 4.5 for 
continuous structural fillet welds.

(vii) Evaluation of the residual stress reduction factor:

Rr = 1.0- 

=  1.0 ,

2 ,  )
r \  f K  ) 1

\s/t -  2r\Jt( l  + 0.25X4„)2J Vl.05^n -  0.28J
, /o r  A.„ > 0.531

((3.26)

for X„ < 0.53 ,

(viii) Shell reduced slenderness parameter: 

X = J a, / aicr (3.27)

(ix) Shell reduced effective width:

=(0.53/ \ )R r, 

=  1.0.

for X > 0.53
f

for X < 0.53J
(3.28)

(x) Evaluation of the second moment of area of stringer plus reduced effective 
width of shell (es is the distance from the centreline of the shell to the centroid of the 
stringer stiffener):

A*e
s’t

S S As + s'etJ
+ sl L

12
(3.29)

(xi) Shell effective width:

y  =(l.05/X-028/'X2)« r , for  X2 O.53]

= 1.0, for  X < 0.53 J
(xi) Evaluation of the effective column term: 

n 2E H

(3.30)

cl, =
I? [a s +s,t)

(3.31)
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The inelastic buckling stress is then evaluated using the Ostenfeld-Bleich
equation150.

= o „  f i r  cr, < a yp s

f i r  a * > Q yPs
(3.32)

In the value of 0 5 is proposed for the structural proportional limit ps for the case 
of nonstress relieved shells.

Then the value of g c is used to correct the shell effective width by introducing a 
new value of X= yjGc/c icr in (3.30). Finally the bay average collapse stress using

the corrected se is given by

g .. =  G,
A* + s tS e

As + s t
(3.33)

3.2.1.2 - RCC Formulation

The Rule Case Format has been proposed7 by a committee established by Conoco 
Inc. and ABS to develop design rules for tension leg platforms. One of the tasks of the 
Committee was to formulate design guidance for the ultimate strength of stiffened 
cylindrical components subjected to various kind of loading.

The formulation is based on an approach similar to that developed for flat stiffened 
panels151 in which two modes of failure are considered for axial compression, one due 
to stiffened shell column buckling and the other is the stiffener tripping. In this 
formulation, the critical buckling stress is determined assuming a single half-wave 
forms between rings. The critical stress is then given as the summation of the buckling 
stress for an unstiffened shell between rings and that for the stinger acting as a column 
between rings. A reduced effective width is used based on curved shell element 
buckling. The bias factors for the elastic knock-down factors are taken from test 
results of aerospace industry. The welding residual stress effect is taken into account 
by the structural tangent modulus. Inelastic buckling is considered through the 
Ostenfeld-Bleich formulae.

This formulation is similar to the one presented previously by API in the alternative 
method. The elastic buckling stress is given in the same way by the two term equation
(3.19). However the unstiffened curved shell contribution is simply given by:
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0.605ps£(///?)
(3.34)1 + Asjs  t

in which the shell knockdown factor is assumed to be 0.75.

The effective column term is given by a similar procedure to the one used in the API 
rules. The evaluation of the elastic buckling stress for the imperfect shell is done using 
equations (3.21) to (3.25) in which the term Mq is replaced by Zs = O.954M02, known

as the Batdorf width parameter. Then for the calculation of the residual stress 
reduction factor equation (3.26) is to be used with A,n replaced by X and several 
choices for t|:

= 4.5 for continuous structural fillet welds 
r| i = 3 .0 for light fillets or where shakeout is significant 

= 0.0 for stress relieved structure

Finally the elastic critical stress for the column is evaluated using eqs. (3.28)-(3.31).

The inelastic buckling stress of the effective cross-section is obtained from the 
Ostenfeld-Bleich equation (3 .32) using for the structural proportional limit the values

At the last step the bay average collapse stress is given by the procedure used in 
equation (3.33) using the corrected shell effective width.

3.2.1.3 - DnV Classification Note 30.1

basically like unstiffened shells. The stiffeners are only accounted for the cylinder total 
cross sectional area and moment of inertia.

neglecting the effect of curvature the code recommends that the strength of such 
structure can be taken equal to the strength of an equivalent stiffened flat plate.

o f :

0.5 for non stress relieved shells 
0.75 for stress relieved shells

This code102 recognises three categories of longitudinally stiffened cylindrical shells, 
denominated as Categories A, B and C.

In category A are classified the sparsely stiffened shells > 3- J ^  J which behave

Category B includes shells with closely spaced heavy stiffeners
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Finally category C is reserved to the shells with closely spaced light stiffeners

orthotropic shell.

and \ . The behaviour is assumed to be like an

This last category of shells is the one considered in this study and the evaluation of 
the bay instability stresses for them is as follows:

or., = (3.35)

in which X = J —  is the reduced slenderness.

The elastic buckling resistance is given by:

o = C
TZ2 E

1 2 ( l - v 2)vZ.J
(3.36)

in which the reduced buckling coefficient C accounts for the type of loading, shell 
proportions, boundary conditions, degree of stiffening and geometrical imperfections:

C = K  J  1 + 0.13
k J (3.37)

u v  1 + Y Asin which K = ------- , a = —-  , y =
1 + a st

12(l —Vs) I
s V

and I = L + - —
1 + a

3.2.1.4 - European Convention for Constructional Steelwork Formulation

In this formulation103 the elastic buckling is determined by a two term equation, 
accounting for unstiffened shell buckling and column buckling. The shell is assumed to 
be simply supported and to buckle with one half wave in the axial direction and the 
stiffener eccentricity is neglected.

V s t  J

in which
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C ,=  1 ,fo r external stiffeners 

,fo r  internal stiffeners
1 +

st

(3.39)

and Ie = I s + A,- e
s„ t

s S As+ set.
+  ■

SJ 1
12

with the shell effective width given by Von Karman's equation:

s. = 1.9 / I— (3.40)

The elastic buckling stress for the imperfect shell is given by equation (3 .25) and it 
requires the evaluation of the imperfection knockdown factor:

p = 0.65,

0.83
yl \ +0.01 R/t 

0.70
y/O.l + O.Ol R/t 

A

, for R /t < 212 

, for R /t > 212

A.
for —  >0.2 

s t

,  .  A s\ffo r  —  <0.06 
J s t

(3.41)

When 0.06 < —  <0.2, a linear interpolation is recommended. The characteristic 
s t

resistance or bay instability stress is given by:

a u = C T v (10-0.4123 X12), for \ < J l  |

. M  X>V2 J. S 075, (3.42)

in which X (eq.(3 .27)) is the shell reduced slenderness parameter.
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3.2.2 - Formulations for ultimate strength under radial pressure loads.

Four different formulations were studied for the case of radial pressure, three of 
them are presented in the codes of practice101,102 and the fourth is that one proposed by 
Oliveira152 in the RCC work.

3.2.2.1 - API Bulletin 2U

As for the case of axial compression this code covers the same types of failure (local 
buckling, bay buckling and general buckling). It also makes the same type of 
recommendation to the relative magnitudes of the critical stresses and for the design of 
the stiffeners to resist local buckling.

To resist radial pressure ring stiffeners are much more effective than stringers and 
the buckling stress is increased for values of < 2.85 ^ R / t . For greater spacing

between rings the buckling pressure is the same as that of an unstiffened cylinder (local 
shell buckling).

3.2.2.1.1 - Local shell buckling.

Due to the assumption that one-half wave is formed between the stringers, they are 
supposed to be ineffective when Ns/2 is less than the number of circumferential buckle 
waves for a similar unstiffened cylinder.

The shell elastic buckling stress is given by: 

P'l R ,

where

o =

Q̂L ~ 1 ’ fo r M x > 3.42 
fo r M x < 3.42= 1 - e y ,

with s =  l + Z,1 i f  A ' A = Ac (R/ Rc)2’ L. = l-56>/RT + tw <L.

vj/ = 1, for M x < 1.26
and = 1.58 -  0.46 M x , fo r  1.26 < M x < 3.42

= 0.0, fo r M x >3.42

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.44 A)

The theoretical failure pressure peL is given by minimising the following equation

P e L  =

E t/R  
n2 -1

(n2 + X2 - l ) 2 f t v

1 2 ( l-v 2) U J  + („ -+ x 2)2 _
, fo r n > 0.5 N s (3.45)
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with X = 7t . The inelastic buckling stress is then calculated using equation 

(3 .2) and (3 .3) replacing a icrby a cr.

3.2.2.1.2 - Bay instability.

Orthotropic shell theory.

The procedure for evaluation of the bay instability due to radial pressure is identical 
to the one used for axial compression (eq.(3.18)). The differences are in the evaluation 
of the elastic buckling load (eq.(3 .12)) in which the term Y, given in equation (3.14), is

in which no imperfections are considered a QL = 1.0 and kgL is given by equations 

(3.44) and (3.44A).

Alternative method.

The use of this method is recommended when limitations of the orthotropic shell

term equation, accounting for both the contribution of the unstiffened cylinder and the 
shell plus stiffener combination. Thus the inelastic failure pressure is given by the 
following equation:

The local buckling pressure for the unstiffened shell is given by the following 
equations:

replaced considered all effective, i.e., se=s. Also the

evaluation of the elastic buckling stress is different:

(3.46)

153theory are not met. This formulation is based in Miller's work and consists of a two

(3.47)

in which the effective pressure correction factor kp is given by:

0.85
Kp = 0 '25 + ̂ g ' fo rS s5 0 ° (3.48)

= 1. 1 0 ,

where g = M x M0 L t
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1.27
PeL~ Au «+ 0.5

E(t/Rl) , for M x > 1.5 and A < 2.5

0.92
E (t/R )2 , for  2.5 < A<  0.208 R/t

where A = Mx — 1.17 and Cp =

The shell plus stiffener contribution is calculated using 

16 I laP. = J]T \e , \A ,o y

A ' > (3.49)

= 0.836 C / ’061 E  ( t /R f  , /o r  0.208 < Cp < 2.85

= 0.275 E  ( t /R f  , for C > 2.85

(3.50)

The bay instability stress is given by

Pc(R + ‘)
O .  = (3.51)

where keL is given by equations (3.44) and (3.44A).

3.2.2.2 - RCC Formulation

A theoretical approach to this failure model is made difficult by the complex 
interactions between stringer bending and shell instability and so the model is 
necessarily semi-empirical142.

In this model an energy approach is used with the material assumed to behave in a 
rigid/perfectly plastic manner so that elastic and strain hardening effects are neglected. 
Furthermore the rings are assumed to be sufficiently strong to preclude their failure 
before bay instability occurs. The assumed collapse mechanism is illustrated in fig.(3.6) 
and is based on the following assumptions:

- the stiffeners fail by a 3-hinge mechanism

- the shell between stiffeners fail by a combination of 3 circumferential and 3 
longitudinal hinges

Equating the rates of external work and internal energy dissipation, de Oliveira 
arrives to the following expression:
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=(9.728 /, z J s L 2 + 1368t 2 {2/ 1? + l/s2) / 2 / 3) < ^  (3.52)

Fig.3.6 - External Pressure failure mode (3-hinge mechanism)[142],

/ G

with the plastic modulus of the stringer given by:

z ,  = C [{d„ + t)2- { d f  tf / t . f + 2 { d .  + t)df  tf l t w\ / 4 (3.53)

and the functions fls f2 and f3

1.75

(3.54)

/ . = i+  y « j / 3506

A  = ^ [ [ s/ R t /30.55J 50

/ 5 -  x + 2 6 A t/ i i y ^ [ . / 2 R }

The bay instability stress is given simply by:

a,. = p uR (3.55)

3.2.2.3 - DnV Classification Note 30.1

In this Note the same procedure is used for axial compression and for radial 
pressure. In this way the bay instability stress due to radial pressure is given by
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equation (3.35). The elastic buckling stress used in the above mentioned equation is 
given by (eq.(3.36)) using the following reduced buckling coefficient:

I 0.4
C = K j l  + ̂ Z  (3.56)

where K  = 2(l + -v/l + y) , y and I are calculated in the same way as in the axial 

compression case.

3.2.3 - Formulations for ultimate strength under combined loads.

Several interaction equations exist for all the different possible load combinations. 
In154 seven of them are discussed and analysed. In the present case only interaction 
equations involving axial and hoop compression will be considered, mainly due to the 
frequent occurrence of these loads and their greater magnitude. Bending can be 
transformed into an equivalent axial compression load. This is supported by several 
tests155, with R/t ratio greater than 150. However for R/t<48 the buckling stress for 
bending are higher156 which limits the validity of this assumption to cylinders with 
R/t>48.

3.2.3.1 - API Bulletin 2U

The interaction equation for combination of axial and hoop compression 
recommended by the code is based on a modification of the Huber-Hencky-Von Mises 
failure theory.

R ; - c R aRh + Rh‘ = 1.0

/? --5*-
R‘ ~ o_

(3.57)

where Ru =
U0

c =
l - S ^ + a J

- 2.0

(3.58)

The buckling stresses for any combination of longitudinal and hoop compression 
are determined by the following procedure:

1. Calculate and gu6, ultimate collapse stresses for an individual buckling 

mode from any of the previous sets of equations.
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2. Solve for gh0 in (eq.(3.57)) by letting c x = o e 

and k0 = keL (see equations (3.17) and (3.44)).

( k  \
where kx -  t / tx

3.2.3.2 - RCC Formulation
■ 157This formulation is based on Odlands method for unstiffened and ring stiffened 

shell under combined loads, which was extended for use with stringer-stiffened shells 
by Faulkner158

P Gr— +1.5— -0.5
Pu <*«*

- ^ = 1.0p aL u ux

(3.59)

An alternative formulation exists and it is similar to API Bulletin 2U interaction 
model. It is given by (eq.(3.60)) with the coefficient c presented in equation (3.61):

R 2+c
r \

+ Rh2= 1.0 (3.60)
\ y y /  \ y y y

c = 2

1-
r  \

1-
V J )

7— \ - 1.0
f uQ

(3.61)

3.2.3.3 - DnV Classification Notes (30.1)

The DnV proposal is based in an equivalent stress approach according to Huber- 
Von Mises, which is expressed by the following set of equations. The equivalent 
applied stress is given by:

S., =VcV! - a*a e+ ae (3.62)

and it is used in the evaluation of the ultimate equivalent buckling stress via the X 
parameter

A
• +  •

and

eq ^ ux

y fu X 4

(3.63)

(3.64).
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3.3 - Evaluation of the model uncertainty for the strength formulations.

Experiments are generally aimed to validate both theoretical models or engineering 
solutions. In this study they are of utmost importance because it is the only way to 
assess the level of uncertainty existing in the different strength formulations for ring 
and stringer stiffened cylinders. Thus, a systematic study was performed to provide the 
model uncertainty3,65 (eq.(3 .65)) of all these formulations.

Gt Experimental strength 
m o u Predicted strength (3.65)

Test data must be reliable and relevant in order to produce the correct assessment. 
This was assured by following a systematic procedure in which all important 
parameters were checked. These parameters can be divided in the following groups:

• Geometrical properties, i.e. the length, radius, thickness, ring and stringer dimensions 
and spacing, number of bays.

• Material properties, i.e. yield stress (tensile or compressive), the rate of loading, 
modulus of elasticity.

• Geometric imperfections, shape and maximum of initial distortions.

• Method of production, welding, machining, residual or relived stresses.

• Test conditions, i.e. boundary conditions, experimental collapse loads starting from 
local failure, if any.

3.3.1 - Description of the available experimental data.

The collected experimental data can be subdivided into two major groups; 
Aerospace and Offshore. The first group is the outcome of an extensive aerospace 
research programme carried out in the mid 1960's. These tests were mainly conducted 
in the elastic range and the majority of them used high strength steel and aluminium 
alloys test specimens. In these specimens a large number of stringers were used which 
implies a close space between them. Also they were machine finished which means 
minimal imperfections and residual stresses.

The second group is a result of an emerging interest from the offshore industry. 
Steel is the dominant material used and the fabrication methods have inherent initial 
imperfections and induce important residual stresses. This type of structures normally 
fail in the elastoplastic range. To understand correctly this type of failure more tests
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were conducted in the 1970's mainly in UK universities and in the 1980's by 
Conoco/AB S.

From the aerospace data 193 axial compression test specimens have been 
considered; 84 steel and 109 aluminium. The offshore data is composed of 99 test 
specimens from which 52 (48 steel and 4 aluminium) were tested under axial 
compression, 12 steel specimens were tested under radial pressure and 35 steel 
specimens tested under combined axial and radial loading. The details of these test 
specimens are shown in Tables (3 .1-3 .6) and a brief description of the test programmes 
is given hereafter.

3.3.1.1 - Aerospace programmes

The test programmes in the aerospace field begun in the mid 1960's basically in 
USA the results of which have been reported in Refs. [159,160] as early as 1965. In 
the 1970's the most important tests were conducted in the Technical Institute of Israel 
- Department of Aeronautical Engineering161'169. From these two programmes up to 
193 test data have been collected.

These results are useful for providing information on elastic buckling strength 
because the tests were mainly conducted in the elastic range and the majority of them 
used high strength materials.

A sample of the geometries and material properties of these specimens and the test 
results is given in Table 3.1. The complete database is presented in Tables A2.1-A2.2 
in Appendix 2.

M odel ! Mat. Tk N s R ad L dw tw E SigY Sigu
: 0.257 ! 85 120. 110.4 1779 i 0.9 73.6 594.0 139.32 j

AB2 alu. j 0.253 ! 85 120.1 110.5 1757 j 0.9 73.6 594.0 147.42 j

AB4 ! alu. ; 0.253 : 85 120.1 153.8 1742 0.9 73.6 594.0 109.08 ;

AB6 alu. 0.254 ; 85 120.1 129.7 1484 : 0.9 73.6 594.0 129.06 ;

4-L stl. 1 0.247 I 132 127.6 90.66 0.267 1059 196.0 462.0 158.76 j

4-M stl. i 0.238 : 132 127.5 59.95 0.289 1.06 196.0 462.0 162.54 ;

4 -S stl. ; 0.227 j 132 127.5 30.6 0.274 1.06 196.0 462.0 139.02 ;

5-L stl. i 0.229 I 132

5-M stl. 0.236 ! 132 126.4 59.45 0.236 1.05 196.0 462.0 127.26 :
5-S stl. ; 0.242 j 132 127.5 30.6 0.254 1.06 196.0 462.0 148.68 ;
6-L stl. 0.3 132 127.8 145.6 0.296 1.06 196.0 462.0 148.68 I

6-S stl. 0.307 i 132 127.7 39.6 0.32 : 1.06 196.0 462.0 164.64 :

7-L stl. 0.286 : 132 127.8 145.7 0.323 : 1.06 196.0 462.0 178.08 ;

Table 3 .1-Sample of models of aerospace test programmes
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3.3.1.1.1 - Technion Tests

The first series of tests161 were aimed at studying the influence of stiffener and shell 
geometry on the applicability of a linear theory for predicting collapse. A practical 
parameter turned out to be the ratio between the stiffener area and the cylinder area 
(As/st) and good correlation with linear theory was found for As/st. Investigation 
results162 also indicate good agreement with the linear theory. In the investigation Zs 
also proved to be a suitable parameter, and good agreement was achieved with 
increasing values of Zs and As/st. In these tests the sensitivity of the test specimens to 
boundary conditions was highlighted.

The last groups of experiments163‘169 were aimed at developing a non-destructive 
technique of assessing the strength of stringer-stiffened cylinders by means of vibration 
correlation techniques.

3.3.1.2 - Offshore programmes

In the context of offshore design, the material used was steel and, due to the 
method of fabrication, the structures had considerable inherent initial imperfections 
(deflections and residual stresses). These structures generally failed in the elasto-plastic 
range. In the 1970's there was a large test programme in UK Universities and 
elsewhere in Europe and by Conoco/ABS in the early 1980's. As far as possible, the 
details of the specimens tested have been taken from the original sources and have 
been incorporated in the present study after a careful review.

The various number of test data that have been considered in this study are shown in 
Tables (3.2-3.6) with their details, including their experimental collapse loads and 
mode of failure. The experiments are broadly divided into three groups and 
summarised as follows; Axial Compression - 48 steel and 4 aluminium specimens; 
Radial Pressure - 12 steel specimens; Combined Axial and Radial Loading - 38 steel 
specimens.

The number and variety of test data, particularly the dimensions and construction 
methods used in their fabrication allows to say that the test database is not biased by 
scale and fabrication effects. On the other hand, the formulations use average values 
for residual stresses and initial deformations allowing the use of all the experimental 
data for their calibration.
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3.3.1.2.1 - UCL Tests

The UCL test programme170,171 consisted of 18 specimens tested under axial 
compression. The specimens were approximately 1 /20th scale. The specimens were 
manufactured from thin sheet steel having properties fairly representative of those in 
full scale structures. The cylinders were built up segmentally by rolling and machining 
the steel sheets into curved panels and then welded together with stiffeners. The 
stiffeners were of flat bar and welded at right angles to the shell. The initial 
deformations were measured and in general two types of them were noted. One was of 
"overall" type, i.e. in the form of one half-wave in the longitudinal direction producing 
ovalities in the circumferential direction. The second one was of localised character 
and occurred in the form of 'blips' at each stiffener. The magnitude of these 
imperfections were reported to have been within DnV's tolerance limits.

j Model :j Styp i Tk j Ns i Rad i L dw i tw E : SigY ji Sigu

: UC4 ; BE : 0.81 i 30 j 159.8 j 177.4 j 12.96 : 0.81 ! 213.0 : 320.0 i: 307.2 :
. UC5 ; BE i 0.81 ; 40 i 159.6 i 177.1 j 12.96 i 0.81 j 203.0 I 338.0 ii 351.52 |
j UC6 i BE i 0.81 ! 40 ; 226.6 ! 251.6 i 6.48 : 0.81 I 211.0 : 311.0 :i 202.15 i

UC8 ; BE ; 0.81 ] 20 ; 289.5 j 321.0 ; 12.96 ; 0.81 j 201.0 i 309.0 ;; 157.59 ;
; UC9 ; BE : 0.81 i 40 ; 288.2 I 319.8 : 12.96 : 0.81 I 211.0 i 340.0 !: 224.40 I

A2 j BE i 0.81 i 8 : 76.2 i 101.6 j 12.7 : 0.81 i 205.0 j 298.65 j; 284.80 ;
A3 I BE i 0.81 j 8 i 76.2 ; 101.6 : 12.7 : 0.81 : 205.0 : 298.65 i; 292.95 ;
A4 ! BE i 0.81 ; 8 : 76.2 ; 101.6 i 12.7 : 0.81 j 205.0 j 298.65 j: 252.50 j
B1 BE ! 0.81 ; 40 ; 226.8 i 353.8 : 12.96 ; 0.81 i 210.0 i 313.0 :| 256.66 :
B2 : BE ! 0.81 20 ! 226.8 j 353.8 I 12.96 ; o.8i j 210.0 : 324.0 ! 174.96 j
B3 BE ; 0.81 20 : 226.8 ; 251.7 ; 12.96 : 0.81 : 210.0 I 284.0 ; 170.40 j
B4 : BE : 0.81 20 ; 226.8 ; 176.9 : 12.96 : 0.81 i 210.0 : 281.0 : 171.41 :
B5 i BE : 0.81 40 I 226.8 ; 353.8 j 13.00 : 1215 j 210.0 : 318.0 i 260.76 j

Table 3.2-UCL Test specimens - Geometry, material properties and test result.

These test specimens were categorised into broad panelled and narrow panelled 
ones. The collapse of the narrow panelled cylinders was characterised by overall 
buckling while for the broad panelled ones it was due to local buckling. The average 
residual stresses ranged from 0.25cjy for the narrowest panel to 0.08cjy for the 
broadest panel.

The specimens had clamped boundary conditions and were tested under conditions 
of controlled end shortening. The geometry and material properties of these specimens 
and test results are given in Table 3 .2.
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3.3.1.2.2 - Imperial College Tests

In the research programme172'174 sponsored by the Department of Energy, UK. six 
small scale stringer stiffened cylinder tests were carried out at Imperial College and one 
of the main objectives of these tests were to test specimens fabricated in different way 
as those adopted by University College. The specimens were fabricated by welding 
first the longitudinal stiffeners to a flat plate of the length corresponding to the cylinder 
diameter. The stiffened plate was then wrapped round a mandrel and the cylinder was 
formed by T-butt weld. The cylinders were relieved from residual stresses after their 
fabrication. No residual stress measurements were taken. In order to ensure a rigid end 
condition, steel annuli were attached to the ends of the specimen, both inside and 
outside the cylindrical shell by use of a resin compound. Geometric deformation 
measurements were taken and subsequently evaluated in terms of'best fit' cylinder. The 
boundary of each cylinder was rigidly clamped against rotation.

Specimens IC1 to IC3 were tested under axial compression. IC1 failed by a ridge 
type panel mechanism between stiffeners at mid height. In IC2 the mechanism was 
formed at the end of the cylinder. In IC3 panel buckling was noted at mid height 
including sideways tripping of the stiffeners. Specimens IC4 to IC6 were nominally 
identical to specimens IC1 to IC3 respectively. The load was applied eccentrically to 
these specimens. Failure load of these specimens are less than those of IC1-IC3 series

i M odel > S typ i Tk N s ; R ad  : L dw tw E I SigY  i S igu  :

IC1

IC2 BE j 0.84  I 20 160 65.0  : 6.72 j 0 .84 201.0 : 348.0 : 336.0 :

IC3 BE i 0.84  i 40 160 180.0 ; 13.4 j 0 .84 201.0 j 348.0 i 332.0 ;

IC4 BE i 0.84  ; 40 160 65.0  ; 6.72 ; 0 .84 201.0 ! 348.0 ! 372.0 :

20 160 65.0  ; 6.72 I 0 .84 201.0 ; 348.0 i 327.0 :

IC6 BE ; 0.84 ; 40 160 180.0 ; 13.4 : 0 .84 201.0 i 348.0 i 356.0 ;

SLD A BE j 0 .63 i 20 160 160.0 : 13.6 : 0 .63 210.0 i 365.0 : 281.1 ;

SLDE BE ; 0 .63 ; 40 160 160.0 ! 6.72 ! 0 .84 202.0 : 365.0 : 401.5 ;

i DnV1 ! BE i 0 .84 : 40 160 64.0  i 6 .72 ; 0 .84 202.0 ! 344.0 . 325.4 :

BE : 0 .84 : 40 160 128.0 : 6 .72 ; 0 .84 202.0 i 344.0 : 345.4 :

DnV3 BE i 0 .84 I 40 160.0 64.0  : 6.72 i 0 .84 202.0 : 344.0 : 1.890 ;

i DnV6 BE ! 0 .84 ; 40 159.8 128.0 I 6.72 j 0 .84 202.0 I 344.0  : 0.960 ;

DnV11 BE ; 0 .84 : 40 159.9 192.0 ; 6.72  j 0 .84 202.0 : 344.0 : 0.631 ;

I M odel S ty p | Tk N s j R ad L dw tw E SigY S ig u  i Pu

D nV 4 BE i 0 .84 40 160.0 64 .0  : 6.72 i 0 .84 202.0 : 344.0 : 335.7 j 1.236 i

DnV 8 BE : 0 .84 40 159.9 128.0 ; 6.72 i 0 .84 202.0 j  344.0 i 289.6 j 0.775 :

D nV 12 BE j  0.84 40 160.0 192.0 j 6.72 I 0 .84 202.0 : 344.0 : 183.7 i 0 .479 i

SL D B BE : 0.63 20 160.0 160.0 ; 3 .60 ; 0.63 205.0 : 365.0 : 26.0 i 0.22 i

SLDC BE : 0.63 20 160.0 160.0 j 3 .60 ; 0 .63 205.0 : 365.0 246.0 : 0.145 :

SLD F BE ; 0 .63 i 40 160.0 160.0 j 3 .60 ; 0 .63 205.0 ; 365.0 : 26.0 ; 0.236 j

SLDG BE : 0.63 40 160.0 160.0 j 3 .60 j 0 .63 205.0 ; 365.0 240.0 j 0.153 j

Table 3 .3-IC Test specimens - Geometry, material properties and test result.
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due to eccentric loading and they showed similar behaviour.

Further research was done with similar test specimens but under different load 
conditions (radial pressure and combined loading). The geometry and material 
properties of these specimens and test results are given in Table 3 .3.

3.3.1.2.4 - Glasgow University Tests

These tests were carried out by Glasgow University from the middle of 1978 to the 
middle 1979 and this research was sponsored by the Department of Energy as part of 
the marine technology programme175.

Three test specimens l /8th in scale of stringer stiffened cylinders were fabricated 
from thin steel plates. In all these specimens extensive strain gauge measurements were 
taken. Axial shortening and out-of-surface displacements in the shells were recorded at 
each increment of loading. All of these specimens failed due to bay instability. The 
geometry and material properties of these specimens and test results are given in Table 
3.4.

Model i Styp 
GUI J BE 
GU2 j BE 
GU3 ! BE

Tk \ Ns
2'661 20 
6.00 | 8_  30

Rad
570.0
570.0
590.0

i L dw tw | E SigY Sigu
j 890.0 32.00 2.00 191.0 234.0 147.42
j 760.0 95.00 6.00; 197.0 300.0 291.00
j 650.0 45.0 3 .0 0 ; 204.0 420.0 289.80

Table 3.4-GU Test specimens - Geometry, material properties and test 
result.

3.3.1.2.4 - CBI Tests

This test programme154,176 forms one of the largest test programmes aimed at 
establishing the behaviour of orthogonally stiffened cylinders used in the offshore 
industry and was sponsored mainly by Conoco Inc, Houston and the American Bureau 
of Shipping. It was initiated in 1982 and under Phase I programme were tested 14 
multi-bay test specimens under axial compression, 8 under radial pressure and 22 under 
combined axial and radial loading.

In Phase II programme (1985/86) six more orthogonally stiffened cylinders were 
tested: 1 multi-bay specimen under axial compression, 1 under radial pressure and 4 
under combined loading. These cylinders had large radius-to-thickness ratios R/t equal 
to 300 and 500. The geometry and material properties of the test specimens and results 
are given in Table 3.5.
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Table 3.5-CBI Test specimens - Geometry, material properties and test result.
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This test programme was structured to investigate the effects of several parameters 
on the buckling of stiffened shells subjected to combinations of axial compression and 
radial pressure loads. These included the effects of shell and stiffener geometry, 
residual stresses, initial deformations and material yield strength. Radial displacement, 
axial shortening and strain gage measurements were made on all models during test. 
All specimens were found to be fabricated within prescribed tolerances and the 
maximum measured deformations were close to the prescribed tolerances. The test 
specimens were designed to study the interaction of various geometrical parameters 
with the local shell buckling and bay instability buckling modes.

Groups 2-1 and 2-5 had narrow panels and short bay lengths, with 2-1 having an 
R/t = 300 and 2-5 having an R/t = 500. Groups 2-3 and 2-7 had narrow panels and 
long bay lengths for the same R/t ratios as groups 2-1 and 2-5, respectively. Similarly, 
groups 2-2 and 2-6 had wide panels and short bay lengths and groups 2-4 and 2-8 had 
wide panels and long bay lengths. Groups 2-9, however, had R/t = 190 with very 
narrow panels but moderately long bay length.

Each group of models exhibited consistent responses, acting similarly to other 
models of the same group and similarly to other groups. The responses can be 
categorised for the two generalised loading categories as follows: axial loading cases 
(type A specimens) and pressure loading cases (type B, C and D specimens). For the 
first category, at collapse most of the specimens failed in the end bays.

For the second, the general trend was, form a local shell buckle pattern in the 
middle bay. This pattern was typically an alternating in-out wave in adjacent panels 
with the inward wave being dominant. With increasing pressure a bay instability wave 
mode would then develop and cause final specimen collapse.

The non-stress relieved specimens exhibited lower critical buckling stresses and 
significantly different buckling wave action than the comparable stress relieved 
specimens.

3.3.1.2.5 - DnV Tests

Tests of four aluminium specimens177 were carried out by DnV in order to validate 
their formulations. High strength aluminium was chosen in order to make use of the 
lower capacity requirement of the test rigs.
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Specimens NV1 to NV3 failed in panel buckling mode, while in NV4 both panel 
and local buckling were observed. The geometry and material properties of these 
specimens and test results are given in Table 3 .6 .178

Model ! Styp I Tk ! Ns j Rad ! L i dw tw ! E ! SigY i  Sigu

BE j 3.00 [ 60 ! 1250.0 [ 570.0 j 21.81 \ 3.00 j 70.0 j 462.0 ! 113.00 
Be"7 2 8 5 ?2 4  I 725J5 ! 152.4! 35.6 j 2.95 j 210.0 j 2& iraT l9237

NV1 i  BE j 3.50 j 80 j 1250.0 j 634.0 j 21.81 | 3.50 | 70.0 i 462.0 ! 120.00 ;
N V2 F BE : 3.00 I 85 j 1250.0 I 570.0 j 18.81 j 3.00 j 70.0 j 462.0 j 112.00 j
NV3 | BE j 3.00! 85 | 1250.0 j 570.0 ! 18.81 ) 3.00 ! 70.0 ! 462.0 j 117.00 |
NV4 ! BE | 3.00 | 60 I 1250.0 | 570.0 j 21.81 j 3.00 j 70.0 ! 462.0 j  113.00 j

Kl N RA ; BE T 2.85T 24 j 725J5 ! 152.4! 35.6 j 2.95 j 210.0 j 283^831'192‘371 

Model • Styp j Tk ! Ns ! Rad ! L ! dw tw ! E ! SigY ! Sigu ; Pu !
KIN RA1 T ^  I 6.57 f  24 ] 913j9 f  228.6 ! 51.60 j 472 ! 210.0 | 290.7 F 112̂ 2! 1862 ]

f k i N ^ 2  ] BE ] Z85 [ 24 ! 728.3 j 152.4 j 35.70 j 2.95 j 210.0 ! ] 83* 3 f a776 !

Table 3.6-DnV Test specimens - Geometry, material properties and test result.

3.3.2 - Model uncertainty of the axial compression formulations.

The different strength formulations given in sub-chapter 3 .2.1 were compared with 
the various test data available and described above. The resulting model uncertainty 
factor i.e. the model parameter Xm (eq.(3.64)) for the axial formulations are shown in 
Table 3 .7. for the 52 steel and aluminium specimens .

API Bui 2U (discrete analysis) and RCC formulations exhibit moderate uncertainty 
(Coefficient Of Variation =13.7%) and consistent values for the offshore steel 
specimens, with Xm in the range of [0.82, 1.4] for API and [0.82, 1.35] for RCC. 
However, the inclusion of the aluminium specimens with very low experimental 
strength (Xm<0.5) for API formulation, causes a noticeable degradation in API results, 
leading to a high uncertainty (COV= 18.5%).

Both formulations are similar except that the knockdown factor associated with the 
shell term is different. This apparently small conceptual difference leads to large 
differences in the results for the specimens failing in the elastic range. This is 
particularly true for 3 of the 4 the aluminium specimens (NV1, NV2 and NV3) which 
exhibit for API-2U predictions a theoretical strength much higher than the test value. 
With RCC formulation these two values are quite consistent and only a small deviation 
occurs. In order to track down the difference between these two formulations a 
detailed study was done, and the result points out that API overpredicts the elastic 
critical stress in the shell by a factor of 2.5 over RCC, due to its higher knockdown 
factor. The ranges of DnV and ECCS results are respectively Xm [0.56 - 1.66] and Xm 
[0.79 - 2.16]. A large scatter can be observed for both formulations with COV's over 
5% and with surprising results for lower bound formulations with many specimens 
(more than the allowable 5%) failing large below the predictions.
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Xm - Axial Compression

API ortho API disc RCC DnV ECCS
UC1 0,820 1,063 1,064 0,864 1,086
UC2 1,310 1,134 1,169 1,342 1,627
UC3 0,760 0,971 0,972 0,825 1,029
UC4 0,960 1,077 1,077 1,012 1,258
UC5 1,049 1,112 1,118 1,094 1,374
UC6 0,955 0,824 0,839 1,046 1,236
UC7 0,943 1,019 1,023 1,018 1,294
UC8 0,528 0,929 0,920 0,877 1,112
UC9 0,820 0,921 0,919 1,004 1,215
A1 0,946 1,053 1,055 0,957 1,109
A2 0,954 1,062 1,064 0,965 1,119
A3 0,981 1,093 1,094 0,993 1,151
A4 0,846 0,942 0,943 0,856 0,992
B1 1,010 1,005 1,015 1,151 1,424
B2 0,598 0,860 0,857 0,841 0,989
B3 0,600 0,886 0,884 0,764 0,940
B4 0,610 0,876 0,875 0,673 0,856
B5 0,977 0,998 1,007 1,105 1,443

2-1A 0,662 0,816 0,816 0,669 0,788
2-1AE 0,723 0,873 0,873 0,725 0,823
2-2A 0,621 0,992 0,991 0,637 0,809
2-3A 0,854 1,031 1,029 1,000 1,271

2-3AE 0,802 0,903 0,906 0,946 1,178
2-3AR 0,674 1,019 0,984 0,788 0,996

2-3ATR 0,929 1,401 1,355 1,061 1,384
2-4A 0,586 1,025 1,021 0,904 1,142
2-5A 0,573 0,832 0,832 0,618 0,829
2-6A 0,432 0,920 0,917 0,565 0,920
2-7A 0,864 1,032 1,028 1,198 1,471

2-7AR 0,803 1,255 1,238 1,147 1,416
2-8A 0,502 1,070 0,981 1,118 1,781
2-9A 0,944 0,986 0,988 0,957 1,137

2-9ATC 0,787 0,858 0,856 0,798 0,949
IC1 0,960 1,015 1,019 0,983 1,189
IC2 0,966 1,269 1,270 1,021 1,289
IC3 0,963 1,017 1,024 1,003 1,260
IC4 1,069 1,131 1,135 1,095 1,324
IC5 0,940 1,235 1,236 0,994 1,254
IC6 1,032 1,091 1,098 1,075 1,351

SLDA 0,885 1,308 1,306 1,332 2,048
SLDE 1,361 1,345 1,364 1,531 1,898
DnV1 0,946 0,998 1,002 0,967 1,165
DnV7 1,180 1,095 1,118 1,207 1,486

DnV10 1,358 1,133 1,175 1,387 1,681
GU1 0,670 0,931 0,928 0,879 1,054
GU2 0,970 1,092 1,093 0,983 1,144
GU3 0,721 0,831 0,831 0,775 0,987
NV1 0,945 0,475 0,917 1,470 1,860
NV2 1,031 0,518 0,973 1,585 1,990
NV3 1,077 0,541 1,017 1,656 2,079
NV4 0,960 0,812 0,990 1,511 2,157

KINRA 0,678 0,860 0,859 0,679 0,741
Table 3 .7 - ^  for axial compression formu ations, showing with
shadow the accepted test specimens for API orthotropic 
formulation.
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The API orthotropic formulation by contrast to the discrete one produces very 
good results for the aluminium specimens Xjh [0.95 - 1.08] and very poor ones for the 
steel specimens with Xjn ranging from [0.43 - 1.36] and a COV=25%. It is also 
important to stress that for a lower bound formulation the API orthotropic formulation 
produces results highly unconservative.

Other interesting results arises from IC specimens, which in general are more 
resistant than the prediction of all the formulations. This can be related to their small 
size and different fabrication process.

The statistical analyses are carried out using Offshore and Aerospace data for all the 
formulations. The Offshore data is divided into two sets of populations: 48 steel 
specimens and 52 (48 steel plus 4 aluminium) specimens. The Aerospace data is 
divided into 3 sets of population, namely, (i) 84 steel specimens, (ii) 109 aluminium 
specimens, (iii) 193 specimens, i.e. a combination of (i) and (ii) steel and aluminium 
specimens.

OFFSHORE AEROSPACE

MODEL CODE STEEL STEEL + ALU. STEEL ALUMINIUM STEEL + ALU.

PopuIation=48 Population=52 Population=84 Populat.=109 Populate 193

API Bui 211 0.857 0.868 0.813 1.178 1.019

Orthotropic 24.78% 23.98% 19.19% 26.92% 31.02%

Discrete 1.025 0.991 0.652 1.025 0.863

13.68% 18.44% 36.06% 53.77% 55.51%

RCC 1.024 1.020 1.332 1.893 1.649

13.68% 13.29% 27.51% 27.96% 32.87%

DnV CN 30.1 0.967 1.012 1.633 2.051 1.869

21.26% 25.07% 19.09% 23.29% 24.72%

ECCS 1.209 1.271 2.875 4.409 3.741

23.57% 27.66% 34.08% 35.37% 41.10%

Table 3.8 - Bias & COV of model uncertainty factor for axial compression 
formulation.

From the results shown in Table 3.8 it can be seen that both API Bui 2U discrete 
and RCC predict almost similar results for the 48 offshore steel specimens, while for 
52 offshore steel and aluminium specimens RCC gives better results than the API Bui 
2U. This confirms the robustness of the RCC formulation for axial compression 
(C O V rcc= 13 .3%  vs CO Vapi=18.4% ).
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Figure (3 .7(b)) and (A2.3(b)) show the scatter of the modelling parameter for the 
two formulations. The deviation of the aluminium specimens with respect to API 
results is clearly visible. To check the formulation skewness - tendency of the 
formulation uncertainty to vary with some property of the cylinder - ^  was plotted 
against the test and predicted strength and some relevant adimensional geometrical 
parameters. The results are presented in figures (3.7(b)-3.7(i)) and (A2.3(b)-A2.3(i)) 
with RCC clearly independent of the parameters and API showing some dependency 
upon the slenderness, with tendency to over predict the strength of high slender 
cylinders.

For the aerospace data there is a wide difference in the results between RCC and 
API Bui 2U discrete formulations and it may be again due to the different knockdown 
factor used in both formulations. The RCC results produce high bias Xm=l .65 and 
reasonable C O V r c c = 3 3 %  (conservative design) while API 2U discrete formulation 
produce low bias X ^ O .86 (clearly over predicts the strength of the steel specimens 
Xm=0.65) and gives high C O V a p i = 5 6 %  . It can be seen in figures (A2.4(a)-A2.4(i)) 
and (A2.5(a)-A2.5(i)) the large scatter in the results for these two formulations as well 
as the strong skewness which both exhibit. However, it may be noted that these two 
formulations are not suitable for Aerospace data because in these specimens the 
stiffeners had greater width, low height and were closely spaced.

For the offshore data set the mean and COV as calculated by DnV Tech. CN30.1 
and ECCS are as follows:

while, for the DnV formulation, the bias is good but the spread of the model 
uncertainty factor is wide and this reflects in the high C O V  values. The assumption of 
orthotropic behaviour for the narrow panelled cylinders (Zs<9) produces the large 
scatter observed in Table 3 .7 while the unstiffened shell behaviour for the broad panels 
(Zs>9) produces much better results. From this, it is clear that the first assumption is 
the responsible for the large uncertainty in DnV results (C O V D n v > 2 0 % ).

Both the DnV and the E C C S  formulations (figs. (A2.6(c)) and (A2.8(c))) exhibit 
significant skewness and a decreasing level of conservatism with decreasing 
slenderness (failure became dominated by yielding).

The aerospace test specimens (figs. (A2.7(a)) and (A2.9(a))) show high 
conservatism for both formulations with E C C S  producing an enormous scatter which 
clearly indicates that this formulation is not suited for application to very closely

DnV: Mean
C O V

1.012

25.07%
E C C S : Mean 

C O V

1.271
27.66%
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spaced stringer stiffened cylinders. Both formulations are highly skewed with respect 
to slenderness, overpredicting the strength of less slender cylinders.

The API orthotropic formulation indicates a clear difference in the results obtained 
with specimens fabricated with different materials (Xm<1.0 for steel and X ^ l.O  for 
aluminium) which may lead to unsafe design of steel structures. Another interesting 
result indicates that the limitation imposed by the formulation for the bay instability 
stress, that it must be less than 1.5 times the local buckling stress, exclude more than 
70% of the steel specimens, both offshore and aerospace and 90% of the aerospace 
aluminium. This is a clear example of poor modelling because the remaining models do 
not exhibit different behaviour of the excluded ones (see accepted models in table 3 .7).

From the results of Table 3 .8 one can say that the statistical results produced by 
API Bui 2U orthotropic theory are comparable with API 2U discrete analysis for the 
offshore test specimens with the bias and COV of the order of 0.87 and 24.% and 0.99 
and 18.44% respectively. However from figures (A2.1(a) and A2.3(a)) can be clearly 
seen that the results for both formulations have distinct patterns, being the orthotropic 
formulation more skewed to the relevant geometrical parameters. For the aerospace 
data the bias and COV are 1.019 and 31%  respectively which indicates a fairly mean 
value formulation for this data set.

Table A2.3 shows the Xm and the associated buckling modes (m*n) for some 
specimens out of 84 aerospace steel specimens using orthotropic theory. These 
specimens were chosen in which the buckling modes were obvious from the test 
results. In some specimens it is observed that, although ^  is near unity, the 
correlation between the theoretical values of buckling modes and the experimental 
results is not good.

The results of the statistical analysis are plotted in graphs using different parameters 
for 5 sets of population and are presented in figures (3.7) and (A2.1-A2.9) and 
commented in the Appendix 2. The results obtained for RCC with the 52 (48 steel plus 
4 aluminium) specimens are presented in figures 3.7(a)-3.7(i):
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3.3.3 - Model uncertainty of radial pressure formulations.

The model uncertainty values Xm under radial pressure for 11 test specimens are 
given in Table 3.9 for different strength formulations and their statistic in Table 3.10. 
One specimen was discarded because its geometry was not consistent with other 
specimens used in the sample.

Xm-Radial pressure

API ortho API disc RCC DnV
2-1C 0,601 1,130 0,938 0,762
2-2C 0,576 1,236 0,859 0,872
2-3C 1,041 1,006 1,094 1,417
2-5C 0,659 1,124 1,034 1,183
2-6C 0,407 1,044 1,075 1,399
2-7C 1,702 1,164 0,904 2,099
2-8C 0,385 1,550 1,070 2,549
2-9C 0,810 1,237 0,867 0,849

DnV3 1,155 1,513 1,048 1,225
DnV6 0,999 1,087 0,998 1,325

DnV11 1,245 1,252 0,813 1,706
Table 3 .9-Xm for radial pressure formulations.
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From the results one can easily understand that RCC is by far the best of all the 
formulations, with little scatter Xjn [0.81,1.09] and consistent values for the bias Xm 
=0.973 and for the COV=10.3 %. Its a mean value formulation particularly well suited 
for the geometric range of the offshore structures (Offshore data set).

OFFSHORE

MODEL CODE STEEL

Population^ 1

API Bui 2U 0.871

Orthotropic 46.16%

Discrete 1.213

14.53%

RCC 0.973

10.29%

DnV CN 30.1 1.399

39.0%

Table 3 .10- Bias & COV of model uncertainty factor for radial pressure formulations.

The test/ RCC theory plot (fig. 3.8(a)) shows a very good correlation, with all 
points lying in the vicinity of the oblique line. The formulation shows an almost perfect 
agreement with test results for all slenderness (fig. 3.8(b)), (fig. 3.8(c)) and little or no 
skweness with the geometrical parameters (fig. 3.8(d)) - (fig. 3.8(i)).

The API discrete formulation is also a reasonable fit (moderate COV and no 
skweness) for offshore structural design and can be considered a good lower bound 
formulation Xm=1.213 and COV=14.5% with all specimens failing above prediction 
(fig.(A2.11(a))). This formulation shows a good correlation between predictions and 
test results with a moderate scatter for ^  [1.0,1.55] for the very slender cylinders 
(fig. A2.11(b)) and doesn't show significant dependency on slenderness or on the 
geometrical parameters (fig. A2.11(b)) - (fig. A2.11(i)). By contrast the orthotropic 
formulation is not suited and can be dangerous to offshore structural design ( see 
Appendix 2 - Sec. 2.1)

The DnV formulation is highly conservative for slender cylinders and can produce 
unsafe designs for medium and stocky ones (fig. A2.12(c)). It has a bias of X ^ l  .4 and 
a COV=39.0%. The formulation can be considered as a poor lower bound formulation 
(bias high above one and more than 25% of the specimens fails under the predictions). 
It also exhibits a high scatter of Xm [1.2,2.5] for slender and very slender cylinders and
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a great dependency on the slenderness and geometric parameters (fig. A2.10(b)) - (fig. 
A2.10(i)).

Nevertheless, it should be noted the small sample size and the likely increase of the 
COV’s with the future addition of more test specimens.

The variation of Xm for the RCC formulation with predicted strength, test strength, 
and with other parameters for RCC formulation are shown in figures 3 .8(a) - 3.8(i).
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3.3.4 - Model uncertainty of combined loading formulations.

The model uncertainty values Xm are shown in Table 3 .11 for all the test specimens 
and their statistics are shown in Table 3 .12. In assessing the statistics of the modelling 
parameter two sets of population were used: CBI-Phase I results (population = 22 
specimens) and Offshore data set (population = 35 specimens) which includes all 
specimens available for both hydrostatic and general combined loading. Axial 
compression and radial pressure results were not used, as they would produce results 
identical to single load action models.
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The predictions use the experimental values of the load components at failure and 
calculates the proportions in which the load approaches the failure surface. Thus Xm 
represents the ratio of test to predicted axial strengths in the presence of external radial 
pressure. The same results were obtained for radial strength in the presence of axial 
load. The parameters <|>x and <|>0 are calculated using the single load action of the 
appropriate strength model.

From Table 3 .11 one can see a moderate scatter for these formulations with XmRcc 
[0.60,1.95], XmAPi [0.73,1.63] and XmDnv [0.89,2.25] with the highest values of Xm in 
RCC and API occurring for the specimen 2-3 GTR (which was a test specimen tested 
at CBI under Phase II with T-bar stiffeners and residual stresses).

Xm-Combined Loading
API RCC DnV

2-1B 1,056 0,940 1,025
2-1D 0,988 0,986 1,135
2-2B 1,105 0,876 1,000
2-2D 0,955 0,898 0,894
2-3B 1,010 1,127 1,574

2-3BTR 0,977 1,377 1,633
2-3D 1,013 1,180 1,580
2-3G 1,225 1,410 1,897

2-3GTR 1,626 1,952 2,081
2-4B 1,119 1,118 1,480
2-4C 1,145 1,081 1,559
2-4D 1,138 1,162 1,531
2-5B 1,151 1,142 1,311
2-5D 1,152 1,238 1,373
2-6B 1,169 1,277 1,530
2-6D 0,965 1,097 1,143
2-7B 0,983 0,811 1,828
2-7BE 1 1,203 1,015 2,373
2-7D 1,138 1,020 2,194
2-7DF 1,134 1,026 2,250
2-7G 1,051 1,033 1,916
2-8B 1,399 1,029 2,288
2-8D 1,327 1,058 2,120
2-9B 1,184 0,827 1,150
2-9D 1,034 0,816 1,325

2-9DTD 1,388 1,203 1,955
SLDB 0,972 1,257 1,605
SLDC 1,520 1,811 2,247
SLDF 0,920 0,602 1,541
SLDG 1,148 1,099 2,149
DnV4 1,251 0,933 1,998
DnV8 1,235 1,315 2,207

DnV12 1,177 0,980 2,075
KINRA1 0,793 0,785 1,508
KINRA2 0,732 0,710 1,293

Table 3 .11-Xm for combined loading formulations.
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From the statistics one can see a clear change in the uncertainty of the formulations 
if one considers the CBI Phase I specimens alone or the full population. Thus, with 
almost no change in the bias, API shows a moderate raise in its COV value 13.9% to 
19.7%, RCC shows a high raise in its COV almost doubling its initial value of 13.2% 
to 24.8% . DnV shows an interesting decrease in its COV value from 28.9% to 25.3%.

The test/theory plot (fig. 3.9(a)) shows for RCC formulation a fair correlation 
between predictions and test results with a moderate scatter for ^  to all slenderness 
with the exception of the very slender cylinders in which the maximum scatter occurs 
(fig. 3.9(b)). The formulation also shows some tendency to over predict the strength of 
stocky cylinders (fig. 3.9(c)) and doesn't show significant dependency of the 
geometrical parameters (fig. 3.9(d)) - (fig. 3.9(i)).

The API formulation shows almost the same results as RCC (fig. A2.13(a)) - (fig. 
A2.13(i)) with tendency to overpredict the strength of stocky cylinders (fig. 
A2.13(c)).The DnV formulation shows a poor correlation between predictions and test 
results (fig. A2.14(a)) and also exhibits a great dependency of the slenderness and the 
geometrical parameters (fig. A2.14(c)) - (fig. A2.14(i)).

As conclusion one can point out that both RCC and API proved acceptable mean 
value formulations and are suited for the design of offshore structures but further 
improvement is needed to reduce the uncertainty of these formulations. The DnV 
formulation is a poor lower bound formulation highly skewed with slenderness and the 
geometrical parameters considered.

OFFSHORE

MODEL CODE STEEL STEEL

Population=22 Population=35

API Bul2U 1.180 1.163

Discrete 13.86% 19.72%

RCC 1.042 1.091

13.16% 24.79%

DnV CN 30.1 1.573 1.679

28.89% 25.29%

Table 3 .12 - Bias & COV of model uncertainty factor for combined axial compression 
and radial pressure formulations.
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The variation of Xm with predicted strength, test strength and with other parameters 
for RCC the all population is shown in the following figures 3.9(a) - 3.9(i).
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3.4 - Reliability analysis of ring-stringer stiffened cylinders.

The previous section gives a good understanding of the model uncertainty 
associated with the different strength formulations used in the design of ring and 
stringer stiffened cylinders. However, this is not sufficient to quantify the real 
consequences in cost and weight of the different levels of uncertainty. Thus, in this 
chapter an attempt is made to quantify the differences. The approach chosen is 
identical to the one used by Faulkner and Warwick in reference [140] and consists in 
comparing from a reliability point of view, the several formulations under the various 
load cases considered - axial compression, radial external pressure and their 
combination.

The approach has some similarities to the one used in the stiffened plates case with 
the reliability being carried out using an advanced level 2 algorithm (first and second 
order reliability methods) which not only determines the failure probability with an 
accuracy approaching that of the level 3 procedure, but also provides partial safety 
factors (eq(1.4)) which can be used in design.

However the methodology used for the comparison of the formulations is different. 
While for the stiffened plates the reliability index was obtained by varying only the 
thickness (and consequently the plate slenderness) in the case of the cylinders a surface 
of reliability results (|3f) was obtained, for each formulation, by varying both the shell 
thickness and the number of stringers. From this surface lines of iso-safety lines were 
extracted and transformed in plots showing the variation of mean thickness (tm) defined 
by equation (3 .66) with the number of stringers.

<. = < + Y  (3-66)

The ring-stringer stiffened cylinder considered for the study has similar dimensions 
to the comer columns of the Hutton and Joillet TLPs. Its geometrical and material data 
was extracted from Ref [140] and are listed in Table 3.13.

Static and dynamic random loads will be considered for both axial compression and 
radial pressure along with its corresponding model uncertainty. The static loading 
includes the static and the quasi-static loads, resulting the first from the weight of the 
structure, weight of permanent ballast and permanently installed equipment, machinery 
with the liquids at operating levels and external hydrostatic pressure in calm sea, 
calculated on the basis of a datum reference level such as the mean sea level.
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Variables Distribution Mean COV

Yield stress a y (MPa) Lognormal 391.0 0.07

Young modulus E (MPa) Lognormal 2.0 E5 0.04

Thickness t (mm) Normal Variable 0.04

Radius R (mm) Normal 6250.0 0.04

Length L (mm) Normal 5500.0 0.04

Dynamic axial compression Nd (MN) Gumbel 64.0 0.20

Static axial compression NS (MN) Lognormal 112.5 0.10

Dynamic axial compr. 
modelling parameter

XNS (ad.) Lognormal 1.0 0.15

Static axial compress, 
modelling parameter

XNd (ad.) Lognormal 1.2 0.2

Dynamic radial pressure pd (MPa) Gumbel 0.252 0.20

Static radial pressure ps (MPa) Lognormal 0.482 0.10

Dynamic radial press, 
modelling parameter

Xps (ad.) Lognormal 1.0 0.05

Static radial pressure 
modelling parameter

Xpd (ad.) Lognormal 0.9 0.2

Resistance modelling 
parameter

Xm (ad.) Lognormal variable variable

Number of stringers ^string Deterministic variable -

Depth of the stringer web dw (mm) Deterministic 300.0 -

Thickness of the stringer 
web

tw (mm) Deterministic 15.0 -

Width of the stringer flange df (mm) Deterministic 189.0 -

Thickness of the stringer 
flange

tf (mm) Deterministic 19.0 -

Width of weld r| (adim.) Deterministic 4.5 -

Proportional limit pr (adim.) Deterministic 0.5 -

Table 3.13 - Description of the basic variables used in the stiffened cylinder 
reliability analysis.
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The quasi-static loading (load that is non-oscillatory in nature yet is not static) 
includes the load due to wind, current, wave drift and quasi-static motion (offset and 
set down from initial position). The dynamic load effects results from the

179hydrodynamic loading due to waves and motion of the structure. The values for the 
loading variables were extracted from Ref. [140] and are listed in Table 3 .13.

Both random and deterministic variables are used in the study, the first group being 
subdivided in two categories: resistance and loading variables. The set of resistance 
variables is formed by the:

• Yield Stress - It is a Normal random variable, well defined by a large number 
of data and possesses a moderate uncertainty (COV=7%). However for reliability 
purposes a LOGNORMAL type is usually used in order to avoid convergence 
problems with formulations much dependent of this variable, i.e. negative values for 
the yield stress.

• Young Modulus - It is a Normal random variable well defined with low 
uncertainty (COV=4%). A LOGNORMAL type is usually used for the same reasons as 
for the yield stress.

• Thickness - It is the cylindrical shell thickness that is a NORMAL random 
variable with low uncertainty (COV=4%). This uncertainty depends on the quality 
control procedures existing in the steel mill.

• Radius - It is the cylinder internal radius that is a NORMAL random variable 
with low uncertainty (COV=4%). This uncertainty is much dependent of the quality 
control procedures existing in the construction site. This variable shows different 
behaviour under the different loading conditions, being a resistance variable for axial 
compression and acting as a loading variable for radial pressure.

• Resistance modelling parameter - It is a LOGNORMAL random variable with 
its definition dependent of the test data available and its uncertainty dependent of the 
resistance model used in the different formulations.

The loading set of variables is formed by:

• Length - It is the length between the two consecutive rings measured at its 
flange mid thickness that is a NORMAL random variable with low uncertainty 
(COV=4%). This uncertainty is much dependent of the quality control procedures 
existing in the construction site.
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• Static loading - Axial compression and/or radial pressure that are described by 
LOGNORMAL random variables with the same moderate uncertainty (COV=10%).

• Dynamic loading - Axial compression and/or radial pressure that are described 
by TYPE I Extreme random variables with the same high uncertainty (COV=20%). 
However, it is important to note that usual values of COV of [7%, 10%] are 
recommended for the extreme type distributions, in this case the high CO Vs were used 
for the comparison with previous results140.

• Static load modelling parameter - It is a LOGNORMAL random variable with 
its definition dependent of the test data available. It has high uncertainty (COV=20%) 
for both load models.

• Dynamic load modelling parameter - It is a LOGNORMAL random variable 
with its definition dependent of the test data available. It has high uncertainty 
(COV=15%) for the axial model and low uncertainty (COV=5%) for the radial.

The deterministic set is composed of some variables with random nature, geometry 
of the stiffeners and residual stresses parameter, but due to their small influence in the 
problem were disregarded as random and considered deterministic. This helped to 
reduce the complexity of the problem by reducing several dimensions in the failure 
surface.

3.4.1 - Reliability of ring-stringer stiffened cylinders under axial compression 
loads.

The first step in the study was determining the validity domain for the reliability 
surface in terms of shell thickness and number of stringers. For the axial compression 
case using the mean values of the variables and considering the uncertainty validity 
domain, it is possible to say that the mean value for thickness is in the range tk e[12.5- 
47.5] (mm) and the number of stringers varies with thickness with the maximum range 
Ns e [15-60] for tk =20 (mm) and two minimum, Ns e [15-60] and Ns e[15-60] for 
tk=l 2.5 (mm) and tk =47.5 (mm), respectively.

The next step is to calculate for each formulation the reliability indices for each pair 
of (Ns> tk) in order to build the respective reliability surface. The methodology used 
was similar to the one used for the stiffened plate and a series of plots like the one 
presented in figure (3.10) were calculated for the different number of stringers (the 
curves for the different formulations come together in order to show their differences).
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The intersection of the different curves with the safety levels defines the co
ordinates (Ns, tk) of the points of equal safety on each reliability surface and allows the 
determination of the iso-safety lines for the different formulations.

It is also possible to obtain for each formulation the sensitivity plots which show the 
relative importance of the random variables. In figure (3 .11) the sensitivity plot for 
RCC is shown and it’s possible to see the strength modelling parameter as the most 
important variable. In Appendix 4 the plots for the other formulation are given for
Ns=35.

The mean thickness versus the number of stringer stiffeners plot (Fig. (3.12)) 
indicates the weight variation of the structure as a function of the number of stringers 
used. This results will allow weight and cost optimisation of the structure. From the 
plot it is possible to say that the RCC formulation is the one which gives the best 
results. This formulation behaves in the same manner for the three safety levels 
considered and diminishes its variation with Ns as this variable increases. API 
formulation shows a similar behaviour as RCC but clearly overpredicts the structural 
design. DnV and ECCS formulations have both similar behaviour and shows small 
weight savings with the increased number of stringers.

Axial compression
C om parison of th e  form ulations
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Fig. 3 .12-Comparison of the mean thickness required for the ISO safety level for axially loaded 
ring-stringer cylinder as a function of the number of stringers as predicted by the different 
formulations.
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Table 3.14 summarises the differences in the prediction for the ISO safety level. The 
formulation results are compared for the minimum weight point and for two fixed 
numbers of stringers (Ns=20 and Ns=50).

As conclusion it is obvious that the RCC is the best formulation and it allows the 
design of much lighter and cheaper structures. API and DnV produces in average 10% 
heavier and costly structures. ECCS is the formulation with the worse results 
producing structures 17% heavier than RCC. The difference in weight resulting from 
the different safety levels is in average 10% and for the two limit levels (ADS and 
NPD) a 22% increase in weight is necessary.

Model Uncertainty Minimum weight point Ns=20

oIIw

Xm vXm% Ns A tm A tm A

RCC 1.01 13.2 53 31.25 100% 39.3 100% 31.6 100%

API 0.99 18.4 60 33.74 108% 43.57 111% 34.7 110%

DnV 1.01 25.1 60 35.82 115% 40.6 103% 36.3 115%

ECCS 1.27 27.7 50 39.43 126% 42.5 108% 39.4 125%

Table 3 .14- Comparison of the axial compression strength formulations for ring and 
stringer stiffened cylinders. (ISO safety level)

Finally, with respect to the minimum weight design point it is important to refer that 
it lies for all formulations in the limits of their applicability range. The minimum cost 
design point is not evident from the results due to the small variation of the mean 
thickness with the number of stringers in the vicinity of the minimum weight design 
point. Because there are different costs involved, a proper merit function should be 
applied in the optimisation process.

3.4.2 - Reliability of ring-stringer stiffened cylinders under radial pressure 
loads.

Again, the first step is determining the validity domain for the reliability surface in 
terms of shell thickness and number of stringers. The cylinder used in this example has
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half of the length of the one used in the axial compression case. For this load case the 
mean value for thickness is in the range tk e [ 12.5-40.] (mm) and the number of 
stringers varies with thickness with the maximum range Ns e [18-51] for tk =22.5 (mm) 
and two minimum, Ns e [24-33] and Ns e [23-35] for tk=12.5 (mm) and tk =40 (mm), 

respectively.

In Appendix 4 an illustrative example (Ns=35) for this load case of the variation of 
the reliability with the shell thickness is given. In the sensitivity plots presented there 
the strength modelling parameter is again the most important variable.

Radial pressure
C om parison o f th e  form ulations
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Fig. 3.13-Comparison of the mean thickness required for the ISO safety level for radially loaded 
ring-stringer cylinder as a function of the number of stringers as predicted by the different 
formulations.

The mean thickness versus the number of stringer stiffeners plot (Fig. (3.13)) 
indicates RCC formulation as the one which gives the best results. This formulation 
behaves in the same manner for the three safety levels considered and it almost 
maintains its rate of variation with Ns for the whole range considered. The behaviour 
of API and DnV formulations is similar and is the opposite to the one of RCC. These 
two formulations produces heavier structures with the increased number of stringers.

Table 3.15 summarises the differences in the prediction for the ISO safety level. The 
formulation results are compared for the minimum weight point and for two fixed 
numbers of stringers (Ns=24 and Ns=40).
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The conclusions for these cases are similar to the axial compression cases with the 
RCC formulation allowing the design of much lighter structures. The minimum weight 
design point again lies for all formulations in the limits of their applicability ranges. API 
formulation produces in average structures similar to RCC but 5% heavier when 
comparing for the minimum weight design point. DnV formulation produces in average 
10% heavier structures and its minimum weight design is 25% higher than RCC.

Model Uncertainty Minimum weight point Ns=24

oII00

x m Vxm% Ns tm A A tm A

RCC 0.97 10.3 52 33.1 100% 42.3 100% 35.9 100%

API 1.21 14.5 17 34.8 105% 37.4 88% 40.0 111%

DnV 1.40 39.0 22 41.4 125% 41.5 98% 43.4 121%

Table 3 .15 - Comparison of the radial pressure strength formulations for ring and 
stringer stiffened cylinders.(ISO safety level)

Again, the minimum cost design point is not evident from the results and a merit 
function should be applied. Also the difference in weight resulting from the different 
safety levels is in average 6% and for the two limit levels (ADS and NPD) it is around 
13%.

3.4.3 - Reliability of ring-stringer stiffened cylinders under combined loading.

The cylinder used in this example has half of the length of the one used in the axial 
compression case and it is identical to the one used for radial pressure. For this load 
case the mean value for thickness is in the range tk e [  15.-45 ] (mm) and the number of 
stringers varies with thickness with the maximum range Ns € [17-51] for tk =22.5 (mm) 
and two minimum, Ns e [21-3 9] and Ns e [15-32] for tk=15. (mm) and tk =45 (mm), 
respectively.

In Appendix 4 an illustrative example (Ns=35) for this load case of the variation of 
the reliability with the shell thickness is given. In the sensitivity plots presented there 
the strength modelling parameter is again the most important variable.
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Combined loading
C om parison  of th e  form ulations
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Fig. 3 .14-Comparison of the mean thickness required for the ISO safety level for a combined 
axial compression and radial pressure loaded ring-stringer cylinder as a function of the number of 
stringers as predicted by the different formulations.__________________________________________

The mean thickness versus the number of stringer stiffeners plot (Fig. (3.14)) 
indicates both RCC formulations as the ones which give the best results. The two RCC 
proposals behave in the same manner and they almost maintain their rate of variation 
with Ns for the whole range considered. The behaviour of API and DnV formulations 
is similar but DnV shows almost no variation with the increased number of stringers.

Model Uncertainty Minimum weight point Ns=24 Ns=45

Xmm vXm% Ns tm A tm A tm A

RCC new 1.13 16.3 50 29.08 100% 41.2 100% 30.8 100%

RCC 1.09 24.8 50 33.83 116% 47.8 116% 35.9 117%

API 1.16 19.7 44 36.57 126% 41.5 101% 36.7 119%

DnV 1.68 25.3 46 36.99 127% 37.6 91% 37.0 120%

Table 3 .16 - Comparison of the combined load interaction formulations for ring and 
stringer stiffened cylinders.(ISO safety level)
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Table 3.16 summarises the differences in the predictions for the ISO safety level. 
The formulation results are compared for the minimum weight point and for two fixed 
numbers of stringers (Ns=24 and Ns=45).

The conclusions for this case are similar to the axial compression case with both 
RCC proposals allowing the design of much lighter and cheaper structures. The 
minimum weight design point for DnV lay in the mid range while for all the other 
formulations is in the limits of their applicability ranges. The difference between the 
two RCC proposals is 16%. API formulation produces in average 10% heavier 
structures than RCC new and for the minimum weight design point the difference is 
about 26%. DnV formulation produces in average 6% heavier structures and its 
minimum weight design is 27% higher than RCC new.

3.5 - Conclusions.

The conclusions for this study can be subdivided in two parts. In the first part the 
conclusions related with the uncertainty analysis performed in section 3.3 will be 
presented and the second part will present and discuss the conclusions drawn from the 
reliability analysis of the ring-stringer stiffened cylinders (section 3.4).

3.5.1 - Uncertainty analysis.

The collected data can be subdivided into two groups; experimental and 
computational. The first group is the outcome of extensive experimental research 
programmes carried out in several countries and are compiled in Tables (3.1-3.6 and 
A2.1-A2.3). These tests were conducted for two distinct fields of application 
(Aerospace and Offshore) and the materials used were steel and aluminium alloys. The 
specimens tested covers a wide range of dimensions, loading types and other 
parameters.

The second group (Tables A2.5-A2.6.) is a result of a research programme carried 
out at Imperial College and focuses only on Offshore applications. It consists of a large 
database with specimens failing in elastic and elastoplastic ranges. Steel is the material 
specified and initial deflections were considered. However, this database in a 
preliminary phase of the study proved to be inadequate because it provokes strong 
skewness in the results. Due to that fact this database had to be discarded, which led to 
the use of just the experimental results in this study. Thus, two different databases 
were considered:
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-the aerospace database with 193 axial compression test specimens; 84 steel and 
109 aluminium.

-the offshore database with 99 test specimens from which 52 (48 steel and 4 
aluminium) were tested under axial compression, 12 steel specimens were tested under 
radial pressure and 35 steel specimens tested under combined axial and radial loading.

The aerospace database was found to be useful for providing information on elastic 
buckling strength. It is a balanced database in terms of the material used (50% of the 
specimens were in steel and 50% in aluminium). However, the stiffeners and the very 
small scale were important penalties to their use to calibrate the formulations 
considered here.

The offshore database proves to be more efficient one for the calibration procedure 
because the formulations were more appropriate for the welded stiffened cylinders 
used in offshore construction. The material used in these test specimens was mainly 
welded steel and most of them had initial imperfections. Their number and variety were 
sufficiently broad to cover practical geometries and fabrication effects. Also a large 
number of multi-bay specimens existed which reduces the uncertainty related with the 
test boundary conditions. They failed mostly in the elasto-plastic range. The weakness 
of this database is the relatively small number of radial pressure test specimens, 
reducing the level of confidence in the final results. The strength is the fact that a 
significant number of test specimens exist for the other loading types.

It is also important to mention that after the study was completed several more 
aerospace test specimens were gathered. The geometry and material properties of these 
specimens and test results are given in Table A2.3.

The uncertainty analysis performed for the axial compression case clearly shows 
that the aerospace database does not provide a good fit to any of the formulations 
considered (COV's over 20% to all cases). For the offshore specimens, RCC gives the 
best results of all. For the other formulations, the API discrete stiffener analysis gives 
acceptable results, the API orthotropic shell approach is very poor and both the DnV 
and the ECCS formulations exhibit large uncertainty and skewness that significantly 
reduces their value.

For the radial pressure case one can easily understand that RCC is by far the best 
formulation. It is a mean value formulation particularly well suited for the geometric 
range of the offshore structures. The API discrete formulation is also a good fit 
(moderate COV and no skewness) for offshore structural design and can be considered
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a good lower bound formulation. By contrast the API orthotropic formulation is not 
suitable and can be dangerous for offshore structural design.

For the combined load case the statistics show a clear change in the uncertainty of 
the formulations, considering the CBI Phase I specimens alone or the full population. 
This clearly indicates one danger of this type of calibration procedure. RCC and API 
formulations were calibrated with CBI test specimens and gave very good results. But 
when compared with an updated database they became medium to poor formulations. 
The DnV formulation is highly conservative for slender cylinders and can produce 
unsafe design for medium and stocky ones.

A further improvement to RCC was obtained by using RCC proposals for the 
ultimate strength under axial compression and radial pressure in the API interaction 
formulation (eq.(3.57)) The results obtained are presented and discussed in the next 
Chapter (see section 4.3 .4). As final conclusion for the combined load case one can 
point out that both RCC (the new proposal) and API proved acceptable mean value 
formulations and are suitable for the design of offshore structures.

3.5.2 - Reliability analysis.

For the reliability analysis of ring-stringer stiffened cylinders it is quite clear that the 
more correct a formulation is the better results it gives. This is a direct consequence of 
the principles of good strength modelling referred in the next chapter and has as visible 
face in the modelling parameter. This variable proved again to be the most important 
strength variable dominating entirely the final design points for the formulations with 
COVxm values over 20%.

For the axial compression case it is clear that the RCC is the best formulation and it 
allows the design of much lighter (around 10%) and cheaper structures. The other 
formulations (API, DnV and ECCS) produce heavier and costly structures, thus with 
reduced interest for design.

For the radial pressure case the conclusions indicate RCC as the formulation 
allowing the design of lighter structures. API produces in average structures similar to 
RCC but heavier when comparing for the minimum weight design point and DnV 
produces in all cases heavier structures. In this case seems correct to state that 
probably API design is cheaper than RCC due to the reduced number of stiffeners 
required. In this case both RCC and API could be used for design with only DnV 
having a reduced interest for design.
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For the combined load case the conclusions are similar to the axial compression case 
with both RCC proposals allowing the design of much lighter and cheaper structures. 
The other two formulations (API and DnV) produce heavier and costly structures, thus 
with reduced interest for design.

As general conclusion the use of RCC formulations is recommended for the design 
of the ring and stringer stiffened cylinders in all load cases considered in the study 
(axial compression, radial pressure and combined axial compression and radial 
pressure).

Other conclusion already drawn for the plate case is related with the large 
differences in weight and cost arising from the adoption of one safety level or other.

As a final remark, the optimisation process regarding costs requires proper merit 
functions because there are different costs apart than the material ones involved in the 
production of this particular structure.
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CHAPTER 4 - MODELLING FOR STRENGTH AND 
RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT.

4.1 - Introduction.

In this chapter, the principles that allows good strength modelling for reliability 
based design will be discussed, with emphasis on the similarities and the differences 
between strength and reliability assessments. In fact, if a designer uses a poor strength 
formulation for the design of a structure or a component it can easily happen that this 
same structure according to the formula is considered strong enough but, when is 
looked from a reliability point of view it can be found to be an unsafe structure.

In the previous chapters several formulations were compared from both strength 
and reliability, point of view. These formulations account, under different loading 
conditions, for the ultimate buckling strength of the two most important marine 
components (the stiffened plates and the stiffened cylinders). The accuracy and 
consistency of these formulations along with their economic efficiency was checked 
and discussed. From the reliability study it was clearly shown that small differences in 
the strength formulation are normally amplified when reliability is used. This fact and 
the evidence that the strength modelling parameters are the most important variables in 
the formulations confirms previous recommendations65,140 that great effort should be 
put in the correct modelling of strength.

However, a series of difficult questions arises: What are the correct formulations for 
design? What are their limitations? Are they reliable? How can they be improved? To 
contribute to answer these questions in the next paragraphs a methodology for good 
strength modelling will be described65,139 and applied for the improvement of the 
strength formulations for stringer stiffened cylinders141.

4.2 - Strength modelling criteria.

The strength formulations aim to reproduce in a simplified manner the behaviour of 
certain components or structures to the different existing surrounding conditions. They 
relate the components’ most important variable and/or parameters in such a way, that 
the final result reflects the strength of the component. To achieve this goal strength 
modelling can be based on various criteria. On one hand, it may be based purely on the
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results of test data and an empirical fit for the best equation. On the other hand, it may 
be based purely on structural mechanics of failure or a combination of both. Whatever 
approach one might follow, it is desirable that the method should be robust and 
produce consistent results

There are various statistical criteria and strength requirements which should be 
borne in mind when formulating or updating any strength model. These are thoroughly 
discussed by Faulkner in Ref. [139] and summarised hereafter.

4.2.1 - Statistical Criteria.

(a) mean value formulations are preferred and are essential for meaningful in- 
service assessments;

(b) the modelling parameter Xm should be close to unity over the geometry and 
material range of interest; its mean bias should be within 0.95< Xm <1.05;

(c) the modelling uncertainty Vxm should be kept as low as possible and overall 
values <0.15 should be achievable for the ultimate strength of most 
components;

(d) Xm should show low correlation with any basic variables or their non- 
dimensional ratios, that is, no skewness should be inherent in the model;

(e) where the modelling uncertainty Vxm varies noticeably with some of the basic 
variables or slenderness parameters then it should be evaluated in ranges;

(f) sample sizes are to be quoted for samples sizes less than 15, goodness of fit 
tests should be applied and confidence limits determined.

4.2.2 - Strength Requirements.

(al) formulations should be strength o f materials type whose parameters reflect 
the mechanics of failure; curve fitting should be restricted to secondary terms 
(such as shell knockdown factors) and not for failure predictions, inelasticity 
effects, etc.;

(bl) models should be relatively simple to apply; but over simplification may 
neglect important factors and may restrict the range of applicability and often 
leads to lack of robustness;

(cl) avoid different levels of sophistication and cater for average imperfections;
(dl) the ranges of relevant geometrical parameters and material properties should 

be clearly stated - normally identical to test data ranges;
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(el) restrictions based on ultimate stress for metals are to be avoided (au/2.35 in 
lieu of oy is still used in some codes to this day);

(fl) all important modes of component collapse failure should be catered for and 
all assumptions clearly stated;

(gl) for multiple loads acting simultaneously empirical or analytical interaction 
failure equations are generally suitable; these should be consistent and give 
rise to no anomalies when checking safety;

(hi) cross-section slenderness proportions of stiffeners should be properly 
restricted where buckling collapse can occur;

(il) test data should be checked as being reputable and relevant, and any 
limitations are to be carefully noted;

The strength models which have been adopted in various codes generally take into 
account fabrication and imperfection effects. For example, the RCC strength 
formulations for compressed stringer stiffened cylinders68 allow implicitly for 
imperfections by the use of empirical elastic knockdown factors for shell buckling 
terms. However, the use of these formulas based on average imperfections does not 
correctly account for their effect when the imperfections have large amplitudes. It 
would therefore seem possible in principle to incorporate different levels of 
knockdown to cater for slight, average and severe levels of deformation using, for 
example, a Koiter type approach149,180 as has been done for unstiffened tubes181 and for 
ring framed cylinders182. For a good strength model, allowance should be made to take 
this into consideration.

Residual shrinkage forces arising from the welding of stiffeners provide the main 
cause of stiffener and shell or plate deformations. At the same time, the residual 
compressive stresses themselves have an adverse effect on buckling loads and 
compression strength. That is the reason because most of the offshore structural 
components failed due to inelastic collapse. There are various formulations which can 
be used for inelastic buckling but most of these are overly conservative for slender 
structures. The one which Faulkner recommends in Ref. [139] is the Ostenfeld-Bleich 
formulation150 because it accounts for the effect of residual stresses explicitly, has a 
good agreement with test data and is relatively simple. The inelastic collapse stress for 
the column is given by eq.(3.32) and has been extended to local buckling139,183.

An important type of interaction equation often found in design codes is used to 
define failure when more than one load system acts. These equations can sometimes be 
derived theoretically but, whenever possible, they should be validated by comparison 
with appropriate experimental results. Faulkner138 extended the semi-empirical 
interaction equation of Odland157 and used it in the RCC work (eq.(3.59)). The
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advantages of the Odland type interaction equations are that for stocky shell 
geometry’s the model tends towards the von Mises yield criterion, whereas for slender 
structures the failure criterion approaches linear interaction.

One important aspect of strength modelling is the one related with when to use the 
different strength models (criteria bl). While strength assessment equations are 
normally general equations, indicating explicitly and in detail the effects of each of the 
relevant parameters, design equations must be simple and account for the specificity of 
the structure that they intend to model because normally they are used in the absence 
of knowledge of some of the parameters (i.e., in the early stage of the project).

In Refs. [91,184] Guedes Soares proposed a methodology to simplify complex 
models into more simple expressions to be used in the design of specific structures, but 
with the quality and robustness of the original formulations. This methodology is 
divided into two different parts. The first, is based in a probabilistic technique in which 
a simple strength assessment expressions is obtained by weighting the general model by 
the probability distributions of its less significant variables for a particular type of 
structures (in Ref. [91] this was done for the design of merchant and naval ships plates 
and in Ref [184] the merchant ships were subdivided into two classes with tankers in 
one side and Ro-Ro, containers, and bulk carriers). The result of this weighting is a 
bias B given by a mean value and a coefficient of variation.

The second part of the methodology consists in transforming the simple strength 
assessment expression in a design equation. This is done by incorporating the level of 
safety185,186 selected for design through the use of partial safety factors. From the case 
studied by Guedes Soares a partial safety factor for the strength equation was given by 
ys = 1 -  p ra F s where Vb is the bias variability, pT is the desired level of safety and a  

is a factor proposed by Lind185 and varies between 0.7 and 1.0. Thus, design equation 
is obtained by multiplying the simple strength assessment expression by a characteristic 
bias Bc given by Bc = By B . Other way to derive the partial safety factors is by using 

directly the PSFs for the different random variables as given by the First Order 
Reliability Methods (eq.(1.4)). One example of the use of Guedes Soares methodology 
is presented in section 2.2.1.4 for the case of unstiffened plate subjected to longitudinal 
compression. In the example equations (2.12) and (2.13) were obtained from equation 
(2.11) using this methodology and incorporating a level of safety for the characteristic 
value of the bias of 2.5 standard deviations below the mean.(Pra  = 2.5)

For determining the importance of the variables Guedes Soares uses the following 
philosophy90: “The number of variables included in the design equation must be such
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that the strength predictions are always within a narrow scatter band independently of 
the value of the variables not represented explicitely in the equation”.

Finally, in addition to the statistical criteria and the strength requirements four 
guiding principles should be adopted when considering strength models for design:

- they must be able to describe all likely buckling modes with adequate accuracy
(Xm bounded by 0.95 to 1.05 and Vxm <0.15 for single applied loads);

- initial imperfections, load eccentricities and other defects should be discussed
even if they are not explicitly allowed for; the strength assessment models 
should aim to replicate average achievable standards of construction while the 
design models should be derived using the existing data for the specific type 
of structures;

- boundary conditions, including symmetry and anti-symmetry conditions, must
reflect the actual behaviour of the structural component;

- choice of solution must be based on anticipated buckling behaviour of the shell
and stiffeners.

4.3 - Case Study - Improvement of the strength formulations for ring- 
stringer stiffened cylinders

4.3.1 - Introduction.

After the uncertainty analysis done in Section 3 .3 was felt that some room exists for 
the improvement of RCC formulations. In this section will be presented with detailed 
discussion the results obtained for this improvement study. In the initial stage of the 
study some assumptions were made and a strategy was adopted.

One important assumption was ignoring shell buckling (buckling of curved shell 
plating between stringers and ring frames) as being an ultimate strength limit state. 
However, it may be used as a serviceability limit state by some designers for the case of 
external pressure loads, and this will be considered.

Thus, the study considers only the following modes of ultimate collapse for 
orthogonally stiffened cylinders under single or combined loads:

(a) Bay instability - buckling of stringers and associated shell between rings and 
bulkheads which maintain form. For axial compression the two most likely 
forms of collapse are:

(i) column type buckling of stringers and associated plating (fig.(3.3b));
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(ii) sideways tripping of the stringers (this is not regarded as local 
buckling)(fig. (3.3 d)).

In both case interaction effects from shell buckling are likely.

(b) General instability - buckling of the cylinder between bulkheads including 
rings (fig.(3.3c));

(c) Overall buckling - buckling of the complete cylinder as a column under axial 
compression.

Where significant shear actions exist, then tension field type actions could be set up 
to modify interffame collapse (a). However, very little review was undertaken on 
shearing effects arising from torsion or transverse loads because in offshore structures 
the shear stresses arising from such actions are small. It was therefore given low 
priority to this matter but it is nevertheless adequately covered and simplified 
approximate solutions are given.

Also, the simplified procedures resulting from this study are aimed at:

• avoiding local buckling of stiffener cross-sections, that is, webs and flanges are 
proportioned conservatively;

• proportioning ring frames conservatively to ensure that general instability is 
preceded by interffame collapse.

The weight penalty arising from these procedures is small.

At last, the overall collapse mode (c) was ignored on the grounds that in practical
offshore stiffened structures it is unlikely to occur, and any beam-column interaction 
effects are, in any case, adequately covered by axial stressing arising from such actions 
being allowed for in the procedures for combined axial loads and bending.

In respect to the essential strategy used in the study, it can be summarised in five 
steps:

1. identify the best starting points from Section 3 .3 review for the various load types;
2. from the modelling criteria (Section 4.2) greatest priority was placed on good 
physical modelling of the failure mechanisms;
3. where sample size is less than 15 one must not be unduly influenced by low
modelling (Vxm) achieved, for example, from good regression curve fits;
4. greater emphasis was placed on axial compression as being the most important load 
type and for which more data exists;
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5. the explicit effects of initial shape imperfections were ignored in strength modelling 
for design; they are implicitly covered by knockdown factors which are functions of R/t 
and Zs.

With regard to this last step, it was generally found that where imperfection data 
exists for the test models, the average values were in general within defined 
construction tolerances. However, the effects of initial weld induced stresses were 
modelled (with no shakeout) for axial compression strength.

4.3.2 - Modelling the axial strength.

It will be seen from the data of Section 3 .3 that the RCC strength formulations 
consistently provide the best models in terms of mean bias and COV. These were 
therefore used as the best starting point.

When examining interframe collapse data, it was noticed that sideways tripping of 
flat bar stiffeners appeared at final collapse of a surprising number of models. As this 
sideways tilting was never adequately monitored during the tests, it has not been 
possible to confidently identify those models whose failure were definitely induced by 
sideways tripping of the stringers.

The final appearance of tripping may be a late stage consequence of failure. 
Nevertheless, past research has shown187 that this mode of failure may, for sparsely 
stiffened panels, be precipitated by plate element or shell buckling or destabilising 
actions and evidence for this can be seen in some of the tests. It was therefore felt that 
this mode of failure should be modelled separately from column induced failure, 
especially as when it does occur it affects the whole stiffener and is not a local failure.

4.3.2.1 - Column-type buckling.

The RCC strength formulations are given in Section 3.2. For axial compression the 
most influential terms are:

(a) the curved shell imperfect inelastic buckling stress pacr, which provides the 
basis for the effective width (EW) and reduced effective width (REW) 
equations through the slenderness parameter:

(4.1)
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(b) the two term elastic panel buckling stress:

a  = a  , + p a  .e c l  r '  s s h (4.2)

where the first term is for the column buckling of the stringers and associated 
shell and the second is for the unstiffened shell;

(c) the weld-induced residual stress reduction factor Rr<l which is applied to the 
EW and REW equations;

(d) the structural tangent modulus approach to convert oe into inelastic collapse 
aic for different levels of weld tension block parameters rj.

For reasoning presented in Section 4.2.2 and developed in Ref. [139] no attempt 
was made to improve (c) and it was also felt it would be hard to improve the treatment 
of inelastic effects (d). The modelling of inelastic effects has been established by the 
Structural Stability Research Council as being the most rational way of incorporating 
the degrading effects of both cold-forming and weld induced residual stresses131 and 
has previously been well validated from flat panel test data. The first two factors will 
now be examined more fully against a target of Xm=l .02 and Vxm= 13.3% as seen from 

the 52 test models using RCC formulation.

4.3.2.1.1 - Curved Shell Buckling.

The RCC perfect buckling stress a cr uses the Koiter parabola for Zs<11.4 and the 
unstiffened cylinder expression for higher values of the width parameter. The lower 
bound knockdown factor pn expressions in the ranges Zs<11.4 and 11.4< Zs<70 were 
based on a good curve fit to Fig.C3 .2 of Appendix C to the 1977 DnV Rules188. These 
were thought to be mainly based on aerospace data with 5% lower bound. To achieve 
a mean knockdown factor, a rather arbitrary bias factor B was applied to reflect that 
shape effects build up to their maximum effect at the critical slenderness X=\ :

This preference for the DnV based data was for two reasons. It was thought to be 
the best curved panel buckling data available and the knockdown expressions derived

B = 1.15,

= 1 + 0.154,,

for
(4.3)

The mean knockdown factor was then taken to be:

P = Bp, (4.4)
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increased as functions of Zs and R/t, which were thought to be of greatest importance 
for shape imperfection effects.

Two improvements were tried. The first and simplest was to adjust the arbitrary bias 
factor B. It was argued that most of the test models and likely practical structures have 
X>\ in which case the RCC formulation gives B=1.15 for mean correction. Allowing 
Vxm= 15%, as noted from various curved shell buckling test data, a 5% lower bound 
would require a correction of 1.25. As an alternative approximation the effect of this 
increase in B on the mean value of the modelling parameter can be estimated from the 
approximate derivatives:

dB 2 (y + b jb )  dau 
B y b j b  <x„ ( >

Values of be/be[0.70, 0.95] at failure are typical for test models with ^e[0.80, 1.20] 
and y=As/ste[0.20, 0.40]. For a required increase in dau/a u=0.02 (to give 0.02 
reduction in Xm) this suggests dB/Be[0.043, 0.072], This leads to a new average value 
of B=1.22 for A.>1 which is close to 1.25 derived above. Changing the upper limit of B 
from 1.15 tol.25 lead to Xm=1.006 and Vxm= 1 3 .2 %  which is an improvement.

The second improvement was tried by using test data referred by Kinra178 and 
shown in Fig. 4.1. Best fit knockdown factors for curved shell buckling were derived 
from this data and are:

p  = Z-0 2 mean
(4.6)

p* = 1.17 Z ,0-33 lower bound

However, this makes no reference to R/t, which is thought to be nearly as influential 
as Zs in accounting for the effects of shape imperfections. The first equation was

Fig. 4.1 - Curved shell buckling knockdown factors.
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therefore modified to include R/t effects along the lines of the DnV data and assuming 
that R/t=300 was an average for the data (unfortunately, this was unable to be 
checked). This gave:

P = 1 + 0.1 1 -
v

R_ 
3 0 0  t )

Z;0 2 for  Z, <100, R/t < 600 (4.7)

However, when this curved shell knockdown model was used this gave Xm=1.03 

and V x m -1 4 .7 %  which worsens the match with the 52  test data.

4.3.2.1.2 - Two term equation.

The elastic perfect buckling stress in the RCC formulations is based on the sum of a 
column buckling load for the stringers and associated shell and an unstiffened shell 
buckling load. In stress terms this is:

k 2E I '  0.605 E it/R )

< 4 , )

Initially, this was an intuitive approach put forward at Glasgow and inspired by the 
Bryan equation for pressure collapse of perfect ring frame cylinders. By the time RCC 
work was underway, theoretical confirmation for this model has been provided189 
although the denominator in the first term should strictly be A*+st and for the second 
term ps=1.0, but RCC studies found a good fit with test data using eq.(4.8) and 
ps=0.75 - lower values such as ps =0.5 were found to be worse. These findings were 
confirmed in the present study. However, putting ps =1 did improve the mean bias 
Xm=1.00, with only a slight worsening in Vxm =13.8% (compared with 13.3%).

It has been argued that stringers in compression should be treated as beam-columns 
on an elastic foundation, the foundation being the hoop radial stiffness provided by the 
circular cylinder P=Est/R2. This would then lead to an increase in the column buckling 
load to:

tt2EI
L

BE
m -

m 7i E l J
(4.9)

where m is the number of half waves to be found in the lowest buckling load. 
However, when the cylinder itself is also under compression, as of course it is in real 
structures, the radial stiffness is much less in the radially outward direction than in the
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radially inward direction. This arises from the Poisson hoop expansion. Moreover, the 
two foundation stiffnesses are then load dependent, that is, they vary with the applied 
compression load.

These effects where examined theoretically in this study. For the range of practical 
structures, it was found that the Poisson induced radial stiffness term arising from the 
load as it approaches typical buckling stress levels, more or less cancels the natural 
radial stiffness P (above) for the unstiffened cylinder. This suggests that foundation 
stiffness effects should not be modelled for column collapse. It also follows that 
column collapse for single bay tests will tend to occur outwards, as indeed is observed. 
For multi-bay practical structures continuity would usually require that adjacent bays 
buckle alternately in and out, in which case the inward failures may be expected to 
follow after the first outward bay collapses. However, practical man-made structures 
may not behave this way because initial shape imperfections generally occur inwards; 
also some degree of external pressure would of course encourage inward collapse. The 
subject is clearly complex and the best advice is to assume simple supports at the ring 
frames and ignore foundation effects.

The possible attraction of providing a less arbitrary choice for ps for the unstiffened 
shell buckling term was explored. The ESDU data sheets181 for unstiffened cylinders 
are useful because they allow for imperfect shape as measured from a wide range of 
experimental data. From Fig.2 of Ref. [181] the mean imperfection is defined as:

The coefficient can be increased for different cumulative probability levels and 
chosen confidence levels from Fig. 3 of Ref. [181]. For example, the 95% probability 
value (5% upper probability of being exceeded) with a 95% confidence value requires 
a 3.45 multiplying factor (or 3.9 with 99% confidence). In order to relate imperfect 
elastic buckling strength to any required level of imperfection, the knockdown factor 
can be determined from an analysis by Koiter149,180:

(4.10)

(4.11)

where c = (3/2)<yp(l- v 2) = 2.48 for v=0.3 and 5 is the peak to trough value in the

axial direction. Substituting eqs.(4.10) in (4.11) gives the mean knockdown for the 
unstiffened shell term:



P ‘  1 20

'RL
1v r

0.18

1 + 40
f  (2 V 18

RL
- U (4.12)

Alternatively, using A,=L/R this leads to:

0.36 40 f  I Y 36
1 + Y ' 8U ,

-1 (4.13)

Taking X=5 and 1 leads to the following knockdown factors which are compared 
with DnV results188:

R/t 100 200 300 400 500 600

Eq.(4.13) X=5 .44 .41 .38 .36 .34 .33

DnV .45 .43 .41 .39 .37 .35

Eq.(4.13) X=\ .49 .45 .42 .41 .39 .38

Table 4 .1 - Comparison of the different ps curved shell knockdown factors.

Although these values agree quite well they considerably underestimate knockdown 
as measured from test190 and shown in figure 4.2.

Fig. 4.2 - Test data and empirically-derived lower bound design curves (the solid line indicates the range for 
each R/t group).
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These equations when applied to eq.(4.8) also appreciably worsen the fit with 
stringer stiffened test data, and so this investigation was terminated. Referring to 
Fig.(4.2) a very good fit to the dotted mean curve is given by:

A  =2904
f ^ V 1-46

(4.13)

For example, with R/t=300, a typical value for many of the stringer stiffened tests, 
this leads to p=0.70, which is close to 0.75 assumed by the RCC. It seems reasonable, 
therefore, to stick with this value. Other study was leaving out 1+As/st in the second 
term denominator of eq.(4.8) and this gave Xm =1.008 and Vxm= 13.5%.

Case N° Description x mm V Xm %

0 RCC formulations 1.02 13.3

l

Curved Panel:

B = 1 + 0 .2 5 ^ ,  \  < 1 

= 1.25 for \  > 1
1.01 13.2

2
p  = 1 + 0.1

'  R ' |1 0,
1 -  z
 ̂ 3 0 0  / J J  5

1.03 14.7

3

Two term eq. 1

a
Ps = 1 “ 40

or CTe:

1 40 "j f  RL Y 18
v I + ^ - ' > a = W

1.06 14.8

4 ps=1.0 in the second term 1.00 13.8

5 n lE I 'eFirst term -  . ... not Semt 
A , +st

1.05 13.9

6 Cases 4 and 5 together 1.02 13.5

7 Second term = pfi.60SE[t/ R) with no 

denominator and ps=0.75

1.01 13.5

8

Combined result:

Cases 1 and 7 together 0.99 13.5

Table 4.2 - Modelling parameters for different equations considered in axial 
compression strength.
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The final study was to look at separate inelastic modelling of the column term and 
the unstifened shell term as suggested by Odland84 In principle this might, for example, 
take the form:

but in practice it is the loads that are added (otherwise collapse stress approaching 
twice the yield could result). This was examined but no improvement was found.

A summary of the various studies is given in Table 4.2. and the final recommended 
choice of axial compression strength model is to keep with the RCC strength 
formulation but incorporate change n° 1 as described above

4.3.2.2 - Stringer Tripping.

Tripping has been mentioned earlier and is regarded as a primary mode of 
interframe collapse. Although a theory for this was advanced nearly 10 years ago for 
RCC consideration187, it was never widely discussed nor does it appear in API 2U as a 
limit state.

The present formulations in land-based and in marine structure codes simply ignore 
rotational constraints to the stiffener toes provided by the plating or shell. In this, they 
are making the usually justified engineering assumption that this will be conservative. 
However, further work has shown theoretically191, backed up by experiments, that this 
assumption can be non-conservative due to destabilising actions for plate or shell 
buckling. This, and earlier remarks, would seem to confirm the importance of the 
subject. Stiffener tripping has also emerged as a topic of some interest and concern in 
reliability studies for ring frame strength in submarine pressure hulls192,193. Further 
work on this subject should be aimed at deriving sensible tripping ultimate limit state 
(ULS) strength equations for design.

4.3.3 - Modelling the radial strength.

Although the RCC formulation achieves a mean bias of Xm=0.97 and a Vxm=T0.3% 

for the 11 steel test models, one can not be happy with it. With three adjust factors (fl, 
£2 and f3), it follows naturally that it will fit the data because it is made to do so. One 
can not be overly influenced by the low COV because of the small sample size. The

E E
(4.13)
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sample size. The main objection to this formulation, according to Faulkner141, is that it 
was never debated by the whole Rule Case Committee to benefit from the technical 
evaluation of other formulations.

Although the RCC had early on suggested a three-hinge collapse as a dominant 
mechanism for the stringers, Faulkner141 does not agree that the plastic section 
modulus Zp used in the formula totally ignores the effect of its attachment to the 
plating, except for a small extension of area (tw) to the web. For flat bar stiffeners this 
makes a difference of 2:1. Throughout the increased loading, the stringers are bending 
integrally with their associated plating and it is unreal to assume they detach 
themselves at the point of collapse. The concept of shell boundary hinges in the RCC 
model is welcome, but greater emphasis on in-plane membrane actions is required.

The A P I  formulation leads to a mean bias for the 11 steel models of X m = 1 .2 1  and 
V xm = 14.5% , which have been improved to X m = 1 .1 4  and V ^  = 1 3 .4 % ,  simply by 

changing the adjustment coefficient Kp when g>500 to:

* , = 0.98 + OJ% 0  <414>

This was done to improve the fit with test data in that range, to be closer to a mean

Fig. 4.3 - Comparison of test presures with predicted failure pressures for stringer 
stiffened cylinders[7].
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fit than a lower bound as shown by the dotted line in Fig.(4.3). However, API 
formulation is poor on the grounds that the two terms in the collapse pressure mix 
purely elastic shell behaviour with totally plastic stringer behaviour. The coarseness of 
Kp is other point against this formulation.

The recommendation is to keep with RCC formulation but be aware that further 
work should be carried. As final note it should also point out that the behaviour of T- 
bar stringers have not been tested under external pressure.

4.3.3.1 - Local shell buckling.

It should also be mentioned that shell buckling may be regarded as a limit state 
which some designer would wish to specify, perhaps as a serviceability limit state with 
a lower reliability index. This is on the basis that although the final ultimate failure 
pressure may be a lot higher, the shell deflections on buckling may be more than they 
would wish to tolerate. RCC test model for example, with N=36 stringers, experienced 
initial buckling at 77 psi, at which point the deformation of the shell was about 2t. Final 
ULS was at 114 psi pressure (48% higher) when the permanent deformation of the 
shell, and the stringers in some cases, were well beyond 3t. In such cases, the designer 
should use either the API 2U local shell buckling pressure (eq.(3 .49)) which ignores 
the presence of the stringers, or the following equation:

This equation is based on the Foppl unstiffened shell expression with the number of 
complete waves around the circumference taken n=N/2, where N is the number of 
stringers and these are assumed to provide sufficient supports at buckling antinodes.

4.3.4 - Modelling the combined load strength.

Table 3.12 shows the model uncertainties for the API, RCC and DnV codes. RCC has 
by far the best mean bias ranging from 1.04 to 1.09 whilst the API has the best COV 
ranging from 13.9% to 19.7%. Because both RCC and API have similar interaction 
formulations, with only the C parameter defined differently, one further improvement 
was tried. Using RCC interaction with API C parameter and both RCC axial 
compression and radial pressure formulations one obtains for the 35 test models a

(4.15)
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mean bias and the COV of Xm =1.125 and Vxm =16.25%. The result indicates an 

worsening for the mean bias (the formulation becomes more conservative) but an 
important reduction for the COV is achieved (Vxm =16.25% against Vxm =24.8%). The 
results of the uncertainty analysis are presented in figure 4.4 and does not indicate 
major skewness with any of the relevant parameters. Thus, the recommendation is to 
keep with RCC interaction formulation incorporating the C parameter used in API 
(eq.(3 .57)) (this is of course identical to API proposal for interaction formulation).

The variation of Xm with predicted strength, test strength and with other parameters 
for RCC the all population is shown in the following figures 4.4(a) - 4.4(i).
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Fig. 4.4(a) - Test Vs Theory - RCC - Combined Loading (pop. 35 specimens)
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Fig. 4.4(b) - Xm versus Test Strength.
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Fig. 4.4(c) - Xm versus Predicted Strength.
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Fig. 4.4(i) - Xm versus As/st.

Global bending loads and its resulting maximum field stress must be added 
algebraically to the simultaneous axial compression and then the recommended 
compression strength limit states should be used, as discussed in Section 4.3 .2.

Regarding global shear stresses arising from torsion or transverse loads, this has not so 
far been reviewed. If required, the ULS equations (including interaction) given in the 
1977 DnV rules Appendix C are recommended at present. The general level of field 
stresses arising in shear were found to be very low in most practical structures in 
relation to ULS levels in shear. Values were every where less than 0.2 ULS and were
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generally no more than 0.1 ULS. By the time they have gone through a quadratic type 
interaction equation , their influence is lost. More over, maximum shear stress seldom, 
if ever, occurs at the same time and position in the structure as maximum bending 
and/or axial compression. Therefore, neglecting shear effects is not unreasonable, 
except in way of openings or node connections.

4.4 - Importance of the variables in the reliability assessment.

The adequacy of a formulation is incorporated in the reliability assessment through a 
random variable - the modelling parameter. The importance of this variable along with 
all the other random variables used in reliability assessment depends upon two 
important factors:

- their level of uncertainty and;

- their role in the limit state function.

Their level of importance is given by both the sensitivities and the partial safety 
factors. These measures are the ones to be considered to decide if a certain variable 
should be used as random or as deterministic in a particular problem. The proper 
selection of the random variables allows the reduction of the complexity of the problem 
(limit state function) by reducing the dimension of the failure surface (normally 
consisting in an hyper-surface with its dimension equal to the number of random 
variables used).

It is also necessary to stress the importance of the correct definition of the variables, 
especially if they are correlated. The omission of correlation among the variables, if it 
exists, can lead to large differences in the final results.

4.4.1 - Model uncertainty variables.

Two different types of modelling parameter exists, the resistance and the load 
modelling parameters. They prove to be the most important variables in reliability 
assessment. Especially, the resistance modelling parameter that in all cases studied was 
the most important variable, which reinforces the idea that the emphasis should be put 
in the correct modelling of strength65,140. These variables clearly dominate the final 
results, especially when their COVs were above 15%.
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Modelling uncertainties are best assessed from test data as has been done in this 
study. However, we should always be aware of two limitations:

(a) CO Vs obtained with small samples sizes are uncertain and must be 
regarded with caution especially if they are too low or too high;

(b) the uncertainties may lie as much in the test conditions and results as 
with the analytical model;

There are two reasons for (a), one is purely statistical, and the other has to do with 
better curve fits by regression with small sample sizes. When the samples are small the 
value for the COV should be carefully analysed. When the COV is too low an increase 
above the test data levels is recommended. When it is too large a reduction is 
recommended.

Load Type Formulation Sample x m VXni%

UnstilV. plate Faulkner 100 0.98 11%

Longitudinal

compression

G. Soares 233 1.00 7%

Faulkner 119 0.95 12.6%

Stiff, plate 

Longitudinal 

compression

Carlsen-PIF 119 1.19 16.9%

Carlsen-SIF 119 1.02 16.3%

Transverse Faulkner 20 0.70 33%

compression Valsgard 20 0.89 30%

ABS 20 1.17 44%

Biaxial loading Faulkner 385 0.94 24%

ABS 385 1.21 31%

Table 4.3 - Strength modelling parameters for the different strength formulation for 
stiffened and unstiffened plates18’90114’115.
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Regarding (b), the test arrangements and general standards of construction of the test 
models have been scrutinised in order to identify and reject suspect ones. Ideally, cross 
checks should also be made with appropriate numerical models139. This has not been 
undertaken because of the limited timescale of the study. Against this background, it is 
therefore provisionally recommended the use of the subjective uncertainties presented 
in Tables 4.3 an 4.4 for the plates and cylinders respectively. The modelling parameters 
should be assumed to be lognormally distributed and are associated with the strength 
formulations used in the study.

Load Type Formulation Sample x mm VXm%

RCC new 52 1.01 13.2

API discrete 52 0.99 18.4

Axial
compression

API ortho 52 0.87 24.0

DnV 52 1.01 25.1

ECCS 52 1.27 27.7

RCC 11 0.97 10.3

API discrete 11 1.21 14.5

Radial pressure API ortho 11 0.87 46.2

DnV 11 1.40 39.0

RCC new 35 1.13 16.3

Combined
loading

API 35 1.16 19.7

DnV 35 1.68 25.3

Table 4.4 - Strength modelling parameters for the different strength formulation for 
ring and stringer stiffened cylinders141.
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Finally, the load modelling parameters are lognormal random variables with their 
uncertainty dependent of the resistance models considered (chosen COV’s varies in the 
study from 5% to 20%)(see Table 3.13).

4.4.2 - Strength variables.

This type of variables can broadly be divided in two groups. The first one is related 
with the material used in the components and the second one accounts for their 
dimensions. The material group of variables is formed by the:

• Yield Stress - It is the most important of all strength variables present in the 
different formulations used and when the modelling parameter has low COV it equals 
is importance. It is usually considered as a lognormal random variable. In the study 
moderate values of uncertainty were used (COV [7%-10%]).

• Young Modulus - In the study it has a small importance for both the plates and 
the cylinders. It is a well defined variable with low uncertainty (COV=4%) and is 
usually considered as a lognormal random variable.

The geometrical group of variables is formed by the:

• Thickness - The thickness has a moderate importance for both plates and 
cylinders but for some formulations its importance grows to the level of the yield 
stress. It is usually considered as a normal random variable with low uncertainty 
(COV=4%).

• Width, Length and Radius - These variables shown different behaviour under 
the different loading conditions, but has normally small or no importance. They are 
normal random variables with low uncertainties (COV[l%-4%]).

Other random variables related with the strength formulations exists. This is the 
case of the width of welded zone, the plate or shell deflections, the proportional limit, 
etc.. However, due to their low importance detected in a preliminary study they were 
considered deterministic variables. The same reasoning applies to the stiffener 
dimensions in the case of the stiffened cylinders.

In Table 4.5 the objective uncertainty levels for physical properties and structural 
dimensions are suggested141. The bias is the ratio of the mean expected value to the 
nominal design value and lognormal distributions are recommended for material 
properties. All other distributions can be taken as being normal, with the exception of
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fabrication imperfections (r\ and 5) which have larger COV’s and which are linked to 
the yield stress, so lognormal distributions are more appropriate.

Variable Bias COV %

Yield stress 1.1 6

Young’s modulus 1.0 5

Welding stresses (rj) 1.0 12

Initial deformations (5) 1.0 25

Plate or shell thickness 1.0 3

Cross-section properties 1.0 4

Shell radius 1.0 5

Stiffener spacing 1.0 2

Table 4.5 - Typical uncertainty level for physical properties and structural 
dimensions141.

4.4.3 - Load variables.

These variables can be divided in two types. The first one is related to the static and 
quasi-static loads and the second is related to the dynamic loads. However in the study 
an important difference occurs between the plate and cylinder cases. For the plates it 
was considered that the model used to transform the load into the load action was an 
exact model (with no uncertainty involved). On the other hand, for the cylinders the 
load model uncertainty was accounted for in the two models used.

For the first and second types of load variables we find the:

• Static loading - Axial compression, transverse compression and radial pressure 
that are described by normal or lognormal random variables with the uncertainty 
COV[10%-55%] much dependent on the type of structure considered.
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• and the Dynamic loading - Axial compression, transverse compression and 
radial pressure that are described by TYPE I Extreme random variables with the 
uncertainty COV[7%-20%] also dependent on the structure considered.

For this study the load variables were taken from several references21,70,140,162 and are 
presented in Tables 2.1 and 3.13. Nevertheless it worthwhile to say that these variables 
proved to be quite important, at the level of the most important resistant variables and 
were, for all cases, treated as random variables. This implies that, for load variables, 
care should be put in the selection of suitable distributions and in the development of 
methodologies to reduce their uncertainty.
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CHAPTER 5 - CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT

The conclusions of the systematic studies for the stiffened plates and ring-stringer 
stiffened cylinders, which represent the bulk of conclusions of this thesis, are presented 
in the end of the respective chapters (see sections 2.5 and 3 .5). Here, in this chapter, 
only some general conclusions will be presented along with a summary of the most 
important recommendations for the modelling of plates and cylinders. The chapter ends 
with the presentation of the perspectives for the future work.

The main conclusion of the thesis is the reinforcement of the idea that good strength 
modelling is crucial for a correct design. Reliability based formulations can make the 
design more consistent but they require in addition to the strength modelling an 
adequate probabilistic modelling. Its importance is determined by a series of factors 
from which the most relevant ones are the greater safety in the designs and the savings 
in material and construction costs that arises by the use of sound and robust 
formulations, i.e., good strength formulations.

Other general conclusion deals with the economic efficiency of the different design 
formulations. This study confirms previous work140 regarding this aspect of design and 
it can be said that the less uncertain a formulation is, the better it is from an economic 
point of view. In fact, in all cases studied (plates and cylinders) the less uncertain 
formulations are the most economic structural design’s. This is because the existence 
of uncertainty must always be compensated by increasing safety factors.

As a direct consequence of the above the strength modelling parameter can be 
considered the most important variable, this is particularly true when the formulations 
are fairly uncertain. From the other resistance variables it can be said that the yield 
stress is the most important one. The loading variables are in general as important as 
the most relevant resistance variables. It is also necessary to recall the importance of 
the correct definition of the random variables, especially if they are correlated.

Finally, one important aspect that should be taken in consideration is the choice of 
the safety levels used for design. From the results it is clear that large differences in 
weight arise from the adoption of one safety level or the other. Thus, in this particular 
aspect of design specific guidance should be established by the ruling authorities.
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For the stiffened plates the most important conclusions are:

- Guedes Soares proposal for the strength of unstiffened plates 
under longitudinal compression improved the model of Faulkner 
including explicitly the effect of the initial deflections and by that 
it is recommended for design;

- Faulkner formulation is recommended for the design of stocky 
to intermediate unstiffened plates subjected to transverse 
compression; Valsgard proposal should be used for slender and 
very slender plates;

- Faulkner interaction formulation is recommended for the design 
of unstiffened plates subjected to biaxial compression;

- for the stiffened plates under longitudinal compression the 
method of Faulkner is also recommended with significantly 
lighter designs than Carlsen-plate induced formulation;

- unbiased formulations cannot be used for design. Appropriated 
bias should be derived to avoid unsafe designs;

For the ring stringer stiffened cylinders the most important conclusions are:

- the uncertainty study performed for the axial compression case 
clearly shows that the aerospace database does not provide a 
good fit to any of the formulations considered (COV's over 20% 
to all cases) and only the offshore database proved efficient for 
the calibration procedure;

- for the axial compression case it is clear that RCC is the best 
formulation. Its results in both the uncertainty study and in the 
reliability analysis shows a sound and robust formulation which 
allows the design of much lighter and cheaper structures.;

- for the radial pressure case RCC formulation is by far the best 
formulation. It is a mean value formulation particularly well 
suited for the geometric range of the offshore structures allowing 
the design of lighter structures;
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- for the combined load case the conclusions are similar to the 
axial compression case with both RCC proposals allowing the 
design of much lighter and cheaper structures.;

Future developments of this work should be aimed at reducing the modelling 
uncertainties in the various formulations. This can be achieved in two different but 
complementary ways: first, conducting more experimental tests specially in the regions 
were exists large scatter in the actual data or in the areas with very few results. 
Second, by improving the formulations using the criteria and procedure presented in 
Chapter 4. In particular, a similar study to the one presented in section 4.3 should be 
carried out to the stiffened plates.
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APPENDIX 1 - PLATES RELIABILITY ANALYSIS - 
GRAPHICAL OUTPUT.

1 - Unstiffened plates.

The results of the reliability analyses for the various load cases were plotted in 
graphs showing, for the different formulations, the variation of the safety index (Pf) 
with the unstiffened plate slenderness. The relative importance of the variables is 
presented in sensitivity plots.
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1.1. - Longitudinal compression.

The variation of the safety index (Pf) with the plate slenderness for simply supported 
plates with initial distortions and residual stresses is shown in figure (2.7) for the 
different formulations. The respective sensitivity plots are shown in figures ((2.8)-(2.9) 
and (A1.5)-(A1.8)).
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1.2. - Transverse compression.

The variation of the safety index (Pf) with the plate slenderness for simply supported plates is shown in 
figure (2.10) and (A1.12)for the different formulations. The sensitivity plots for plate slenderness are 
shown in figures ((Al .9)-(Al .11)).
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of Faulkner (eq.(2.17)).
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1.3. - Biaxial compression.

The variation of the safety index (pf) with the plate slenderness for simply supported plates with initial 
distortions is shown in figure (2.11) for the different formulations. The sensitivity plot for Faulkner 
formulation is shown in figure (A1.14). The variation with the load ratio is shown in figure (A1.13).
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2 - Stiffened plates.

The results of the reliability analyses for the longitudinal compression cases were plotted in graphs 
showing, for the different formulations, the variation of the safety index (Pf) with the plate slenderness. The 
relative importance of the variables is presented in sensitivity plots.

2.1. - Longitudinal compression.

The variation of the safety index (Pf) with the plate slenderness is shown in figure (2.12) for the 
different formulations. The respective sensitivity plots are shown in figures ((A1.15)-(A1.17)).
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APPENDIX 2 - CYLINDERS UNCERTAINTY MODELLING - 
TABLES

1 - Aerospace experimental data.

The collected Aerospace experimental data can be subdivided into two major 
groups. The first one has test specimens made of high strength steel alloys and the 
second one contains specimens made of aluminium alloy. These tests were mainly 
conducted in the elastic range. In these test specimens a large number of stringers were 
used, which implies a close space between them. They were machined finished, which 
means minimal distortions and residual stresses.

From the aerospace data 193 axial compression test specimens have been used in 
the study; 84 steel and 109 aluminium (Tables A2.1-A2.2). Further test results were 
collected but not used; 27 axial compression test specimens, 9 radial pressure and 20 
combined axial and radial pressure. The details of these test specimens are shown in 
Table A2.3.

Table A2.4 shows the Xm and the associated buckling modes (m*n) for some of the 
84 aerospace steel specimens using orthotropic theory. These specimens were chosen 
in which the buckling modes were obvious from the test results.

2 - Offshore finite element data.

The experimental work at Imperial College lead to the development of a non-linear 
finite element analysis tool suitable for stiffened shell structures. The resulting FE 
package was used to systematically reproduce numerical test behaviour. This test data 
is grouped into two classes (elastic and elastoplastic buckling) and are presented in 
Tables A2.5-A2.6.
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Mod«l Mat Tk Ns Rad L dw tw E SigY Sigu
AB1 alu. 0.257 85 IX. 110.4 1.779 09 73.6 594.0 1X32
AB2 alu. 0.253 85 1X.1 110.5 1.757 09 73.6 594*0 147.42
AB3 alu. 0.253 85 1X.1 153.8 1.747 09 736 594.0 10260
AB4 alu. 0.253 85 1X.1 153.8 1.742 09 73.6 594*0 1X06
ABS alu. 0252 85 1X.2 1X 8 1.700 0 9 73.6 5940 11448
AB6 alu. 0.254 85 1X.1 1X 7 1.484 09 73.6 5940 1 X X

RO-3 alu. 0.253 84 1X.1 237.9 1242 097 73.6 5940 X 18
RO-4 alu. 0241 84 1X.0 236.4 0.572 i o 73.6 594.0 85.32
RO-5 alu. 0254 84 1X.1 237.8 12X IX) 736 5940 96.66
RO-9 alu. 0236 84 1X.1 150.1 0484 09 736 5940 7452

RO-15 alu. 0.242 84 1X.0 150.0 0.503 09 736 5940 87 A S

RO-16 alu. 0.239 84 1X.2 150.2 1.063 095 736 5940 115.02
RO-17 alu. 0247 84 1X.0 180.0 0.497 09 736 5940 85.32
RO-18 alu. 0243 84 1X.0 1X 0 0980 09 738 5940 116.1
RO-19 alu. 0242 84 1X.0 1X 0 1902 09 736 5940 11394
RO-2D alu. 0240 84 1X.0 1X 0 0904 09 736 594.0 85.86
RO-25 alu. 0253 84 1X.1 1X 7 1904 09 736 5940 118.8
RO-26 alu. 0251 84 1X.2 1X 8 1487 09 7 3 6 5940 6426
RO-27 alu. 0254 84 1X.1 1X 7 1479 09 736 5940 8 0 . 4 6

RO-28 alu. 0254 84 1X.1 1X 7 0979 09 736 5940 1X54
RO-29 alu. 0255 84 1X.1 1X 7 0973 09 7 3 6 5940 6372
RO-X alu. 0259 84 119.9 1X 5 098 09 7 3 6 5940 76.14
RO-31 alu. 0249 84 IX. 214.8 1.655 0.75 7 3 6 5940 1 X X
RO-32 alu. 0.257 84 1X.0 1X.0 1983 09 7 3 6 5940 13392
RO-X alu. 0251 84 IX. 2 1X 7 1.745 09 7 3 6 5940 1X68
R0-34 aki. 0245 84 1X.0 1X 4 1.748 09 7 3 8 5940 1X14
RO-41 alu. 0244 84 120.0 1X 0 1.749 09 7 3 6 5940 14418
RO-42 alu. 0247 84 1X. 1X.0 1.7X 09 7 3 6 5940 149.58
RO-43 alu. 0234 84 1X.0 1X.0 093 09 7 3 8 5940 7922
RO-44 alu. 0231 84 1X.1 1X1 103 09 7 3 6 5940 116.64
R0-45 aki. 0237 84 1X.1 1X1 0928 09 7 3 6 5940 90.18
RO-46 alu. 0234 84 IX. 1X.0 1029 09 7 3 6 5940 1X92

AS-2 alu. 0.197 80 101.8 140.5 048 1.667 XO 2640 77.52
AS-3 alu. 0.281 8 0 101.7 140.3 0444 1.678 XO 2640 95XH
AS-4 aki. 0.259 S O 101.5 140.1 0295 1951 XO 2640 8 4 X

AS-1S alu. 0229 84 1X.6 X 3 4 0.756 1J06 736 5940 82XK
AS-1L alu. 0241 84 1X 5 181.9 0.75 1.06 736 5940 X 6 4
AS-2L aki. 024 84 1X.7 2X.5 0.747 106 X 6 5940 79.92
AS-3L alu. 0256 84 1X.5 346.0 0.764 106 7 3 6 5940 90.18
AS-4S alu. 0258 83 1X 4 X 2 4 1239 106 7 3 6 5940 167.4
AS-4L alu. 0254 8 3 1X 6 177.3 1249 1j06 7 3 6 5940 10476
AS-5L aki. 0246 8 3 1X 5 248.3 126 I X 7 3 6 5940 105.84
AS-6L aki. 0265 8 3 1X 5 314*7 1269 I X 7 3 6 5940 9234
AS-7S alu. 0261 68 1X 5 X 3 0.698 1.19 7 3 6 5940 X 4 6
AS-7L aki. 0256 68 1X 5 1820 0 . 7 2 9 1.189 7 3 6 5940 101.52
AS-8L alu. 0248 68 1X 5 247.0 0.741 1.189 7 3 6 5940 1X44
AS-9L alu. 0261 68 1X 5 344*8 0.748 1.19 7 3 6 5940 85.86

Tabic A2.1 - Aluminium test specimens of aerospace test programmes.
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Modal Mat Tk Ns Rad L dw tw E SlflY Siflii
5A-1 alu. 0.963 68 661.3 1408.0 5.397 26 X 724 2750 39.75
5A-2 alu. 0.963 68 6613 1408.0 5.397 2696 724 2750 37.5
5B-1 Hu. 0.963 95 669.4 1404.0 6.397 2.696 724 2750 36*X
SB-2 alu. 0.963 96 669.4 1404.0 5.397 2698 724 2750 3475
10L alu. 0.25 68 1205 3470 1.Z79 1.22 726 5940 87.74
IIS alu. 0.262 68 120.5 61.5 1.229 1.219 726 5940 154X
11L alu. 0.256 68 120.5 1820 1.25 1.22 726 6940 110.16
12L alu. 0.248 68 1205 243.4 1.25 1.219 726 5940 10902
13M alu. 0.24 68 120.7 123.1 1.269 1.219 726 6940 119.88
14M atu. 0.244 68 1205 1145 1.25 1.21 726 6940 111.78
1SS alu. 0.244 56 120.5 61.5 0758 1.589 726 5940 9234
15L alu. 0.238 56 120.6 179.7 0774 1.X 726 6940 96.28

IflMA alu. 0.228 56 120.6 90.45 1.2X 1.6X 726 6940 98.9
16MB alu. 0.239 56 120.6 91.7 1.229 1.619 726 6940 103.68
17MA alu. 0.236 83 120.5 90.44 1.27 I X 726 6940 X X
17MB alu. 0.237 83 120.6 89.26 1.279 I X 726 6940 7244
18MA alu. 0.235 83 1205 121.7 1.X I X 726 6940 11502
18MB alu. 0.239 83 120.6 1210 1.X I X 726 6940 102X
19MA alu. 0.257 68 120.5 121.7 1.47 1.219 726 5940 7298
19MB alu. 0.24 68 120.7 1210 1.49 1.22 726 5940 10262
20MA alu. 0.223 56 120.6 120.6 1.X 1.629 726 5940 12502
21S alu. 0.236 56 120.5 61.5 1.27 1.X 726 6940 9212
21L alu. 0.24 56 120.7 1790 1.26 1.X 726 6940 167.14
22L alu. 0.231 56 1205 244.7 1.279 1.X 726 5940 1 X X
23L alu. 0.236 56 120.5 2470 0742 159 726 5940 61.X
21L alu. 0.24 56 120.7 179.8 1.26 1.X 726 5940 10268
24S alu. 0.218 56 1205 57.86 0774 1.X 726 5940 72X
24L alu. 0.227 56 1205 300.1 0764 1.589 73.6 5940 55.06
2SS alu. 0.218 56 120.5 71.1 1.279 1.619 726 5940 120.42
2SL alu. 0.215 56 120.6 X I5 1.279 1.X 726 6940 723

26M1 alu. 0.23 84 120.5 71.1 1.265 1072 726 5940 9234
26M2 alu. 0.24 84 120.7 85.7 1.242 1073 726 5940 96*66
26M3 alu. 0.235 84 1205 84.4 1.25 1.073 726 6940 77.76
27M1 alu. 0.195 56 120.5 78.3 1.31 153 726 6940 136X
27M2 alu. 0.204 56 1205 78.4 1.2X 1531 726 6940 12204
27M3 alu. 0.202 56 1205 78.4 1.301 1.X 726 6940 146.26

34 alu. 0.254 84 119.8 129.4 1.254 0 9 X 726 6940 X 4 2
35 alu. 0.25 84 120.0 129.6 1.269 097 726 6940 96.X

DUD-2 alu. 0.253 84 120.1 2X 0 1.779 0 8 726 6940 12006
DUD-3 aki. 0.23 84 120.1 1 X 0 1.01 0.85 726 6940 75.6
DUD-4 alu. 0.229 84 120.1 2 X 0 1.771 O X 726 6940 81.0
DUD-5 alu. 0.243 84 120.1 2X 0 1.751 O X 726 5940 75.06
DUD-7 alu. 0.246 84 120.1 2 X 0 1.7X O X 726 6940 91.8

ICR-1 alu. 0.254 84 120.1 2 X 0 1.4X 0 .X 726 6940 11506
KR-6 alu. 0.26 84 120.1 2 X 0 1.47 O X 726 6940 96.12
KR-6 alu. 0.261 84 120.1 2 X 0 1.468 O X 726 6940 X X

MGL-13 aki. 0.267 200 96.66 X 2 6 0172 1.525 700 2640 9440
MGL-14 alu. 0.264 200 96.62 X .24 0187 1.523 700 2640 10128
MGL-15 alu. 0.306 200 96.38 51.X O IX 1.525 700 2640 11256
MGL-16 alu. 0.338 200 96.66 5 2 X 0094 1.524 700 2640 12240
MGL-22 alu. 0.147 200 96.57 101*40 0234 1.519 700 2640 X 7 6
MGL-23 alu. 0.14 200 96*46 76.2 0259 1.527 700 2640 X 1 6
MGL-24 alu. 0.254 200 96*52 1010 0198 1.524 700 2640 1020
MGL-25 alu. 0.254 200 96*52 76*25 OOX 1524 700 2640 X 7 6
MGL-2S alu. 0.277 200 96.39 X 1 2 O IX 1.524 700 2640 1140
MGL-27 alu. 0.300 200 96.60 77.28 0206 1.525 700 2640 10272
MGL-28 alu. 0.160 200 96*48 51.13 0240 1523 700 2640 7244
MGL-31 alu. 0.328 200 96.43 1010 0094 1525 700 2640 107.76
MGL-3S alu. 0.343 200 96*38 76.14 0066 1.524 700 2640 116.16
MGL-3B alu. 0.307 200 96.39 76.15 0121 1.522 700 2640 110.4
MGL-41 alu. 0.307 200 96.39 85.79 0 2 X 1.522 700 2640 12702
MGL-43 alu. 0.157 200 96*55 88.83 0278 1.519 700 2640 90.24

Table A2.1 - Aluminium test specimens of aerospace test programmes (cont.). 
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Mod*! Mat. Tk Ns Rad L dw tw E SigY Sigu
SZ-2 sti. 0.238 132 127.5 136.4 0363 1.06 196.0 46Z0 170.52

SZ-2S 8H. 0.264 132 127.7 42.16 0.243 1.059 196.0 46Z0 168.42
S2-3S sti. 0.304 132 127.6 42.13 0308 1.06 196.0 46Z0 156.66
SZ-3 sti. 0306 132 127.7 136.7 0608 1j059 1966 4626 18228

4-L sti. 0.247 132 127.6 90.66 0267 1.059 196.0 46Z0 158.76
4M sti. 0.238 132 127.5 59.95 0269 166 196.0 46Z0 16Z54
4-S sti. 0.227 132 127.5 30.6 0274 1.06 196.0 46Z0 139.02
54. sti. 0.229 132 127.5 90.56 0241 166 1966 4626 150.78
5-M sti. 0.236 132 126.4 59.45 0236 165 196.0 46Z0 127.26
3S sH. 0.242 132 127.5 30.6 0254 1.06 196.0 46Z0 148.68
64. sti. 0.3 132 127.8 145.6 0296 1.06 196.0 46Z0 148.68
6-S sti. 0.307 132 127.7 39.6 032 1.06 1966 4626 164.64
74. sti. 0.286 132 127.8 145.7 0323 166 196.0 46Z0 17308
7-S sti. 0.288 132 127.5 39.55 0348 1.06 196.0 46Z0 141.12
8-S sti. 0.268 132 127.8 25.56 0.586 1.06 196.0 46Z0 231.
94. sti. 0.271 132 127.6 90.6 0.585 166 196.0 46Z0 201.6

9-M1 sti. 0.27 132 127.7 60. 0587 1.06 1966 46Z0 186.06
9-M2 sti. 0.227 132 127.5 60. 0274 1.06 196.0 46Z0 117.6
10-MI sti. 0.251 132 127.7 60.0 0361 1.06 196.0 46Z0 16Z54
10-M2 sti. 0.243 132 1276 601 0369 1.06 196.0 46Z0 15078
1031 sti. 0.236 132 127.6 25.53 0675 166 196.0 46Z0 166.32
1062 sti. 0.238 132 127.5 25.5 0674 166 196.0 46Z0 15Z88
114. sH. 0272 132 127.8 86.9 0581 166 196.0 4626 21336
11-M sti. 026 132 127.6 62.55 0587 1.06 196.0 46Z0 174.3
11-S sti. 0.247 132 127.6 33.2 0391 1.06 196.0 46Z0 25074

12-M1 sti. 0.292 160 175.4 68.44 0416 1619 196.0 6056 144.65
12-M2 sti. 0.292 160 175.4 68.44 0408 1.919 196.0 605.0 17Z15
12-S sti. 029 160 175.7 40.4 0414 1.92 1966 6056 189.75
134. s6. 0291 160 175.4 177.2 0405 162 196.0 6056 164.45
144. sti. 0.291 160 175.4 1807 0401 162 196.0 6056 176.
154. sH. 0.291 160 175.4 1403 0418 162 196.0 6056 168.3
156 sti. 0.288 160 175.3 40.3 0422 162 196.0 6066 197.45
164. sti. 027 120 175.5 1404 0451 A22 1966 6056 1683
16S 84. 0267 120 175.4 40.3 046 4621 1966 6056 20135
174. s4. 0.283 120 175.4 1403 0417 4.219 196.0 605.0 1732
17-S sti. 0282 120 175.4 403 043 4618 196.0 606.0 1936

18-M1 s4. 0.266 92 175.5 87.8 0732 2.039 196.0 605.0 1837
18-M2 s4. 0.269 92 1756 87.7 0728 Z04 196.0 605.0 205.7
19-MI s4. 0.278 92 175.4 70.16 0762 Z0G9 196.0 605.0 205.7
19-M2 s4. 0.278 92 175.4 70.16 0777 Z039 196.0 6056 209.55
196 s4. 0.271 92 175.6 40.4 0785 Z04 196.0 605.0 2508

20-M1 s4. 0.251 92 175.4 706 0669 Z03 1966 605.0 195.8
20-M2 s4. 0.241 92 175.4 70.2 0686 Z029 196.0 605.0 191.95
20S 84. 0242 92 175.4 36.84 0696 2629 1966 605.0 246.95
214.1 s4. 0231 92 175.5 87.8 0678 Z03 1966 605.0 1408
214.2 s4. 0237 92 175.6 87.8 0659 Z029 196.0 6066 1534

Tabic A2.2 - Steel test specimens of aerospace test programmes.
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Model Mat. Tk Ns Rad L dw tw E SlgY SIgu
22-MI sti. 0.286 92 175.6 70.24 0.314 203 196.0 606.0 142
22-M2 sti. 0.275 92 175.4 70.2 0328 203 1960 6060 134.75
22-S sH. 0.262 92 175.2 36.8 0337 202 196.0 605.0 15235
23-L1 84. 0.303 92 175.7 89.6 0308 203 196.0 605.0 156.75
234.2 s4. 0.300 92 175.5 89.5 0314 203 196.0 606.0 144.65
244. s4. 0.266 92 175.5 170.2 0357 203 196.0 6050 129.25

25-MI s4. 0.266 100 175.5 75.5 0356 1.06 196.0 606.0 119.36
25-M2 s4. 0.26 100 175.5 75.46 0359 1.06 196.0 605.0 121.
26-MI StJ. 0.273 100 175.5 61.4 0333 1.06 1960 6060 12925
26M2 s4. 0.275 100 175.4 61.4 0323 1.06 196.0 605.0 119.35
26-S s4. 0.265 100 175.4 42.1 025 1.06 196.0 605.0 140.8

27M1 s4. 0.241 100 175.4 66.67 0784 1.07 196.0 605.0 185.9
27-M2 sti. 0.252 100 175.3 66.64 0763 1.069 196.0 005.0 154.55
27-S sti. 0.235 100 175.5 38.6 0802 1.069 1960 605.0 209.55

2BM1 sti. 0.273 100 175.5 84.25 0734 1.06 196.0 6060 160.6
26M2 sti. 0.261 100 175.3 85.9 0753 1.08 196.0 606.0 1606
294. sti. 0286 100 175.6 154.5 023 1.06 196.0 606.0 134.75
304. sti. 0.252 92 175.3 154.3 0745 203 196.0 606.0 18206
314. sti. 0177 100 175.5 131.6 0812 1.07 196.0 606.0 99.55
324. sti. 0302 92 175.7 156.4 0583 204 196.0 6060 185.9
33M sti. 0.25 88 175.5 105.3 0766 258 196.0 605.0 1683
344. sti. 0.273 88 175.5 117.6 0732 259 196.0 606.0 199.66
34-S sti. 0278 88 175.4 35.1 0722 259 196.0 6060 28215

35-MI sti. 0257 88 175.5 75.5 0743 258 196.0 606.0 1881
36-M2 sti. 0.252 88 175.3 772 075 258 1960 606.0 178
36-L sti. 0271 84 175.6 103.6 0489 818 196.0 605.0 12705
36-S sti. 0.25 84 175.5 35.1 0491 817 196.0 606.0 2332

36-SI sti. 0266 84 175.5 35.1 0486 3.18 196.0 606.0 219.45
374. sti. 0.244 84 175.4 115.7 0 5 817 196.0 606.0 148
364. sti. 0.258 68 127.1 148.8 0731 1.81 196.0 4620 22922
38-S sti. 0.277 68 127.1 30.5 0715 1.819 1960 4620 297.78
39-L sti. 0257 68 127.2 153.9 0477 1.8 1960 4620 18806
363 sti. 0.279 68 127.2 30.5 0464 12 1960 4620 2381
404. sti. 0.265 68 1272 1424 0 5 1.8 198.0 4620 21836
406 sti. 0292 68 127. 41.9 0479 1.81 196.0 4620 21836
41-L sti. 0.274 68 127.1 144.9 0713 1.81 196.0 4620 24276
41-S sti. 0.307 68 127.0 40.7 0693 123 1960 4620 24626
LZ-1 sti. 0.362 160 175.5 200.1 0.945 1.88 1960 6060 28725

Table A2.2 - Steel test specimens of aerospace test programmes (cont).
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Modal M at Tk Na Rad L dw tw E 8*9* SJgu

DUD- 8 alu. 0.249 84 1 2 0 .1 2 0 0 0 1.764 096 73 9 694D 1032
DUO-9 alu. 0352 84 1 2 0 .1 2 0 0 0 1X90 096 739 694D 98.13

DUD-10 alu. 0352 84 1 2 0 .1 2 0 0 0 1.776 096 739 6040 10194

SN-1 alu. 0357 84 1 2 0 .1 100 jO 1998 0 9 73 9 6940 15637
SN- 2 alu. 0250 84 1 2 0 .1 1 0 0 0 1996 0 9 73 9 6949 82 9
SN-3 alu. 02S5 84 1 2 0 .1 1 0 0 0 1997 0 9 739 6049 11251
3N-4 du. 0272 84 1 2 0 .1 IOOjO 1993 0 9 739 694D 141X3
SN-5 du. 0200 84 1 2 0 .1 1 0 0 0 1996 0 9 73 9 694D 110X1
SN 6 alu. 0272 84 1 2 0 .1 1 0 0 0 1988 0 9 739 S94D 9399
SN-7 alu. 0271 84 1 2 0 .1 1 0 0 0 1986 0 9 73 9 594D 8138

DK-1 du. 0261 84 1 2 0 .1 1520 1983 0 9 6 739 694D 12139
DK- 2 du. 0 2 S1 84 1 2 0 1 1520 1.722 096 739 6049 7999
DK-3 alu. 0234 84 1 2 0 1 1370 1.746 09 6 739 6949 8633
DK-4 alu. 0232 84 1 2 0 1 1480 1.733 0 96 73 9 6849 6856
DK-5 du. 0255 84 1 2 0 1 1520 1.704 09 6 73 9 6049 124.18
DK-S alu. 0250 84 1 2 0 1 1670 1979 096 73 9 5949 64.16
DK-7 du. 0256 84 1 2 0 .1 1670 1980 09 6 7 3 9 5949 68.71

AAC-1 du. 0X9 79 250jO 3250 6 9 08 4 73 9 6049 1069
AAC-2 alu. 0X9 79 2500 32SO 5 5 0 9 4 73 9 6949 10991
AAC-3 alu. 0X9 79 2500 3060 6 5 0 9 4 739 5049 1403
AAC-4 alu. 0X9 79 2500 3060 6 0 0X9 739 6949 11737
AAC-5 alu. 0X9 79 2500 3060 6 0 0X9 736 6049 11894
AAC-4 du. 0X9 79 2500 3060 6 5 09 4 7 39 6949 1309
AAC-7 du. 0X9 79 2500 3060 6 0 0X9 739 6049 127.15

AACX-1 alu. 0X9 79 2500 3060 5 5 09 4 739 6949 9SX
AACX-2 alu. 0X9 79 2500 3060 5 5 094 739 5949 11691

ST-3 ad. 02 4 1 0 0 129.1 1600 0X99 ID 196D 4629 13031

Modal M at Tk Na Rad L d«a tw E SlfY Ru
K it-2 alu. 0254 84 1 2 0 .1 2 0 0 0 1X91 0 9 9 73 9 6949 0917

KR-firp du. 0264 84 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 1X7 099 7 39 6949 0916
KR-4rp du. 0261 84 1 2 0 .1 2 0 0 0 1X68 09 9 73 9 6949 0916

DUD-firp alu. 0246 84 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 1.751 09 3 7 3 9 6949 0911
DUD-7rp du. 0244 84 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 1.766 0 9 3 73 9 6049 0910
DUD-»p du. 0249 84 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 1.754 0 9 6 73 9 6949 0914
DUD->p du. 0252 84 1 2 0 .1 2 0 0 0 1.756 09 6 7 3 9 6049 0913

ST-Vp ad. 0231 1 0 0 129.1 1600 0508 ID 106D 4629 0924
ST-4rp ad. 0239 1 0 0 129.1 1600 0X99 ID 1969 4629 0931

Modal M at Tk Na Rad I d«a tw E S ip t 9m

KR-3 du. 0247 84 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 1X97 099 739 5940 2 3 9 0912
KR-4 alu. 0242 84 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 1506 099 73 9 8949 4991 0909

KR-Sd du. 0264 84 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 1X7 0 9 9 73 9 6949 48 pp 0908
KR-Orp du. 0261 84 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 1X68 099 7 39 6949 7 03 0906

DUD-4VI du. 0243 84 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 1.761 09 3 73 9 6949 1293 QjOfld

DUD-62d alu. 0243 84 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 1.751 09 3 73 9 6949 1936 ouoei
DUD-63d du. 0243 84 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 1.751 0 93 7 3 9 8949 3296 0970
DUD-64d du. 0243 84 1 2 0 .1 2 0 0 0 1.751 0 9 3 73 9 6949 401 nrtsM

DUD-fSd du. 0243 84 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 1.751 0 93 73 9 6949 48.13 0946

DUD-71d du. 0246 84 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 1.756 0 93 7 3 9 6949 1999 0QP9

DUO-73d du. 0246 84 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 1.756 09 3 7 3 9 5949 3191 0588
DUD-73d alu. 0246 84 1 2 0 .1 2 0 0 0 1.756 0 9 3 7 3 9 6049 38.17 0083
DUD-74d du. 0246 84 1 2 0 .1 2 0 0 0 1.756 09 3 73 9 8949 509 0962

DUD-SId du. 0249 84 1 2 0 .1 2 0 0 0 1754 095 7 3 9 6949 12.77 0912
DUD-Sad alu. 0249 84 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 0 1.754 096 73 9 6949 2556 0911

DUD-IOId alu. 0252 84 1 2 0 .1 2 0 0 0 1.756 09 6 7 3 9 6949 3619 0904
DUD-102d du. 0252 84 1 2 0 .1 2 0 0 0 1.756 096 739 5 9 4 9 3682 0904

ST -ld ad. 0231 1 0 0 129.1 1500 0508 ID I9 6 0 4829 61.72 0026
ST-2d ad. 0249 100 129.1 1600 0510 ID I9 6 0 4629 6839 0925
ST-Vp ad. 0239 100 129.1 1500 0X99 ID 196D 4629 403 0024

Tabic A2.3 - Recent test specimens of aerospace test programmes.
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Model Xm m*n (theory) m 'ti (test)
SZ-2 1.05 1*11 111
SZ-3 .95 1*10 111
4-M .89 115 113
4-S .67 2*7 112
5-L 33 113 112
6-S .70 116 113
7-L 39 110 111
7-S .60 116 116
8-S 31 113 1*9
9-L .96 112 110

10-MI .81 115 114
10-M2 .75 115 113
10-SI .67 2*2 113
10-S2 .62 2*2 113
11-L 1.00 112 112
11-M .74 114 112
11-S 1.04 116 113

12-MI .68 2*4 116
12-M2 32 2M 115
12-S 33 2*2 115
14-L 36 111 111
16-L .79 2*6 111
17-L .85 2*7 111

18-MI .66 113 115
19-M2 .66 113 112
20-M1 .63 113 115
20-M2 £9 113 114
21-L1 AS 113 116
21-L2 .56 113 116
22-M2 .78 2H 118
22-S 37 2*2 118

25-M2 .90 117 116
26-M1 .92 118 117
26-M2 35 118 116
26-S .94 1*20 1*20

27-M1 1.06 117 114
Z7-M2 39 117 114
27-S .92 118 114

28-M1 39 116 116
28-M2 100 116 114
304. .87 111 110
31-L 33 114 113
33-M A9 2% 111
34-L .60 111 111

35-M1 55 2^3 111
35-M2 32 2*3 111
36-S .81 2*2 112
384. Al 2*5 111
37-L .51 2*6 110
384. 03 1*9 110
39-S 36 2*2 114
40-S .79 113 113
404. 04 110 111
41-S .87 112 111

Tabic A2.4 - Xm and the associated buckling modes using orthotropic theory.
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Modal Tk Ns Rad L dw tw E SigY Sigu
CE1 IjO 20 300X) 2 X 0 .895 089 2100 2 X 0 1484
CE2 IjO 20 4000 2 X 0 .895 089 2100 2 X 0 1060
CE3 IjO 20 500.0 2 X 0 .895 .069 2100 2 X 0 836
CE4 10 40 6X.0 3X.0 103 .IX 2100 2 X 0 1324
CE5 IX) 20 4 X 0 1 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 2 X 0 139.7
CE6 IX) 20 4X.0 2 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 2 X 0 1170
CE7 IX) 20 4X.0 4X.0 1.732 .173 2100 2 X 0 1224
CE8 1X) 20 6X.0 1X.0 1.732 .173 2100 2 X 0 96.6
CE9 IjO 20 6X.0 3 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 2 X 0 925
CE10 IX) 40 6X.0 3X.0 1.732 .173 2100 2 X 0 1420
CE11 IX) 20 6X.0 6 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 2 X 0 74.8
CE12 1X) 20 6 X 0 3 X 0 2.236 .224 2100 2 X 0 87.9
CE 13 1 JO 40 6X.0 3X.0 2.236 224 2100 2 X 0 1450
CE 14 IX) 20 6 X 0 4 X 0 2236 .224 2100 2 X 0 87.6
AE15 IjO 20 4X.0 2 X 0 0095 .089 2100 3 X 0 1030
AE16 1 O 40 6 X 0 3 X 0 103 .IX 2100 3 X 0 1340
CE17 10 20 3X.0 4 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 2480
CE18 ID 20 4 X 0 5 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 1450
CE19 10 20 6X.0 1X.0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 1310
AE20 IX) 20 6 X 0 1X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 1040
AE21 IX) 20 6 X 0 6 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 74.8
AE22 IX) 20 4 X 0 2 X 0 2236 .224 2100 3 X 0 1150
CE23 io 20 4 X 0 4 X 0 2236 .224 2100 3 X 0 125.1
AE24 IjO 20 6X.0 3 X 0 2236 224 2100 3 X 0 88.3
AE2S 1X) 20 4 X 0 2 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 2260
AE26 IX) 20 4X.0 2X.0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 1170
AE27 10 20 4 X 0 2 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 1170
AE28 10 20 4 X 0 4 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 1770
AE29 10 20 4 X 0 4 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 1224
AE30 10 20 4 X 0 4 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 1224
CE31 IO 20 5 X 0 2 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 1910
CE32 IjO 20 5 X 0 2 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 1010
CE33 IX) 20 5 X 0 2 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 1010
CE34 1X) 20 5X.0 5 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 1444
CE35 1X) 20 5X.0 5 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 91.5
CE36 IX) 20 5 X 0 5 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 91.5
CE37 IjO 30 6 X 0 1 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 1210
CE38 IX) X 6 X 0 1 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 110.7
CE39 IjO X 6 X 0 1 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 110.7
AE40 IX) X 6 X 0 3 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 1730
AE41 IX) X 6X.0 3X.0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 920
AE42 10 X 6 X 0 3 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 920
AE43 10 40 6 X 0 3 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 1690
AE44 IO 40 6 X 0 3 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 1390
AE45 IO 40 6X.0 3 X 0 1.732 .173 2100 3 X 0 1380

Table A2.5 - Finite clement test specimens - Elastic failure.
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Modal Tk Ns Rad L dw tw E SlgY Slgu
CEP1 1.0 20 200.0 50.0 1.261 .126 210.0 2500 225.8
CEP2 1.0 20 200.0 100.0 1.261 .126 210.0 250.0 201.0
CEP3 1.0 30 400.0 200.0 .895 .069 210X) 2500 169.1
CEP4 1.0 40 400.0 200.0 1.261 .126 210.0 2500 2100
CEP5 1.0 60 600.0 150.0 1.261 .126 210.0 2500 183.8
CEP6 1.0 20 200.0 50.0 1.732 .173 2iao 2500 2167
CEP7 1.0 40 200.0 50.0 1.732 .173 210.0 2500 2369
CEP8 IX) 20 200.0 100.0 1.732 .173 210.0 2500 197.2
CEPS 1.0 40 2000 100.0 1.732 .173 210.0 2500 244.1
CEP 10 1.0 20 200.0 200.0 1.732 .173 2iao 2500 2466
CEP11 1.0 40 400.0 100.0 1.732 .173 210.0 2500 183.0
CEP 12 1.0 GO 400.0 100.0 1.732 .173 2iao 2500 237.2
CEP13 1.0 40 400.0 200.0 1.732 .173 210u0 2500 214.9
CEP 14 1.0 40 600.0 150.0 1.736 .173 2100 2500 120.0
CEP15 IX) GO 600.0 150.0 1.736 .173 2100 2500 184.7
CEP16 1.0 GO 200.0 50X) 2.236 .224 2100 250.0 243.9
CEP 17 1.0 20 200.0 100.0 2.236 .224 2100 2500 193.6
CEP18 1.0 GO 400.0 100.0 2.236 .224 2100 2500 2367
CEP 19 1.0 40 400.0 200.0 2236 .224 2100 2500 217.1
CEP20 1.0 GO 000.0 150.0 2.236 .224 2100 2500 181.8
AEP21 1.0 20 200.0 50.0 1.261 .126 210.0 3500 2864
AEP22 1.0 20 200.0 100.0 1.261 .126 2100 3500 2265
AEP23 1.0 20 400.0 100.0 .895 .069 2100 3500 139.0
AEP24 1.0 40 400.0 200.0 1.261 .126 2100 350.0 237.4
AEP2S 1.0 60 600.0 150.0 1.261 .126 2100 3500 221.0
AEP26 1.0 20 200.0 500 1.732 .173 2100 3500 277.7
AEP27 1.0 40 200.0 500 1.732 .173 2100 3500 329.4
AEP28 1.0 GO 2000 500 1.732 .173 2100 3500 307.8
AEP29 1.0 20 200.0 200.0 1.732 .173 2100 35QQ 32Z8
CEP 30 1.0 20 5000 150X) 1.732 .173 2100 3500 108.5
AEP31 1.0 40 600.0 150.0 1.732 .173 2100 3500 149.7
AEP32 1.0 60 6000 150X) 1.732 .173 2100 36QQ 221.8
AEP33 IX) GO 200.0 50.0 2.236 .224 2100 3600 337.1
AEP34 1.0 20 200.0 100.0 2.236 .224 2100 3500 2306
AEP36 1.0 40 200.0 100.0 2.238 .224 2100 3500 3509
AEP36 1.0 GO 400X) 100.0 2238 .224 2100 3500 311.6
AEP37 1.0 40 400.0 2000 Z236 .224 2100 3500 25Z2
AEP38 1.0 GO eoox) 150.0 Z236 .224 2100 3500 2165
AEP39 1.0 40 600.0 300.0 Z236 .224 2100 3500 1463
AEP40 1.0 20 2000 100.0 1.732 .173 2100 3500 304X3
AEP41 1.0 20 200.0 100.0 1.732 .173 2100 3500 229.4
AEP42 1.0 20 200.0 100.0 1.732 .173 2100 3500 229.4
AEP43 1.0 40 200.0 100.0 1.732 .173 2100 3500 3364
AEP44 1.0 40 200.0 100.0 1.732 .173 2100 3500 339.0
AEP46 1.0 40 200.0 100.0 1.732 .173 2100 3500 338.8
AEP46 1.0 20 400.0 100.0 1.732 .173 2100 3500 213.6
AEP47 1.0 20 400.0 100.0 1.732 .173 2100 350X) 150.6
AEP48 1.0 20 400.0 100.0 1.732 .173 2100 3500 111.9
AEP48 1.0 40 400.0 100.0 1.732 .173 2100 3500 261.8
AEP50 1.0 40 400.0 100.0 1.732 .173 2100 3500 213.0
AEPS1 1.0 40 400.0 100.0 1.732 .173 2100 3500 19Z5
AEPS2 1.0 GO 400.0 100.0 1.732 .173 2100 3500 331.2
AEP53 1.0 GO 400.0 100.0 1.732 .173 2100 3500 313.5
AEP54 1.0 GO 400.0 100.0 1.732 .173 2100 3500 2965
AEP55 1.0 40 400.0 200.0 1.732 .173 2100 3500 2883
AEP56 1.0 40 400.0 200.0 1.732 .173 2100 3500 243.7
AEP57 1.0 40 400.0 200.0 1.732 .173 2100 3500 2223

Table A2.6 - Finite element test specimens - Elastoplastic failure.
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APPENDIX 3 - CYLINDERS UNCERTAINTY MODELLING - 
GRAPHICAL OUTPUT.

1 - Axial compression

The results of the statistical analyses for the API Bui 2U, the RCC 
recommendations, the DnV Classification notes and the ECCS rules are plotted in 
graphs showing the variation of the modelling parameter Xjq with the test and 
predicted strengths and with different geometric parameters of cylinders . The full sets 
of population were used - Offshore Steel & Aluminium (population = 52 test 
specimens) and Aerospace Steel & Aluminium (population =193 test specimens).

1.1.1. API Bui 2U (Orthotropic formulation)(Offshore Steel &
Aluminium Test specimens)

The variation of Xm with predicted strength, test strength and with other parameters 
for the API orthotropic formulation using all offshore population is shown in the 
following figures A2.1(a) - A2.2(i).
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Fig. A2.1(a) - Test Vs Theory - API Ortho - Axial Compression (pop. 35 specimens)
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Fig. A2.1(b) - Xm versus Test Strength.
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Fig. A2.1(e) - Xm versus Batdorf length par. (Zl).
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Fig. A2.1(i) - Xm versus As/st
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The test/theory plot (fig. A2.1(a)) shows a poor correlation between predictions and 
test results except for the aluminium specimens were the fit is perfect. A moderate 
scatter for Xjn [0.5-1.36] to all cylinders is shown in figure (A2.1(b)).

It is important to mention the relatively large number of specimens lying in <))prcd=l. 
This is due to the limits imposed by the plasticity reduction factor eq.(3.3) to the test 
specimens with a icr/aŷ 6.25. The formulation also exhibits a great dependency of the 
slenderness with a strong tendency to overpredict the strength of medium and stocky 
cylinders (fig. A2.1(c)). Some dependence of Xjh exists with Zs (fig. A2.1(d)), s/t (fig. 
A2.1(f)), R/t (fig. A2.1(g)) and As/(s*t) (fig. A2.1(i)). This formulation is not suited 
for the offshore steel data set (large COV and high skewness) and can be considered a 
dangerous lower bound formulation (bias lower than one and more than 80% of the 
specimens fails under the predictions).

1.1.2. API Bui 2U (Orthotropic formulation)(Aerospace Steel & 
Aluminium Test specimens)

The variation of Xm with predicted strength, test strength and with other parameters 
for the API orthotropic formulation using all aerospace population is shown in the 
following figures A2.2(a) - A2.2(i).
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Fig. A2.2(a) - Test Vs Theory - API Ortho - Axial Compression (pop. 193 specimens)
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Fig. A2.2(b) - Xm versus Test Strength.
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Fig. A2.2(c) - Xm versus Predicted Strength.
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Fig. A2.2(d) - Xm versus Batdorf parameter (Zs).
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The test/theory plot (fig. A2.2(a)) shows a fair agreement between predictions the 
test results and exhibit a moderate scatter for X,  ̂ [0.4-2.0] to slender and very slender 
cylinders (fig. A2.2(b)). The formulation also shows a moderate dependency with the 
slenderness. For the more slender cylinders the results ranges from conservative to 
dangerous with the formulation clearly overpredicting the strength for the aluminium 
and underpredicting for the steel over a wide range of slendemess(fig. A2.2(c)). Great 
dependence of ̂  with the geometrical parameters, particularly for Zs (fig. A2.2(d)), 
s/t ratio (fig. A2.2(f)) and L/R ratio (fig. A2.2(h)). As conclusion this formulation is 
poorly suited for the Aerospace data set (large COV and high skewness).

1.2.1. API Bui 2U (Discrete formulation)(Offshore Steel & Aluminium
Test specimens)

The variation of Xm with predicted strength, test strength and with other parameters 
for the API formulation using all offshore population is shown in the following figures 
A2.3(a) - A2.3(i).

The test/theory plot (fig. A2.3(a)) shows a good correlation between predictions 
and test with the results lying in the oblique line or near, except for the aluminium 
specimens with its strength over predicted by the formulation. The figure (A2.3(b)) 
shows a moderate scatter for Xm [0.82-1.4] to all test specimens. The formulation also 
shows tendency to under predicted the strength ( ^  > 1.) for the stocky cylinders (fig. 
A2.3(c)) but doesn't show significant dependency with the geometrical parameters (fig. 
A2.13(d)) - (fig. A2.13(i)). This formulation is suited for offshore structural design 
(moderate COV and no skewness) and can be considered a reasonable mean value 
formulation (bias little above unity).

1.2.2. API Bui 2U (Discrete formulation)(Aerospace Steel & Aluminium
Test specimens)

The variation of with predicted strength, test strength and with other parameters 
for the API formulation using all aerospace population is shown in the following 
figures A2.4(a) - A2.4(i).

The test/theory plot (fig. A2.4(a)) shows a poor agreement between predictions 
clearly over predicting the test specimen strength, especially for the steel specimens 
and for the stronger aluminium ones. The test results exhibits a high scatter for Xm 
[0.3, 3.0] to slender and very
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Fig. A2.3(e) - Xm versus Batdorf length par. (Zl).
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Fig. A2.3(i) - Xm versus As/St.

slender cylinders (fig. A2.4(b)). The formulation also shows an high dependency with 
the slenderness (more for the aluminium than for steel), for the more slender cylinders 
the results ranges from conservative to dangerous and the formulation shows a strong 
tendency to over predict the strength over a wide range of slendemess(fig. A2.4(c)).
Great dependence of X,^ with the geometrical parameters, particularly for Zs (fig.
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Fig. A2.4(a) - Test Vs Theory - API - Axial Compression (pop. 193 specimens)
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A2.4(d)), s/t ratio (fig. A2.4(f)) and As/(s*t) ratio (fig. A2.4(i)) Thus there are in this 
formulation a strong tendency for unsafe design of cylinders with narrow panels, 
stocky shells between stiffeners and small stiffeners. As conclusion this formulation is 
not suited for the Aerospace data set (large COV and high skewness).
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Fig. A2.4(e) - Xm versus Batdorf length par. (Zl).
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Fig. A2.4(g) - Xm versus R/t.______
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Fig. A2.4(i) - Xm versus As/st.

1.3. RCC formulation (Aerospace Steel & Aluminium Test specimens)

The variation of Xm with predicted strength, test strength and with other parameters 
for the RCC formulation using all aerospace population is shown in the following 
figures A2.5(a) - A2.5(i).

The test/theory plot (fig. A2.5(a)) shows no correlation between predictions and 
test results with a high scatter for Xm [0.5-3.5] to slender and very slender cylinders as 
can be seen in figure (A2.5(b)). The formulation also exhibits a high dependency with 
the slenderness (more than API discrete formulation), for the more slender cylinders 
the results ranges from conservative to normal (fig. A2.5(c)). The dependence of Xm 
with the geometrical parameters is generalised (fig. A2.5(d)) - (fig. A2.5(i)) except for 
the R/t ratio (fig. A2.5(g)). This formulation is not suited for the Aerospace data set 
(large COV and skewness).
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Fig. A2.5(a) - Test Vs Theory - RCC - Axial Compression (pop. 193 specimens)
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Fig. A2.5(b) - Xm versus Test Strength.
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Fig. A2.5(h) - Xm versus L/R.
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Fig. A2.5(c) - Xm versus Predicted Strength.
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1.4.1. DnV formulation (Offshore Steel & Aluminium Test specimens)

The variation of ̂  with predicted strength, test strength and with other parameters 
for the DnV formulation using all offshore population is shown in the following figures 
A2.6(a) - A2.6(i).

The test/theory plot (fig. A2.6(a)) shows poor correlation between predictions and 
test results with moderate scatter for ^  [0.56-1.66] to medium cylinders as can be 
seen in figure (A2.6(b)). The formulation also exhibits a high dependency of the 
slenderness being very conservative for the aluminium cylinders and clearly over 
predicting the strength of the stocky cylinders (fig. A2.6(c)). No major dependence of 
Xm with the geometrical parameters is visible except for the s/t ratio (fig. A2.6(f)) 
which denotes some dependency with the slenderness of the shell between stiffeners. 
This mean value formulation is fairly suited for the Offshore data set (bias near one, 
large COV and no skewness) with limitations for stocky cylinders.
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Fig. A2.6(a) - Test Vs Theory - DnV - Axial Compression (pop. 35 Test specimens)
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1.4.2. DnV formulation (Aerospace Steel & Aluminium Test specimens)

The variation of X,^ with predicted strength, test strength and with other parameters 
for the DnV formulation using all aerospace population is shown in the following 
figures A2.7(a) - A2.7(i).

The test/theory plot (fig. A2.7(a)) shows no correlation between predictions and 
test results with a high scatter for Xm [1.0-3.5] to slender and very slender cylinders as 
can be seen in figure (A2.7(b)). The formulation also exhibits a high dependency with 
the slenderness and for the more slender cylinders the results ranges from conservative 
to normal (fig. A2.7(c)). The dependence of ^  with the geometrical parameters is 
moderate for Zs (fig. A2.7(d)), s/t ratio (fig. A2.7(f)) and As/(s*t) ratio (fig. A2.7(i)) 
This formulation is fairly suited for the Aerospace data set (large COV and moderate 
skewness) and can be considered as a conservative low bound formulation (bias above 
one).
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Fig. A2.7(a) - Test Vs Theory - Dnv - Axial Compression (pop. 193 specimens)
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Fig. A2.7(b) - Xm versus Test Strength.
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1.5.1. ECCS formulation (Offshore Steel & Aluminium Test specimens)

The variation of Xm with predicted strength, test strength and with other parameters 
for ECCS formulation using all offshore population is shown in the following figures 
A2.8(a) - A2.8(i).

The test/theory plot (fig. A2.8(a)) shows poor correlation between predictions and 
test results with high scatter for Xm [0.7-2.2] to slender and medium cylinders as can 
be seen in figure (A2.8(b)). The formulation also exhibits a high dependency of the 
slenderness being very conservative for the aluminium cylinders and over predicting the 
strength of the stocky cylinders(fig. A2.8(c)). The dependence of Xm with the 
geometrical parameters is moderate for Zs (fig. A2.8(d)) and s/t (fig. A2.8(f)) and R/t 
ratio (fig. A2.8(g)). This formulation poorly suited for the Offshore data set (large 
COV and moderate skewness) and can be also considered as a poor low bound 
formulation (bias above one and 25% of the specimens fails under the predictions).
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Fig. A2.8(a) - Test Vs Theory - ECCS - Axial Compression (pop. 35 specimens)
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Fig. A2.8(b) - Xm versus Test Strength.
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Fig. A2.8(c) - Xm versus Predicted Strength.
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Fig. A2.8(h) - Xm versus L/R.
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Fig. A2.8(i) - Xm versus As/st.
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1.5.2. ECCS formulation (Aerospace Steel & Aluminium Test specimens)

The variation of Xm with predicted strength, test strength and with other parameters 
for the ECCS formulation using all aerospace population is shown in the following 
figures A2.9(a) - A2.9(i).

The test/theory plot (fig. A2.9(a)) shows no correlation between predictions and 
test results with a very high scatter for Xm [1.0-9.0] to slender and very slender 
cylinders as can be seen in figure (A2.9(b)). The formulation also exhibits a enormous 
dependency of the slenderness being extremely conservative for the more slender 
cylinders (fig. A2.9(c)). The dependence of Xm with the geometrical parameters is 
generalised (fig. A2.9(d)) - (fig. A2.9(i)) with exception of R/t ratio (fig. A2.9(g)). 
This formulation is not suited for the Aerospace data set (very large COV and high 
skewness) and can be considered as a very conservative low bound formulation (bias 
high above one).
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Fig. A2.9(a) - Test Vs Theory - ECCS - Axial Compression (pop. 193 specimens)
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2 - Radial pressure formulations

The results of the statistical analyses for the API Bui 2U, the RCC 
recommendations and the DnV Classification notes are plotted in graphs showing the 
variation of the modelling parameter Xm with the test and predicted strengths and with 
different geometric parameters of the cylinders. The Offshore Steel test specimens 
were used (population = 11 specimens).

2.1. API Bui 2U Orthotropic formulation (Offshore Steel Test 
specimens)

The variation of Xm with predicted strength, test strength and with other parameters 
for the API Orthotropic formulation using all aerospace population is shown in the 
following figures A2.10(a) - A2.10(i).

The test/theory plot (fig. A2.10(a)) shows a very poor correlation between 
predictions and test results with a high scatter for Xm [0.4-1.7] to very slender 
cylinders as can be seen in figure (A2.10(b)). The formulation also exhibits a great 
dependency of the slenderness with a strong tendency to over predicted the strength of 
medium and stocky cylinders (fig. A2.10(c)). The dependence of Xm with the 
geometrical parameters is generalised (fig. A2.10(d)) - (fig. A2.10(i)) with exception of 
R/t ratio (fig. A2.10(g)). This formulation is not suited for the offshore data set (very 
large COV and high skewness) and can be considered as a dangerous formulation (bias 
lower than one and more than 60% of the test specimens fails under the predictions).
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Fig. A2.10(a) - Test Vs Theory - API Ortho - Radial Pressure (pop. 11 specimens)
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2.2. API Bui 2U formulation (Offshore Steel Test specimens)

The variation of Xm with predicted strength, test strength and with other parameters 
for API Bui 2U formulation using all aerospace population is shown in the following 
figures A2.11 (a) - A2.11 (i).

The test/theory plot (fig. A2.11(a)) shows a good correlation between predictions 
and test results with a moderate scatter for Xm [1.0-1.55] for the very slender cylinders 
(fig. A2.11(b)). The formulation underpredicted the strength (Xm >1 . )  for all test 
specimens (fig. A2.11(a)) and doesn't show significant dependency with slenderness or 
the geometrical parameters (fig. A2.13(b)) - (fig. A2.13(i)). This formulation is fair for 
the offshore data set (moderate COV and no skewness) and can be considered a good 
low bound formulation (bias little over unity and 100% fails above prediction).
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Fig. A2.11(a) - Test Vs Theory - API - Radial Pressure (pop. 11 specimens)
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Fig. A2.11(c) - Xm versus Predicted Strength.
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Fig. A2.11(f) - Xm versus s / t .
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Fig. A2.11(g) - Xm versus R/t.
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Fig. A2.1 l(i) - Xm versus As/st.
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2.3. DnV formulation (Offshore Steel Test specimens)

The variation of Xm with predicted strength, test strength and with other parameters 
for the DnV formulation using all population is shown in the following figures 
A2.12(a) - A2.12(i).

The test/theory plot (fig. A2.12(a)) shows a poor correlation between predictions 
and test results with a high scatter for Xm [1.2-2.5] to slender and very slender 
cylinders as can be seen in figure (A2.12(b)). The formulation also exhibits a great 
dependency of the slenderness with a strong tendency to over predicted the strength of 
medium and stocky cylinders (fig. A2.12(c)). The dependence of Xm with the 
geometrical parameters is generalised (fig. A2.10(d)) - (fig. A2.10(i)). This formulation 
is not suited for the offshore data set ( very large COV and high skewness) and can be 
considered as a poor low bound formulation (bias high above one and more than 25% 
of the specimens fails under the predictions).
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Fig. A2.12(a) - Test Vs Theory - DnV - Radial Pressure (pop. 11 specimens)
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Fig. A2.12(h) - Xm versus L/R.
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Fig. A2.12(g) - Xm versus R/t.
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Fig. A2.12(i) - Xm versus As/st.
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3 - Com bined loading form ulations

The results of the statistical analyses for the API Bui 2U, the RCC 
recommendations and the DnV Classification notes were plotted in graphs showing the 
variation of the modelling parameter Xm with the test and predicted strengths and with 
different geometric parameters of the cylinders. The Offshore Steel test specimens 
were used (population = 35 specimens).

3.1. API formulation (Offshore Steel Test specimens)

The variation of Xm with predicted strength, test strength and with other parameters 
for the API formulation using all offshore population is presented in the following 
figures A2.13(a) - A2.13(i).

The test/theory plot (fig. A2.13(a)) shows a fair correlation between predictions and 
test results with a moderate scatter for Xm to all slenderness with the exception of the 
very slender cylinders in which the maximum scatter occurs (fig. A2.13(b)). The 
formulation also shows some tendency to overpredicted the strength of stocky 
cylinders (fig. A2.13(c)) and doesn't show significant dependency of the geometrical 
parameters (fig. A2.13(d)) - (fig. A2.13(i)). This formulation is fair ( moderate COV 
and no skewness ) and can be considered as mean value formulation (bias near 
unity)for the offshore data set.
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Fig. A2.13(a) - Test Vs Theory - API - Combined Loading (pop. 35 specimens)
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Fig. A2.13(i) - Xm versus As/st
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3.2. DnV formulation (Offshore Steel Test specimens)

The variation of Xm with predicted strength, test strength and with other parameters 
for DnV formulation using all offshore population is presented in the following figures 
A2.14(a)- A2.14(i).

The test/theory plot (fig. A2.14(a)) shows a poor correlation between predictions 
and test results. A moderate scatter for Xm to all slenderness can be seen (fig. 
A2.14(b)). The formulation also exhibit a great dependency of the slenderness with a 
strong tendency to overpredicted the strength of stocky cylinders (fig. A2.14(c)). The 
dependence of Xm with the geometrical parameters exists, particularly for Z1 (fig. 
A2.14(e)) and L/R (fig. A2.14(h)). This formulation is poor (large COV and high 
skewness) but can be considered as a lower bound formulation (high bias and less than 
6% fails under the predictions) for the offshore data set.
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Fig. A2.14(a) - Test Vs Theory - Dnv - Combined Loading (pop. 35 specimens)
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Fig. A2.14(i) - Xm versus As/st.
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APPENDIX 4 - CYLINDERS RELIABILITY ANALYSIS - 
GRAPHICAL OUTPUT.

1 - Axial compression
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Fig. A4.1 -Sensitivity of (Pf) in relation to different variables as a function 
of the shell thickness for Ns=35 for the API Bui 2U-Discrete stiffener 
formulation.
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Fig. A4.2-Sensitivity of (pf) in relation to different variables as a function 
of the shell thickness for Ns=35 for the DnV formulation.
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